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NOTES
ON THE

HEBREW PSALMS.

Psalm LXIX.

V. 5. This verse presents many difficulties.

By adopting the reading which the Syriac trans-

lator seems to have found, not only do these

difficulties vanish, but a remarkably beautiful

and symmetrical meaning appears. The Syr,

read ^mrssi?^ instead of ^n^i2!Ja. The meaning

thus is :

—

They that hate me without a cause

are more numerous than the hairs of my head

:

They that are deceitfully adverse to me are

stronger than my bones ;—with a play upon the

Hebrew words for strong and bone.

The authority of the Lxx. is, however,

totally opposed to this. They give ol e}(6pol

fxov, ol iKBicoKovTEs fXE dSt/fo)?, Now the Hiph.

of rv2'2 is rendered by e/cStwKoa also in Ps. ci. 5.

And ixOpos is the constant rendering of 2''is.

It seems certain, therefore, that the lxx. read
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'•n"^a!jn '•n'^s instead of the inverse order, which

is the order of the present Hebrew text. This

inverted order, however, is in favour of the

existing text, since it suits the reading Ti'^a^a,

hut is quite incompatible with Tiinirsfa. So

that, against the Syriac reading, as given above,

may be adduced, not ouly the Septuagint ren-

dering of the words in question, but also the

order in which the Lxx. appear to have found

them.

id. When I never robbed^ then I restored,

O God Thou knowest. Comp. Ps. xl. 10.

This disjoining ofn^T from ^nbisb obviates

the objection that syn"* is not elsewhere followed

by b. The next verse will now begin with

\nbiNb, thus

—

V. 6. -45 for my thoughtlessness and my
open transgressionsJ they are not hid from Thee.

For this use of b see Gesenius. See also my
note on Ps. xvii. 3, 4.

From the frequent use of nbis in the

Book of Proverbs we may gather that it denoted

a sin of thoughtlessness, or a condition of

thoughtlessness. The word nnirs, however.
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denotes something much more serious, viz, sin

that amounts to a breach of the covenant.

V. 7. Such sin would both give occasion

to the enemies of the Lord to blaspheme, and

would also be a scandal to the faithful. This

latter result of his offence is here deprecated by

the Psalmist.

V. 8. In this view it is impossible to take

T'biy as meaning For Thy sake. The reproach

under which the Psalmist lay was the penalty of

his sin,—not, as it were, a burden borne for

God. Yet although the expression cannot

mean, in this sense, For Thy sake, it may well

mean Because oj Thee. It is thus a continua-

tion of the thought of the preceding verse, as if

the writer should say, I care little for the re-

proach of men : it is on God's account that I

feel the shame and disgrace of my sin,—lest I

should bring reproach upon Him and upon His

people.

Perhaps the nearest rendering will be,

—

It is in consideration of Thee that I have borne

reproach. Reproach has been to me reproacli,

chiefly in this light and with this consideration.

V. 9. Still dependent upon the T^l? of v. 8,

<->&
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Jt is in consideration of Thee that 1 cm
estranged, S^c.

V, 10. ']rv'2,ryi^ypy Jealous anxiety for Thy

household. ''f^ It is because a jealous anxiety con^

sumes me, viz. lest they that wait upon God

should be put to shame through my sin.

id. The reproaches of them that reproach

Thee are fallen upon me,—Why ? Because if I

had not sinned they would have had no occasion

of reproaching Thee. The reproach falls upon

me the more heavily because I have involved

Thee in the same reproach.

V. 11. The mention, in this verse and the

next, of the Psalmist's weeping, fasting, and

putting on of sackcloth, shews him as a penitent

on account of some grievous sin. It is of im-

portance to observe this, because the usual in-

terpretation of this Psalm shews the writer rather

as a man who, though conscious of integrity, is

yet willing to suflfer shame for God's sake.

id. "'ires D"i!J3 n33«i. And I bewailed my
soul with fasting. nsn is followed by an

*For this meaning of '^H'^n sec Ps. cxxii. 8 and 9,

where tlic Psalmist identifies his brethren and companions

with the house of the Lord his God.
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accusative of the person bewailed in Gen. xxiii.

2, xxxvii. 35, and 1. 3. The expression, to

bewail one's soul, may be compared with the

blessing or congratulating of one's soul, as in

Ps. xlix, 19.

V, 14. It is clear from this verse that the

Psalmist, however by his sin he had forfeited

covenant privileges, had been restored to those

privileges in consequence of his penitence, and

in consequence no doubt of such ceremonial

observances as were ordained in such cases. In

my note on Ps. xxxii, 6, 1 have compared the

expression «!?» n^ there with 71^-1 ni? here ;

adding that *' in this latter place the covenant

relationship is certainly assumed, because God's

faithfulness (^v^^ n!D«) is pleaded."

The enemies of the Psalmist desire that he

may not be so restored, and represent hhn as

unworthy of such restitution. With respect to

him, and others who endure God's chastisement,

they pray, not that their iniquity may be for-

given, but that God will add to it, and so on, as

in verses 28 and 29.

v. 27. "nDD^ They speak. What they

speak is given in the next two verses. But
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both the Lxx. and the Syriac read idd^ or iDD'r^

instead of •ncD\

vv. 28 and 29. My reason for putting

these two verses into the mouth of the adver-

saries is, not that the language is too strong for

the Psalmist to use towards them, but because

it is far more appropriate as used by them towards

him. The effect of the Psalmist's sin, unless

repented of and forgiven, would be precisely the

effect of their imprecation. He would not have

returned to the state of righteousness, (-fnpi!J3)

which is God's righteousness ; for which see

notes on Ps. xl. 10, and li. 21. He would

have been blotted out of God's Book, in accord-

ance with that which is written in Exod. Xxxii.

32,— Whosoever hath sinned against me, him

will I blot out oj my book. He would not have

been written among the righteous, because of

his persistence in iniquity. These are the

opposites of those things that the Psalmist hoped

for, upon his repentance ; and they therefore are

the theme of his opponents' imprecation.

Again, it does not appear that these oppo-

nents cared about God's favour, or covenant

privileges, or anything of the kind ; and there-
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fore the imprecation is without point if put into

the Psahnist's mouth.

Moreover, the Psalmist seems to end his

imprecation in v, 26, since in v. 27 he proceeds

to give a reason and a justification of it. It

would be strange if, after this, he should resume

the imprecation. It is therefore reasonable, on

this ground, to make verses 28 and 29 a part of

his justification, viz. a recital of the expressed

desire of the enemies.

I have here identified the hook of the living

of this Psalm with the hook of God mentioned

in Exod. xxxii, 32. Delitzsch, however, takes

the expression of the text to mean " struck out

of the list of the living, that is, of the living in

this present world." But this can hardly be,

since the expression is so immediately amplified

by the mention of those who are written among
the righteous. Much better is the following

from Dr. Perowne, who, however, takes the im-

precation as uttered by the Psalmist. He says,

— *' The figure is borrowed from the civil lists

or register in which the names of citizens were

enrolled. To be blotted out of this denotes

exclusion from all the blessings and privilegesi

of the theocracy."
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V. 30. However poor and however miser-

able^ of myselfy yet Thy Salvationy O Gody lijls

me up.

" For Thy sweet love remembered such wealth brings

That then I scorn to change my state with kings.'*

V. 31. And hereupon comes that which is

the peculiar privilege of God's people, viz. the

Tehillah,

So shall I boast (nbbns) the Name ofGod,

V. 32. The sony (Shir) of the preceding

verse, will be more acceptable than an ox (ShorJ»

The alliteration seems to be intentional ; and, if

80, the mention of the horns and hoofs of the ox

will merely serve the purpose of explaining the

play upon the words,

V. 33. nD3nb^n^iD"*nbs^25-nini2b^D"^i337i«">

Compare VE;-n mn^ ibbn'' r^nb^i n^i2r ib3«'»

ivb n^nnb '^n'^ in Ps. xxii, 27.

In this 33rd verse the Lxx. read wni (im-

perative) instead of ••tij-n. They also read i"»ni

(imperative) instead of tn^T ; and in their read-

ing c^nnb was wanting. Perhaps we ought to

take all the verbs as imperatives, thus;

—

Be-
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hold ye poor and rejoice : seek God and live, or,

lei your heart revive.

The Syriac reads nDnnb, but omits the

words D">nbN ''ttjm.

Psalm LXX.

This Psalm is identical (excepting a

few variations) with the latter part of the

40th Psalm. The important variations are

these :

—

Ps. XL.
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Psalm is only a detached portion of the former:

—detached, probably, as being of more general

application than the whole of the Psalm. The

variations noted above shew that it must have

existed as a separate Psalm for a considerable

time previous to the present arrangement of the

Psalter. The words Jehovah and Elohim seem

to be used indifferently.*

* Ewald says of the indifferent use of these words here,

and in the Psalter generally, that " it has nothing in com-

mon with the interchange of the same Divine names in the

Pentateuch." He supposes it to arise from the greater or

less degree of scrupulosity, on the part of copyists, as to

the use of the sacred name Jehovah. In like manner,

Kuenen, after reciting the general principles of distinction

between these names, says :
—" Ceci toutefois n'empeche

pas que tres-souvent aussi aucun motif general ne deter-

mine le choix, et qu'un auteur ne ee serve d'un nom

plutot que de I'autre pour des raisons toutes subjectives.

Ainsi, dans les livres plus recents de I'Ancien

Testament, (comme dans I'Ecclesiaste), on evile le nom de

Jehovah • dans plusieurs psaumep, on rencontre le nom

d' Elohim avec le meme sens ou, dans le recueil de ces

cantiques et ailleurs, on trouve employe le nom de

Jehovah." In illustrasion, he compares Ps. xiv. with Ps.

liii.; and Judges v 4, fi, with Ps. xlviii. 8, 9. He might

have added the comparison of this seventieth Psalm with

the torlicth.
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V. 2. The verb n!J-), of Ps. Ixx , is omitted

here. Yet the construction, witli this omission,

is not unexampled, as Delitzch supposes. See

Ps. XXXV. 23.

Psalm LXXI.

V. 3. Be Thou to me a foriress-home^ io

which I may always resort.

Thou hast decreed my salvation. See the

same expression in Ps. xliv. 5, See also Ps.

xlii. 9.

V. 6. "'tli is to be interpreted by reference

to Ps. xxii. 1 0, ^Cinn Tta nnt^f where it is to be

observed that ra is quite the proper word to be

used in this connection.

There is a phenomenon of popular language

that has been frequently observed and noted,

viz. that when an unfamiliar word occurs, with,

however, some glimpse of its meaning,—a more

familiar word, approximate in meaning and

sound, is substituted.

It is by means of this popular habit that I

would explain the ms of tlie text. The writer

had Ps. xxii. 10, in mind. The word "^m was
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unfamiliar lo him,—perhaps as being an anti-

quated word—perhaps for provincial reasons.

He therefore substitutes for it the nearest word

in sound and in sense that he can think of, viz.

The Lxx. knew not what to make of this

word tin. They render it by o-KeTracrrTj? ;

and, since they give o-KeTrrj for tirn in Isaiah

XXX. 3, it is not unlikely that they supposed the

word to be equivalent to ti3?.

It has been thought that m:! means " my
benefactor " ; because the root, meaning pri-

marily to divide, may also mean to dislrihute,

thence lo reward, &c. &c. The chief objection

is, that, for such reasons, the word may mean,

not only this, but anything else.

V. 7. As a monster, or. As an evil omen.

The antithesis of the second clause

—

But Thou

art my strong confidence,—requires that this

word in the first clause should be understood in

an evil sense.

id. T2? "^Dnia. The lxx. probably read

nontt, in stat. constr. with tr. The con-

struction, as the text stands, is unexampled.

V. 8. Observe the same construction in
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this verse and in v. 15. Comp. also v. 18 and

V. 22.

V, 16, / will come (sc, into God's pre-

sence) in the strength of the Lord Jehovah,

That is, I will appear before God on the grounds

of the righteousness and salvation mentioned in

the preceding verse. For nimna here must be

taken as equivalent to ytr?"^ mmn: in Ps. xx.

7 ; and indeed the word is almost always used

of God's power as exercised in behalf of His

people. The result of this power thus exercised

is the salvation and righteousness to which refer-

ence is here made.

For pn^j and rtt7% denoting equally states of

blessedness^ see note on Ps. Ixv, 6.

V. 18. K")!"* bab "iinb. For the omission

of the relative after bs, compare n^is rin ba in

Ps. Ixxiv. 3, and Tiii^an ba in 1 Chron. xxix. 3.

Such omissions are not to be regarded as of

later and more careless and colloquial origin.

The use of the relative form of the demonstra-

tive is really later than its disuse.

V. 23. My lips shall shout for joy when I

play upon the harp to Thee, The meaning is
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very obvious, viz. that the Psalmist will accom-

pany his inslrumenlal with vocal praise.

V. 24. See note on Psalm xcii. 4.

Psalm LXXII.

According to Ewald, this Psalm was com-

posed on the accession of some king of the house

of David ;
" not Solomon, but some later suc-

cessor, perhaps Josiah, or one still later."

vv. 1 and 2. Observe the order of the

words, judgment^ righteousness

y

—righteousness

^

judgment, and see note on Ps. Ixviii. 21,

Comp. Isaiah xxxii. 1, Behold a king shall

reign in righteousness ^ and princes shall rule in

judgment. Comp. also Isaiah xi. 4.

V. 3. This is also to be explained by refer-

ence to Isaiah xxxii., where., in the 17th verse,

it is said that The work of righteousness shall be

peace. In this place it is through righteousness

that the mountains and hills shall bear peace

for God's people.

There are examples, in sufficient number,

of wb3 used in the sense of bearing fruit.

The Lxx, took ^p^!:^n into the next verse,
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in connection with tasaj^ For many reasons this

arrangement is plausible. Against it, we con-

sider that this third verse would so be left in-

complete in form and in meaning,

V. 4. Between this and the fifth verse

Ewald supposes a two-membered verse to have

fallen out,

v. 5. With the sun means coasvally with

the sun.

id. m^ '^yih. The same expression is used

with regard to the sun in v. 1 7.

In Job viii. 16, the same expression seems

to mean

—

So long as the sunshines :—a mean-

ing very suitable here. As long as the moon

shines, will thus mean As long as the world

lasts.

V. 6. He shall come down like rain upon

hay-grass. The word may mean either grass

for mowing or else mown grass, i.e. hag. The

latter meaning is obviously inappropriate in Ihis

place. It is, however, possible that the word is

intended to denote the bare field that has been

mown. Rain upon this would make the grass

sprout again.

vv. 14, 15. Comp. Ps. xlix. 9, 10, wliere
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the same expression and the same coustruction

are found. There is, however, this difference,

that, whereas that place refers to eternal redemp-

tion accomplished by God, this refers to temporal

redemption, accomplished by man.

The meaning of this place is

T. 14, He shall redeem their lije Jrom

fraud and violence^ and the ransom of their

blood shall be a precious thing in his sight

:

—
V. 15, So precious and so effectual that the

ransomed one shall live, and shall give S(c,

id. 11^:3 bbcn'^i. And shall pray for him,—
that is, the redeemed shall pray for the redeemer.

See the same expression in Deut. ix. 20, and

1 Sam. vii. 5.

T. 16. Let him be (as it were) an abun-

dance of corn in the earth. So the Syriac.

The usual derivation of noD from ddd, i.q.

Ntt^D, to spread, is satisfactory.

id. Let His fruit be abundant, on the top

of the hills, like (the cedars of) Lebanon.

So in Ps. xcii. 13 : He shall increase (so.

in number,—n:ib^) like the Cedars in Lebanon,

So also Hosea xiv. 5.
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Tlie word used iu the text (wvi) denotes

fa) manifold motion^ as of the waves of the sea,

ears of corn, tree-tops in a wood, crowds of men,

&c. ; (bj tremulous molion. In the kindred

word ti7i"i, which denotes tumultuous crowding, sc.

ofmen, the idea. o( multiplicity seems slightly to

outweigh that of motion. So with regard to

wv^ in the text :—whilst the intention is only

to express multitude (ie. abundance) of fruit,

the figure chosen, (viz. that of the waving crests

of innumerable trees), requires a verb that com-

bines an idea of motion with that of multitude.

In translating, we are at liberty to give promi-

nence to the latter, as I have done above, and as

is done by the Syriac translator, who uses here

the same word by which elsewhere (e.(/. in Ps,

xcii. 8, 13), he renders the Heb. n-iD

.

It is easy to see how the idea of manifold

motion passes on to that of trembling.

id. And let the offspring of his bowels be

(numerous) as the grass of the earth.

Iu this last clause, instead of -i>!?a i!J''U''%

I propose the reading V3?a "*ki*s!J1, as in

Isaiah xlviii. 19, a -passage which is entirely

parallel with this. For as it is there said.
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Thy seed had been as the sand, and the offspring

of thy bowels ('T'3?X3 ""MiiM^) as the gravel there-

of: his name should not have been cut office.—*

so here we shall find, 7 he offspring of Iiis bowels

shall be as the grass of the earth : his name

shall endure for ever.

Compare also my proposed reading

with Job V. 25, v'^nh nbvD TW^W!5i,

bearing in mind that, as Geseuius observes,

u^'S^y or some such word, must always be un-

derstood, if not expressed, in connection with

It is to be observed, also, that the Syriac

read some form of w^j*^ where we now read

The whole verse will thus express, by three

similitudes, the increase of the posterity of him

who is the subject of the Psalm. This posterity

shall be numerous (1) as the abundant corn, (2)

as the crests of the cedars that wave on the

heights of Lebanon, (3) as the grass of the

earth.

In the first similitude, the sign of com-
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parison is supplied in the Syriac. It is easily

understood in the Hebrew,

In the third,—it is sufficient to discredit the

received reading, ntcra • * "1!J"'!J"', to observe

that nw's is precisely the word that would not be

chosen for such a purpose. See note on

Ps. xcii. 8.

V. 1 7. May his name endurefor ever.

As long as the sun lasts may his name pre'

vail.

May all nations be blessed in him^ and call

him blessed.

Whether we read fr or p3\ the idea of

the word is that oiincrease^ prevalence, multipli-

cation.

V. 19. The use of riN before a nominative

is unusual, but not unexampled.
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Psalm LXXITI.

V. 1. Beholdf God is good to Israel^ §fc.

For this general meaning of -[«, see note on

Ps. Ixii. 2.

To them that are of a clean heart. This

moral qualification is the complement of God's

calling of Israel. See note on Ps. xxiv. 4.

The meaning is this,— that God's goodness is

assured to those whom He has called, who walk

worthily of their calling.

V. 2. We here find n:D3 used as equivalent

to -]D27. There is no more difficulty attending

the use of the one verb than of the other. See

my notes on Ps. xvii. 11, and foot-note on p.

415 of Vol, I, Both words have an unusual

appearance, perhaps, in this connection. But

since the idea of strength, Jirmness, 6fC., is in

Hebrew almost always expressed by some word

that denotes binding, we may expect just what

we find here, viz. that weakness is expressed by

words that denote pouring out, relaxation, disso-

lution, (^C.

The meaning is that the Psalmist was in

danger of falling away from trust in God.
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•«itD3 is to be taken in connection with >bi"i,

as a noun singular.

V. 3. 1 was jealous of the exulting ones : I
envied the prosperity of the ungodly.

The verb nsn, to see, or look at, frequently

implies an ethical idea. So in the expression

Mine eye hath looked upon mine enemies^ so,

with rejoicing over their fall. See note on Ps.

liv. 9. So God is said to look (sc. with favour

or pity) upon His people. See note on Ps.

XXV. 18, 19. So here, video =invideOy i.e. to

look upon that which is another's with covetous

ncss or with jealousy.*

For other examples of a future in the latter

clause corresponding with, and continuing^ a

preterite in the former, see v. 6 of this Psalm.

See also Ps, Ixix. 27; cii. 15. If in these

places it should be assumed that the vau which

introduces the latter clause acts with conversive

power upon the following verb, even though

other words intervene,—then, to obviate such an

objection, I adduce Ps. xxxix. 4, ^sb on •

* " Ambiguum nomen invidico, quod verbum ductum

est a nimis iutuendo fortunam alterius," Cic, Tu$c. Disp.

Hi. 9.
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ir5« ivnn ; Ps. xl. 10. sb3« sb — Tnba ; and

Ps. cxiv. 3, DD"^ p-i^n nsn D-^n. Many
otlier examples will occur to the reader.

V. 4. The usual rendering of this place.

They have no bands in their death, has been

rejected very generally, and I think for good

reasons. For nmab does not mean in their

death. The preposition b is quite inappropriate

for the expression of this meaning. Then the

mention of the dealh of the ungodly is out of

place in a passage which is concerned with the

godless enjoyment of li/e. Moreover it was by

no means the intention of the Psalmist to repre-

sent the wicked as unaffected by the terrors of

death. On the contrary, he represents them in

V. 20 as ending a life of sensuous ease by a

death of overwhelming terror.

Let it furlher be considered that here, as

very often elsewhere, the sensual nature is

described in terms appropriate to brute animal

nature. So perfectly does the Psalmist identify

the sensual man with the beast that perisheth,

that he acknowledges that he was himself as a

beast (v. 22, -)2?n and mxann) in God's sight, so

long as he envied the brutish pleasures of the

ungodly.
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Consistently with this idea, we find in this

verse the ungodly represented as fattened, by a

term exclusively appropriate to fed beasts. The

characteristics of such men are arrogance, inso-

lence, insubordination. Those whom Jeremiah

describes as fed horses, full of lust (v. 8) are in

the same chapter (v. 5) represented as breaking

the yoke and bursting the bonds. In the same

way in Dent, xxxii. 15, Jesurun waxed fat and

kicked. So fatness is connected with kicking,

that is with restlessness under the yoke, in

1 Sam. ii. 29. It would therefore not be sur-

prising if, in this 4th verse of Ps. Ixxiii., we

should find mention of the libido effrenata et

indomita which characterises well-fed beasts and

sensual men.

This, I think, we do find. Since the ne-

cessity of some textual emendation is very

generally acknowledged, I propose to read ctoiab

instead of nmnb. The meaning will thus be,

—There are no bands to their yoke.

It is unnecessary to remind the reader how

frequently the bands of the yoke are mentioned,

as shewing that the restraining power of the yoke

resided in the bands. But it is remarkable that
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in the only other place in which this word n"QlJ"irT

occurs, viz. in Isaiah Iviii. 6, it is used in con-

nection with, and apparently as equivalent to,

the expression ^^^'Q nM^i^, the bands of the yoke.

Ewald, Olshausen, Delitzsch, and others,

have adopted this division :

—

Db^w «"^"im on

i.e. they have no pangs : firm and fat is

their belly. Against this, Dean Perowne's ob-

jection is sufficient, viz. that ** an is no-where

used of physical, but always of moral, sound-

ness."

The meaning of bis is doubtful, and the

ancient versions throw no light upon it. The

most probable opinion, from the kindred Vs a

ram, and from other words derived from the

same root, is that it denotes animal strength^

The import of the words will thus be,

—

their

animal strength is well nourished.

V. 5. It is not absolutely necessary to ob-

serve the distinction between aji^s and cin. In

such a balanced sentence the one subject is ex-

pressed under various names, perhaps only for

the sake of variety.
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V. 6. The two verbs in this verse are

denomiuatives,—the first from pTj, a necklace

;

•—the second being a compound of the verb p\^v

and the noun n'^w. Ordinarily this verb would

take this noun after it in such close connection as

to make the two appear as one word. That is

to say, n''ii5-?ir:)37"' would mean, he covereth with

a cloak. It is easy to see how in such a case

the two words are combined to form the oue

denominative verb, just as in the former case

the one word, with the two combiaed meanings

of noun and verb, assumes what is called the

denominative form. The peculiarity of these

cases may be represented in English thus,

—

only that it is not English

—

Pride necklaceth them: Violence cloalc-

coverelh them.

It is likely that an idea of self-asserted

enfranchisement is implied in the former verb,

•»x:np227,—for which see my note on Ps, xiv.

p. 117 of Vol, I.

V. 7. The sentiment of this verse may be

unfolded by a reference to Jer. xxii. 17, " Thine

eyes and thy heart are not but for thy oovetous-

ness," So here, the meaning is, Their greedy
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eye wandereth forth beyond satiety : they surpass

the desires of the heart. The latter clause is

well rendered ia E.V. They have more than

heart could wish. The former clause is to much

the same eflfect. Their eye wanders for food

just as if they were famishing, whereas they are

fat already. We might render nbnn on account

of fatness^ but for the consideration suggested

by Delitzsch, that fatness does not cause one's

eyes to stand outy but rather to seem more deep-

ly set in. On the other hand, I do not take

these words to mean from fatness , as if the eyes

were represented as looking out from a pair of

fat cheeks ;—but I take the preposition -a to

denote beyond^ so that the going forth beyond

("tt N!J"') of the former clause will correspond

with the surpassing ("Qv) of the latter.

V. 8. They talk of wickedness mockingly

:

they talk of oppression haughtily.

In the first clause the literal rendering is

they mocky they talk. That this Hebraism is

correctly Englished as above will not be ques-

tioned. The verb rnni"*) which is followed

by n in the first clause, takes the accusative in

the second. Both constructions are found else-
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where. Perhaps the n was used in the first

case to avoid an ambiguity :—there being no

need of such precaution in the other case.

The verb p'^a is found only here. There

seems no doubt as to its meaning. The lxx.

and the Syriac translator had a totally diiferent

reading.

V, 10. The first clause of this verse stands

thus :—Dibn ini? n^t»^ pb.

In trying to find out its meaning, we must

first show what meanings, however plausible, it

cannot bear.

(a). The subject of the verb {d.>w^) is

not God ; because this subject has not hitherto

appeared. If it should now for the first time be

introduced, surely it would be expressed.

(6). The subject is not the prosperous un-

godly, because all through the Psalm these are

spoken of in the plural number.

Excluding these hypotheses, we are almost

compelled to take a:s7 (whether i?25? as in the

text, or ^:2^ as the lxx. and Syr. read) as the

subject of the proposition.

Let us now consider what the context may
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lead us to expect iu this verse. We shall find

that as the ease and complacency of v. 5 result

(]Db) in the haughtiness expressed in v. 6, so the

ostentatious parade ofv, 9 may be expected to

result iu popularity in v. 10, which is also intro-

duced by pb, therefore.

This we do find. It might have seemed

conjectural to understand the expression dv mio'*

of popularitt/, if it had not happened that a

popular warrior of David's time took his name,

Jashobeam, ni'-2d\ from this very phrase:

—

the name being interpreted by Geseuius as

" To-whom-lhe-people-iurn''

It seems therefore that, whatever becomes

of the other words, these two, m? mm% must

constitute the body of the proposition, and must

bear the meaning oi popularity, as presumed

from the context.

This is the most important result j and, if

this be established, it matters little to the general

meaning how we deal with the word abn.

Taking it as it stands, we may render it hitlier,

so JaVy as a sort of limitation to the unworthy

popularity of the ungodly. But the balancing

of the two parts of the verse seems to require
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the substitution of either nnb or i>2b. This

question I do not pretend to decide, since it

hardly admits of such a satisfactory determina-

tion as does that which we have considered

above.*

The general meaning of these two verses

(9 and 10) may be given thus :

—

Their profession vaunts itself to heaven,

and their self-trumpeted fame goes through the

world. There/ore they are popular, so far,—
(or, therefore do the people turn to thenij—and

the waters of a full cup (sc. of applause) are

sucked out by them.

The sentiment is one that is universally

recognised, viz. that self-glorification is the

surest road to popularity.

* I put in a foot-note a conjecture that I do not care to

hazard in the text,—viz. that lX2373''ti/'' may be taken

as one word, a denominative verb formed like the denomi-

natives in V. 6. Such a use would be warranted by the

fact that the two words are found actually concreted into

one nomen, viz. the proper name Jashobeam mentioned in

the text. Since any nomen may constitute the basis of a

denominative verb, it is not inconceivable that this com-

pound may be so used in this place. The meaning will

be the same,—T/jere/ore are they popular.
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V, 13. Behold in vain have I cleansed my
heart f

^c.

V. 14. Since I am plagued all the day, Sfc,

That is, be takes his chastisement as a token of

God's wrath. His efforts to walk uprightly

before God are surely in vain, if, notwithstand-

ing these efforts, he is afflicted, whilst the un-

godly are prosperous.

In the latter verse cnpnb means until

the morning,, The expression all the day and

until the morning is a poetical method of saying

all day and all night. See note on Pa. xlix, 15.

V. 15. "T^^ does not mean " thus^ In

order to express such a meaning it must be fol-

lowed by a demonstrative. We are therefore

almost compelled to take the following word as

the requisite demonstrative. The words r\':7\ ins

will thus mean " things like these," and are only

a fuller form of n^n'D, as this word appears in

2 Sam, xii. 8, and Job xxiii. 14.

With regard to \-n3S, at the beginning

of the verse, it has been objected that " not the

forming the purpose to speak sa, but the speak-

ing so itself," would have constituted the sin.

To this it may be answered that the Psalmist
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(lid not actually adopt such language as bis

own :—it only occurred to him as au evil sug-

gestion. »So that we may give the sense of the

words thus,

—

Tfil occurred to my mind to say

such things as these. The literal rendering, of

course, is. If I have said, I will talk in this way.

But this does not give the precise sliade of

meaning. Compare Ps. cxxxix. 11, // / say.

Surely darkness shall cover me, i.e. if it should

occur to my mind that darkness will cover me.

The whole verse may be represented thus :

—If ever I have seriously purposed such talk

as this, then I have betrayed the generation of

Ihy children.

We are traitors to our sonship if ever we

allow ourselves to forget that whom the Lord

loveth He chasteneth, and that He dealeth witli

us as with sons when He scourgeth us. This

the Psalmist was tempted to forget, when he

said, or thought of saying, [t is in vain that I
try to stand on the ground of covenant-relation-

ship with God, (sc. by cleanness of hands and

purity of heart, as in Ps. xxiv. 4, and xxvi, 6)

if! am scourged all the day, S^c, This was the

suggestion of the Evil One to our Saviour Him-
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self. Surely you poor hungry fainting man can-

not be the Son of God ? If Thou be the Son of

GodJ command that these stones be made bread,

&c.

V. 16, And however 1 tried to get to the

Jcnorvledge oj this, it was still a vexation to me.

For ndn denotes mental effort in scheming, con-

triving, devising, &c. See note on Ps. xl. 18.

V. 20. As one upon awakening despiseth

his dream, so, O Lord, when Thou awakest (the

expression purposely and poetically varied)

Thou wilt despise their vain shadow.

In the light of eternity, the weak things of

the world appear as eternal realities ; whilst

" The glories of our blood and state

Are shadows, not Bubstantial things."

V. 22. / was, as it were, a beast with

Thee, i.e. in Thy sight. See the same expi'es-

sion in Ps. 1. 11, The beasts oJ the field are

with me.

V. 23. Yet am I always with Thee, &c.

Since this is the meaning of "jas? in these two

verses, we are hardly warranted in putting

another meaning upon the same expression in

v. 25.
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V. 24. The lxx. give /aera So^?, appa-

rently for the words ninD -in«, though this is

not the meaning of the Hebrew. The preposi-

tion /xcra does indeed very often represent the

Heb. nns, but only with the meaning of after,

when of course it would be followed by the ac-

cusative. However this may be, it is certain

that -inw is very frequently used in the sense of

afierwardSy in which sense the word seems to be

used here» The usual and obvious rendering

of this verse appears to be the right one, viz.

1 hou shall guide me with Thy counsel, and

afterwards Thou will receive me with glory.

The connection with the preceding verses seems

to be this:

—

guided by my own feelings of envy

towards men and distrust towards God, I was in

Thy sight as hruHsh as those whom 1 envied.

But, (fuided by Thy counsel, 1 shall be no more

degraded in Thy sight, but shall be received by

Thee with glory,

V, 25. ^'av must, I think, mean with

Thee here, as in the 22nd and 23i'd verses.

This verse may therefore be rendered thus :

—

Whom have I in heaven P, a rhetorical question

that needs no expressed answer,

—

And so
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long as I am with Thee 1 desire nothing upon

earth.

It was not always so. Once he did desire

and covet earthly things, and was unmindful of

the treasure laid up for him in heaven.

vv, 27 and 28. The beautiful antithesis

of pm and n"ip must not be overlooked. They

that areJar jrom Thee shall perish. , . . But

nearness to God is good for me.

The last words of v. 28 do not mean That

I may declare Thy works ; but rather. That I

may deliver Thy messages :—That Imay declare

the things that Thou hast commissioned me to

declare.

This observation is due, not merely to

pedantic accuracy, but to the complete meaning

of the passage. In v. 15 we find the Psalmist,

in distrust of God, tempted to declare (niQDs)

the dictates of that distrust, viz. that the service

of God is without reward. Here we find him

brought near to God, recovering his trust in

God, and in that trust ready to declare. What ?

—Not the dictates of the evil one :—not the

suggestions of his own nan'ow experience ;
—
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not the selfish maxims of mere worldly wisdom

;

—but that which he had learned in the Sanc-

tuary of God (v. 17), the message of peace to

his own soul, the message which God had put

into his mouth for others' welfare,—yes, for

ours.

The change of address, in this 28th verse,

creates a difficulty^ This the Syriac translator

either did not find, or, finding, sought to obviate.

For n-\ntt7 he read '^t2tD, It is also observable

that the expression "^onia tik; is found no-

where else. The reading of the lxx. was much

the same as ours ; but at the end of the verse

they add iv rat? TrvXai? r^s Oxryarpos ^wv,—in

the gates oj the daughter of Sion.
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Psalm LXXIV.

The occasion of the composition of this

Psalm and of the 79th has been a matter of

much controversy. I offer no opinion, since it

consists more with my general purpose to dig

out materials for the detenuination of such

questions than to attempt tlieir direct solution.

It is not improbable that the words wliicli

the Lxx. place at the end of tlie preceding Psalm

may have been really a title of this Psalm.

They read p^2 nn ^nvw:2 -, but we may con-

jecture that the true reading «'a8 miab, &c.,

Against the adversaries of the daughter 0/ Zion,

—a title very appropriate to this Psalm.

V. 2. nT, the demonstrative with relative

power, according to the earliest usage in all

lanQ:uaQ:es.

V. 3. Lift up Thy Jeet for everlasting de-

struction (for) all the evil that the enemy hath

done in (Thy) sanctuary. For msrra see the

preceding Psalm, v, 18, where the word (which

in this form occurs only in these two places) de-

noles the destruction that God brings on un-

godly men.
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TV. 4 and 5. Prima facie grounds for the

interpretation of these two verses may be found

in these considerations, viz.

(a) mriM Dib does not mean to set up

signs, quasi ensigns, but to exhibit, or show,

signs. See Exod. x. 2, and Ps. Ixxviii, 43.

{b) mn« s'^nn means, to bring such signs

to pass, to fulfil them.

In consideration of (a) we are led to

disconnect the final n^nK from v. 4, and to

take it into v, 5 in connection with viv,

which, with the Lxx., we may perhaps read

1371V, in the plural. The meaning so far

will be, Thei/ have shown their signs : Let (their)

signs he known, or understood ; with which

we may compare Ps. Ixxix. 10, ui ryapi riv

In this latter place it happens also, as

in the former, that the gender of the nominative

noun is not observed in the verb.

In consideration of (6) we are led to take

the meaning of K^na^, in v. 5, to be— \^hen

Thou bringest to pass (sc. the signs). Such

use of 3 with the participle is rare ; but an

example occurs in Gen. xxxviii. 29,
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The idea seems to be tliat in tbe very place

where God's people were accustomed to see the

signs of His presence, the enemies were now-

dealing forth devastation. This is spoken of as

shotiing their signs,—a figure of speech which

might seem far-fetched and incongruous but for

this consideration. Having adopted the figure,

the Psalmist continues it awhile in the next

verse^

—

Lcl it be known n-hat these signs mean

when Thou falfiHesl them loftilii, i.e. when I'hou

liftest up Thy feet for their eternal destruction,

as in V, 3.

To "]^D3, in V. 5, the lxx. prefixed "d,
—

a»s eV Spyfi^. They also took into this verse

the first word of the next, which now stands as

n2?l. They read it as some plural verb, with

the meaning of cutting ; and to this meaning

the consonants rrj readily lend themselves. It

is not permissible, however, to take such liberties

with the Hebrew text as to assimilate it to tlie

Greek in such a case as this. Their reading of

"jnonD is more allowable, and I propose its

adoption. Other emendations obviously sug-

gest themselves ; but I refrain even from indi-

cating them, through fear o( bringing discredit
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upon the main line of interpretation wliicb I pro-

pose independently of such emendations. The

interpretation will be somewhat as follows :---

V. 4. Thine adversaries roar in the midst

of Thy congregation : they have rvrovyht their

signs.

V. 5. Let it he hiorvn what these signs

mean ; when Thou fulfillest them on high ; (i.e.

when Thou on high fulfillest them. C(»mp.

the nbiJnb ms that God proposed to Aliaz,

Isaiah vii. 11). As in a thicket of frees men

smite with hatchets,

V. 6. So now the carved work thereof do

they smite down with axes and hammers.

The simile is very appropriate, since the

carved work (n'^ninDj, with which Solomon

adorned the temple, is said ( 1 Kings vi. 29) to

have represented palm-trees and flowers. Yet

this remark is itself appropriate only on the sup-

position that the destruction of the first temple is

the subject of the Psalm.

The fem. form of the sufiix points to some

foregoing word that docs not appear in the

existing text.
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V. 7. The expression aJsn nbw seems to

he a poetical inversion of n 2?n nbir. It is verj

delusive to compare the French meltre a feu, or

the English sel on fire^ as if there were some

common account to be given of these idiomatic

expressions,

id. " lis ont profane a terre ton sanctuaire

est bien^ plus vif, mais moins logique que, Jls

onl profane ion sanctuaire en le renversaiit a

terre. Toutes les langues ofFrent des exemples

de ces sortes de constructions; mais je doute

qu'aucune en presente d'aussi frequents et d'aussi

caracterises que I'liebreu." Renan : Langues

Sem, The same expression occurs in Ps.

Ixxxix- 40.

V. 8. Since, both before and after, God is

addressed in the second person, it seems strange

to fmd this abrupt men tion of Him in the third per-

son, viz. in the expression ** they have burned up

all the houses^of God in the land," ^iv^T2 bs ^^^b

y-)sn b«. This difficulty is obviated by the

readino- of the lxx. and the Syriac, where

the second verb, as well as the first, is in the first

person plural, viz. let us burn up, &c. The

whole verse is thus put into the enemy's month.
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The plural form b« '^ivm2 does uot of it-

self denote more buildings than the one, viz. the

temple, as if synagogues were meant. But,

taken in connection with V'^wn, this meaning

must certainly be intended. It is remarkable,

however, that the lxx. and the Syr. read y-isa

instead of Y'"'^^. If this rendering be ad-

mitted, then there is nothing in this verse tliat is

not applicable to the one building of the first

temple.* vSince there is some doubt as to the

prefix of the word v"^s, it is allowable to suppose

that it ought to be Deitlier a nor a, but b.

The meaning then will be. They have burned

(or, let us burn) all the temple of God lo the

ground,

v. 9. The words that stand at the end of

this verse cannot, I think, mean There is none

that Icnoweth how long ; thougli this meaning is

now very generally accepted. For T112-1V is

certainly an interrogative :—the instances of the

* We do not speak of burning a thing /row the land.

But neither do we use Buch an expression, for example, as

the Latin ex vinculis causam dicere. Such a difference of

idiom creates no difficulty ; and this same use of the pre-

position ]D is found el-.ewhere, e.g. in 2 Chron. xxsi. 1.
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relative use of na being too few and too archaic

to be adduced here. We are not warranted in

taking rCD-iv as in all respects equivalent to

quousque. This Latin expression may mean

either ihe time until whichj or unto what time P

But a Hebrew writer, who wished to say that he

did not know the time when a calamity would

end, or a blessing be bestowed, would not, in the

first place, use an interrogative form, nor, in

the second, would he use a relative form like

quousque, with ellipsis of the antecedent. The

antecedent is just what he would express in this

case. He would say that he did not know the

times or seasons (when &c.) : the relative part

of the expression being omitted.

I therefore suppose that ni2'iv ought to be

taken into the next verse, as a reduplication of

the impassioned cry. How long ! The participle

nv will thus be left as used absolutely, as often

elsewhere : There is no longer a prophet, nor is

there with us any that knoweth.

V. 11. According to the existing Hebrew

text, the Prayer Book version of this place is

adequate :

—

^hy wilhdrawest Thou Thy hand?

]r% pluckest Thou not Thy right hand out of
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Thy bosom to consume the enemy P JEveu so, we

are almost compelled to read nb^b. The im-

perative nbD suits the context before almost as ill

as behind. Though the Sepluagint reading

is inadmissible, it can be accounted for on tlie

supposition that this last word of the verse had

an initial b.

V. 12-17. These verses have retrospective

reference to God's dealings (aj with Israel, and

(b) with the whole world. According to our

method we should probably, in such a retrospec-

tion, adopt the historical order; taking the

creation of the world, &c. first, and God's deal-

ings with Israel next. But it is quite in accord-

ance with Hebrew usage to mention first that

which stands nearest iu respect of time.

The same subjects appear in the same order

in Ps. Ixxxix. 10-14.

vv, 13, 14, The sea-monsters here men-

tioned appear to be representative of Egypt.

And a comparison of the latter part of v. 1 4 with

Ezekiel xxix. 3, 4, 5, can leave no doubt that

the mcjaning is, Thou hast given Egypt (perhaps

the corpses of the Egyptians) as food to the

beasts of the desert, jaclcals, (Sfc.
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V. 18, Remember this. Tlie LXX. expand

and expound the expression thus :

—

ixpTJcrd-qTL

TavTr)<i Trj<; KTLcre(o<s (Tov,

id. Horn the enem,y have reviled, Lord,

and the foolish people have scorned Thy name.

This seems preferable to taking mn"" as the accu-

sative, whereby an awkward change of address is

necessitated. We need not regard ppn as used

absolutely (though this would be a smaller

difficulty), but as governing ^"cw^

V. 19. Accepting the reading of the re-

ceived text, it might seem unquestionable that

the same meaning ought to be put upon the

word rr^n in the latter as in the former clause of

this verse. But this is not absolutely necessary.

Hebrew writers were very fond of what we call

punning, and frequently vary an expression

slightly when they purpose an important varia-

tion of meaning. We may have recourse to

this consideration when, as in this case, the

common-sense method of interpretation fails. I

therefore suppose that rvn (for n^n) in the

former clause denotes prey, sc. of living crea-

tures. The same word seems to be used iu Ps.

ixviii. 10, to denote the quails which were a
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prey to the Israelites iu the wilderness. So the

JSyriac translator understood it in this place,

representing it by the same word which in Ps.

vii. 3, and elsewhere, represents ^ints.

With the expression thus arrived at. Give

not up for a prey, Compare that in v. 14 of this

Psalm, Thou gavest him /or food.

The verse may now be rendered thus :

—

Give not the lije of Thy dove for a prey :

forget not the congregation of Thy lowly ones

for ever,

V. 20. Ifwe compare the Dan V""^w isba

here with the oft-repeated formula nsba

V^wn D!2n, as in Gen. vi. J 3, &c., we can

hardly avoid taking this formula as the ground-

work of our interpretation of this verse, thus :

—

They havefilled the land with violence. But the

two words ''D27na and mH3 have to be woven into

the proposition. With regard to the latter,

Avhich means always quiet resting-places^ and

almost always the resting-places of God or of

God's people, I am prevented by this usage from

coupling it with onn, as if it meant the dwellings

of violence. The idea of the one word is so

diametrically opposed to that of the other, that
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we can hardly associate them in this manner.

But tlie very inconsistency of the two ideas is

suitable to the Psahnist's theme :—the quiet

dwellings of God (sc. His temple) and of God's

people being filled with violence. It occurs

therefore to render the whole verse thus :

—

Look

vpon the covenanty for iheij have JiHed (Thy)

land wUh darkness : {Thy) quiet dwellings with

violence. The only textual alteration required

for this meaning is the reading of c^32;na instead

of >D2;nD.

The Psalmist seems to revert to the state

of the world before the flood, ichen the earth was

Jilted with violence, and then to God's covenant

with the world, and His promise that cold and

lieat, summer and winter (p)^m VV* ^^ i" v«

17 of this Psalm), and day and night, should

not cease (Gen. viii. 22). It is this covenant

that is called to mind, though not perhaps to the

exclusion of the more special one made with

Abraham and his seed. As if the state of things

contemplated and lamented by the Psalmist re-

quired a deprecation of God's wrath, lest it

should burst out in devastation as in the days of

Noah.
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It is perhaps unnecessary to remark that

the omission of the article before v'^^ and ms: is

quite in accordance with poetical usage ; as is

also the inverse order of the words in the two

clauseSj

—

They have filled with darkness the

land : the dwellings with violence. For another

example of this order see Ps. cv. 43,

—

He
brought forth His people with gladness : with

rejoicing His chosen. The reader will readily

call to mind many other examples, which really

come under the law of sequence stated in my
note on Ps. Ixviii. 21.

Psalm LXXV.

V. 2. We praise Thee, O God, we praise

Thee, and Thy wonders wrought in our behalf

declare that Thy Name is near to us.

For the word msbD: is appropriated almost

exclusively to the manifestations of God's power

in behalf of Israel. And God's presence

amongst His people, of which they were assured

by such manifestations, is constantly described

as the result of His putting His Name amongst

them, and upon them.

The opening sentiment of this Psalm is
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therefore in strong contrast with that which per-

vades the preceding one. There God's presence

was not manifested amongst His people bj pro-

phets, by signs, or by wonders. That His

Name was near, even in their midst, was a

matter of doubt, when the enemy had profaned

the dwelling-place of His Name to the earth

(Ixxiv. 7).

In any conjecture, therefore, as to the date

and the occasion of this Psalm, it must be assum-

ed that it was written at a time when God's

presence amongst His people was still manifest-

ed by msbc3.

For -j?3tt5 n'lip the Lxx. read some shortened

form of s-ip3, followed by -[atiJa, We praise Thee

and call upon Thy Name^ They also read

msDS, / will declare, instead of '\^f:iD. These

readings would bring the text into com-

plete conformity with Ps. cv. 1,

—

Praise the

Lord; call upon His Name : make known His

doings among the people.

T. 3. For I appoint a set lime, (wherein)

/ shall judge in righteousness,

Comp. St. Paul's words as recorded in Acts

xvii. 31,

—

Because He hath appointed a day, in.^
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the whkh He will judge the world in rigbteous-

ness»

If in this place we should find ^ns instead

of npN, the meaning which I have assigned to it

would be unquestioned, since the verb ^ns is

constantly used in the sense of appointing. I

have elsewhere pointed out that the ideas of

giving and of taking are onlj modifications of tlie

one common idea of bearing ; and that a word

that denotes simply bearing may become appro-

priated to denote either giving or taking.

With this consideration in view we need feel no

hesitation in taking the word npN in the text as

equivalent to ]nN. Some sHght diflference

there is, undoubtedly. Whereas l's^n ]n«

would mean, 1 appoint to others a fixed time,

the expression of the text, -rnji npN, means

/ appoint to myself the time rvherein S^c, God
does not make known to others the time ofjudg-

ment. Of these times knoweth no man, nor

even the angels in heaven,*

The expression of 2 Cor. vi. 2, Katpb?

Se/cTos, might be taken as illustrating the usage

* To the same effect Ewald gives, Far I choose ajixedi

time.
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of the text, but for the consideration that it is a

rendering of a totally different Hebrew expres-

sion.

V. 4. The earth and the inhabitants thereof

are moved : It is I that (first) settled the pillars

of it.

It is reasonable that the earth shcmld trem-

ble at the presence of Him who first fixed its

foundations. The expression of the nominative

by the pronoun "^^ds, and the position of this

pronoun, require that it should be marked em-

phatically. And this emphasis is note-worthy,

as apparently intended to rebut the heathenish

notion that the limits of the people of Israel were

the limits of Jehovah's dominion, and that the

earth's stability was something to be set against

Jehovah's claims. I have elsewhere observed

that the existence of such notions amongst the

heathen, and perhaps amongst the faithless

members of the Israelitish nation, is to be in-

ferred from such counter-assertions as that in the

text. See notes on Ps. xciii. 1, 2 ; and xcvi. 10.

The emphatic assertion of the text is appli-

cable to the sceptical thought of the present day.

If the permanence of Nature's materials and
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forces is urged against the claims of a God of

providence and of grace. Christians must take

God at His word when He says,—// is I that

established them all ; and must acknowledge that

it is according to His ordinance that they con-

tinue to this day^

The Hebrew "{liTy seems to denote primarily

to settle, as the materials of a road, or the found-

ations of a building. It is represented in

Syriac by '\'pn, and this again represents the

Heb. iD% or ]id. It is certain that the idea

of making even or level, or of weighing, cannot

be the primary idea. Whereas it is easy to see

how the idea of weighing (which certainly be-

longs to this root) is connected with that of

settling, sc, of the arms of the balance.

V. 7. For not from the East, nor Jrom

the Westf nor yet from the South, (cometh)

exaltation,

I cannot imagine how any one can take

nnn here to mean mountains (which is tlie ren-

dering of the Lxx.), in view of ixs'^in in v. 5,

and again in v. 6, and of nn*^ in v. 8.

There seems to be no doubt that the South

is here denoted by -nnss, whether the desert of
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Arabia is inteuded, or, as is more probable, some

intervening pasture land. Comp. Acts viii. 26,

Kara /xecn^/i/S/otav avryj ia-rlv eprjfxo^.

What may we infer from the omission of

the North in this enumeration ? Nothing ne-

cessarily. The Hebrews were quite regardless

of scientific accuracy in their divisions, whether

of time, of space, or of number. If the

Psalmist's intention was to express help from

God only, to the exclusion of all other sources of

help, these sources would be as completely

enumerated by the naming of two or three as by

the naming of four. He had no more induce-

ment to name four than six or seven.

V. 9. In order to unfold the meaning of this

verse, tlie following considerations ought to be

regarded.

(a) The cup in the Lord's hand is not

necessarily a cup of unmixed wrath. In two

preceding Psalms the ungodly are said to have a

share, and the godly a share, of this cup. (Ps.

xi. 6, and xvi. 5, riDi: in both cases). ^

(b) The varied distribution of the contents

of this cup, may be presupposed from the con-
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text. Tn the preceding verse, God humbles this

(nf) and exalts this (ht). We may therefore

assume that the nta of this 9th verse serves to

denote the same distributive meaning. In order

to this, it ought to be repeated, nt^ ma.

Standing alone, the nta of the text is not easily

to be accounted for. Now this repetition is

found with a slight variation both in the Septua-

gint and in the Syriac,— ck tovtov ets tovto.

I suggest this meaning, if not this reading.

The p oi mn will thus correspond, in form

and meaning; with the 013 nna of Ps. xi. 6, and

xvi, 5.

(c) The word t[Dd occurs no-where else as

a noun substantive. It is therefore allowable to

take it here in its usual state, viz. as a verb,

corresponding with sba, which I also propose to

read as a verb. Now it has been generally ad-

mitted by modern Hebraists that -jon, which

usually means to mix, has an antecedent mean-

ing oi pouring out : that it is, in fact, both akin

and equivalent to -jds. In at least one place,

viz. Isaiah xix. 14, the only suitable meaning

seems to be that of pouring. Moreover, the

Syriac 3t>2, which is the constant representative
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of Heb. -fD)2, means to pour out, as well as to

mix, nnn V"* nieans simply wine.

We thus arrive at this meaning,

—

In the Lord's hand there is a cup, and He
hath filled it for, it isfilled) with wine (nxsn i*^).

Then comes the proposed reading

niiz i2^"i nTXD -70x2.

He hath poured out to some such a share

:

and He hath shed forth to others such a share.

But the dregs of it, the ungodly 0/ the earth shall

drink and wring out to the very last drop.

The meaning, in other words, would seem

to be, that while the life of the godly is a

mingled cup of good and evil, the evil alone is

reserved for the ungodly.

It may be added, that, in strict grammati-

cal accuracy, we ought to find nsTD, rather

than nftt, if the word is intended I0 refer to

^13, since this is a feminine noun. But it

would be pedantic to insist upon this, since such

in'egularities are of frequent occurrence. A
more important consideration is this, that if the

meaning were intended. He poureth out of it, sc.

out of the cup, the word would surely have been

nntJiD, or i3t2a.
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If, as I suppose, the htki ought to he re-

peated, so as to correspond with the repeated nt

of the preceding verse, we may perhaps account

for the omission of the former nt^a from its re-

semblance in form and sound to the preceding

word "fDtt. Such a word as this, especially if pro-

nounced according to the form 2TD ffor which

see Cant, vii. 3), might easily be confounded

with, and then supplant, the word nta. Or the

reduplication itself may account for the omission.

A. scribe who had written the word once miffht

easily forget to write it a second time. However

this may be, I have adduced sufficient warrant

for the reduplication.

The Lxx. render the words '^'an ]>% olvov

aKparov, though they seem to stultify their ren-

dering by proceeding to speak of the same cup

as TrXr^pe? /cepctcr/xevos. They at least recognise

the difficulty which I have tried to remove. It

seems probable that the words m Rev. xiv. 10,

are echoed from the Septuagint Version of this

Psalm ;

—

ek tov olvov tov Ov/xov rov Qeov, tov

K€Kepa(T[Jievov aKparov iv rw iroTiqpioi Trj<s opyrjs

avTov.

It would seem, also, that i^n ]"^'* here has
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beeu confounded with ,the n»n r^ wliich is

often elsewhere spoken of.

One cannot, without appearing arbitrary,

even attempt to subordinate all the details of the

text to the general meaning which I have

sketched out. 1 have been contented here, as

often elsewhere, simply to indicate " that un-

bodied figure of the thought that gave it sur-

mised shape."

V. 10. For t:is the lxx. read b^3N,

ayaXXtao-o/Attt. This might at first sight seem

preferable, since the Hiphil of 123 is never else-

where used so absolutely. It is found elsewhere

with omission of the thing declared, or with

omission of the person to whom a thing is de-

clared. Here there is omission of both : I will

declare Jor ever, which at first sight seems to

convey no meaning. Bnt the word is so con-

stantly used to denote a sort of exulting assertion

of God's wonders as manifested in behalf of His

people, and this meaning is so suitable here, that

it cannot be rejected. It is here connected with

n~ittf«, and in the same connection it occurs in

Ps. ix. 12, and in Ps. xcii. 2, 3.
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Psalm LXXVI.

It has been very commonly assumed, as if

it were unquestionable, that this Psalm celebrates

the extraordinary overthrow of Sennacherib's

invading army. This is not at all unlikely, but

I must confess that it would by no meaos be

suggested to my mind by ihe internal evidence.

The allusions of the Psalm throughout point

distinctly and emphatically to that great event

which seems to have been ever present to tlie

Jewish mind, the deliverance at the Red Sea.

Not that this event is necessarily the subject of

the Psalm. But the resources of Hebrew

poetry seem to have been so far exhausted by the

triumphal songs of that occasion, that the lan-

guage appropriate to that occasion is constantly

re-echoed whenever in after times a similar strain

of triumph is required. The Song of Deborah

and the Sixty-Eighth Psalm are so mixed up

with references to the Exodus that the special

occasion of these compositions, or rather com-

pilations, barely appears in either. We can

easily account for this. The records of that

primary deliverance became in the course of time

sacred language, and this language became
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sacred especially to the purpose of recording all

later manifestations of God's favour and cliam-

pionship. How difficult it is to emancipate

oneself from such a habit may be acknowledged

by ourselves, who, in returning thanks for a

bountiful harvest, never think of mentioning our

wheat and barley and peas and beans &c., but

fall back invariably upon the sacred language in

which vineyards and olives and figs are men-

tioned.

It thus happens that the special occasion of

a composition may sometimes be quite put out

of sight ; and to my mind this appears to be the

case with this 76th Psalm. It may have been

written tt/do? top ^Kcra-vpiovy but I should believe

this rather on the authority of the Lxx, than

upon the internal evidence,

V. 2. The mention of Judah and Israel in

this verse is to the same effect (and to nothing

further) as in Ps. cxiv. 2, When Israel came

out of Egypt, . . Judah was His sanctuary^

and Israel His dominion. In both places, the

reference seems to be to the deliverance from

Egypt,

V. 4. If we take r^iy^ to mean strictly therey
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it is not necessarily referable to either Salem or

Sion. It maj point back to the great event on

the shores of the Red Sea, Or, which is most

likely, it is simply a demonstrative of inteijec-

tional power :

—

Behold ! He hath broken, <Sfc.

See Pss. xiv. 6, cxxxii. 17, and my note on

xxxvi. 13.

id. He hath broken the deadly missiles of

the how. This of course denotes arrows. But

the word ('^2?"i) is always elsewhere used of

pestilence ; and never of liyhlning, as is com-

monly assumed. It is associated with -Qi in

Hab. iii. 5, and also, as I think, in Ps. Ixxviii.

48. It certainly denotes pestilence in Deut.

xxxii. 24.

That the attacks of pestilence were usually

likened to a discharge of arrows appears from

Ps. xci. 5, 6, where the arrow that flieth by day

is associated with //ie ^e5^//e/ice that walketh in

darkness^ Then one cannot but call to mind

the Homeric description of pestilence on man
and beast, when " fierce and deadly twanged the

silver bow : First on the mules and dogs, on

man the last," ntzjp r\\v') is thus merely leihalis

arundo.
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He hath broken . . , , the battle^ See the

same expression in Hosea ii. 20. It is pedantic

to suppose an ellipsis of >b3 before nanbn, as

if it were meant the weapons of war. The ex-

pression of the text, without any such expletive,

is thoroughly Hebrew.

V 5. Thou (comest with) splendour and

mGJesly from the mountains of prey. Comp.

Deut, xxxiii, 2,

—

The Lord came from Sinai,

and rose up from Seir unto them, lie shined

forthfrom mount Paran.

It seems probable that the same occasion

of shinhig forth, and the same mountains, are

described in both places. It is likely enough

that the mountainous region of Seir might be

described as the hills of the robbers. Yet we

can hardly help seeing that God is the spoiler

here spoken of. His cave and His lair,

insii'jsi 1DD in v. 3, are terms appropriate to

this representation of Him as a roaring lion.

The reader will easily call to mind other exam-

ples of this metaphor.

vv. 6 and 7. That the original reference

of these veises is to the destruction of the
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Egyptian host at the Red Sea, is suggested by

almost every word.

(a) nb n'^nw, bull-hearted. See my note

on Ps. Ixviii. 31, Vol. I. p. 434, to which I

now add the following observation from Brugsch-

Bey, as shewing the propiiety of the epithet to

the princes of Egypt :

—

From several inscriptions on the obelisks and

fragments of ruins at Tanis, we derive incidentally much

information of an historical and mythological character.

One of these describes the king as Wariior of the goddess

Antha : Bull of the god Sutekh. Another calls him the

lull in the land of Rutcn*

(b) b'>n "«tt73«. See the accounts of the

delivrance at the Red Sea, passim.

(c) ^m'sy!2. See again my note on Ps.

Ixviii, 31.

(d) D1D1 23"). See the triumphal songs

upon the same occasion.

V. 6. To say that the men of might did

not find their hands is to use an expression to

which it is certainly possible to assign a meaning

of some sort, but to which nothing analogous is

found in Hebrew usage.

* iiist. of Egypt. Vol. II. p. 95.
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On the other hand, to say that one's hand

Jindethy or doth not find, anijthing, is to use an

expression of very common occurrence in

Hebrew, with the meaning that one does, or

does not, find occasion for anything. The

special meaning here would thus be that the men

of might had nothing to do :—had no opportunity

of displaying their prowess.

In this view, nn"'-r% their hands, is the

nominative instead of the accusative. It is tlie

subject of the verb "is:^^. But if this be so, we

might expect to find b^n ^273S n\ But such an

accumulation of nouns in the construct state was

always regarded as objectionable, and was

usually avoided by the adoption of other syntac-

tical contrivances. The contrivance of the text

is an obvious one, and the reader will easily call

to mind another example such as that of Ps.

xviii. 31, "13-n n^^n bsn, for n^^n b« ^tt.

I suppose The men of might, their hands

did not find, 8^c. to stand for The hands 0/ the

men of might did not S^c.

The order of the Syriac favours this ren-

dering, which is further confirmed by the Syriac
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fem» form of the verb, which requires that their

hands should be taken as the nomiuative.

V. 8. ^rw TW»2. When Thou art .angry.

See the same construction in Ruth ii. 7,—tsa

''\X>'^n' It almost seems as if the simple demon-

strative Ts had assumed the functions of a noun

substantive in these places. The Greek usage,

sc. e/c roTe, ets tote, Iv tw tote, is not qute

parallel, though the analogy serves to throw

light upon tlie Hebrew usage. The lxx. give

simply aTTo t^9 opyr\'^ crovj whence it seems pro-

bable that ibr tnd they read nsa.

V. 9. The earth feared and cowered down

(nioptt?). The Syriac render the last word by

bni, which in the Aramaic dialects denotes a

timid cringing quietness. In this place the

context teaches that the stillness intended is that

produced by fear.

V. IL The fury oj man acknowledgeth

Thee : they who escape from that fury celebrate

a Jestival to Thee. The allusion is to the

IsraeUtes escaping from the rage of the Egyp-

tians. The. purpose of the Exodus is expressly

declared over and over again to have been that
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the Israelites might hold a festival (:n) to

Jehovah.

Tjjat the expression nan nnsE? means

that which escapes from fury, and not, as is

usually supposed, the remainder 0/ fury, can

hardly be denied.*

The apparent impossibility of making any

meaning out of the reading of the Hebrew text,

-iunn, induces me, with Ewald, to adopt that of

the LXX., "Tsnn, eopracret crou This will stand

for the more usual form "jb ^nn, corresponding

with >b t^n'^i in Exod. v. 1, (lxx. Iva yioi

kopTaaoicriv). But this alternative construction

is so perfectly according to rule that it presents

no difficulty here.

V. 12. Vow and pay (i.e. pay your vorvs)

* This meaning being so very obvious, it is disappoint-

ing to find Ewald contenting himself with what he calls a

" very lofty conception," as follows :
—" Jahve judges and

punishes to this end alone, that the ungodly even who are

most raging and furious in their senselessness may at last

come to tlie knowledge and therewith to the praise of

Jahve. And altliough many fall under punishment, at

least the remainder, instructed by such powerful ex-

periences, will yet be saved."
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to the Lord your God. This is, of course, ad-

dressed to the Israelites.

Bring tribute to the dreadful One, ye that

are round about Him. This seems to be ad-

dressed to the heathen nations. Their tribute is

such as is imposed upon vanquished enemies.

To the Israelites, the dischai'ge of their own vows

was a blessed privilege.

Psalm LXXVII.

V. 2. For the construction, see note on

V. 11.

V. 3. men sbi n-133 • >t.

Comp. Lam. iii. 49, iTty^n ^"'s^ n"i33 "'a^v

See also Lam. ii. 18. The expressions seem

more appropriate to the eye than to the hand.

For n-i23 tlie lxx. read "na:. With this read-

ing of theirs, n23 ^nb^^b, comp. Ixxxviii. 2,

—

The expression •^ntt^'n "^anM , if it means

I sought the Lord, is unexampled, and unwarrant-

able. The verb requires mn\ or at least n'^nbM

as its object. In many MSS. mn"» is supplied.

I suspect an irremediable corruption of the

text.
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V. 4. I would divide the verse thus :

—

Do I call God to mind, then am I disquieted :

Do [contemplate Jehovahy then my spirit fainttth.

It will he ohserved that the Psalmist, in

failure of his purposed contemplation of God

Himself, succeeds and finds comfort in the con-

templation of God's works, especially His deal-

ings with His people. This seems certainly to

be the contrast intended between v. 4 &c. and v.

12, &c.

V. 6. Thou hast closed my eyelids : I am
struck dumb, and cannot speak. Tliis was the

result of his attempted contemplation of the

Deity, wherein " angels tremble as they gaze,"

and man is " blasted with excess of light."

For tnw in this sense, comp. the Syriac

usage.

For "»nnrD3, let it be considered that the

word occurs as a verb only in these places, viz,

(a) in Gen. xli, 8, where Pharaoh's spirit

" is troubled," (E.V.), on account of a dream

which he is unable to expound :

—
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(b) in Judges xiii. 25, of Samson's initia-

tion as a prophet :

—

(c) in Dan, ii, 1 and 3, of Nebuchadnez-

zar's spirit being " troubled " (E. V.) on account

of a dream which he could not expound.

(d) in this place (Ps. Ixxvii. 5) in connec-

tion with the restraint of speech.

Although it is not necessary to assume

such a common meaning of the root 23?D as may

be modified to accord with the requirements of

these four occasions, yet it seems obvious that

£2^3 is in all these places equivalent to ns2, of

which Gesenius says that " it is one of the roots

ending in m which express sounds uttered with

the mouth shut." I therefore assume the

common idea of dumbness.

For (a) and (c), it would appear that as the

expounding of a dream &c. is usually spoken of

as the opening of the dream, &c., so the lack of

such exposition is expressed in terms that denote

closing^ whether of the mouth or of the mind.

With regard to the usage of (5), Samson's

initiation as a prophet,—let it be considered that

those who were subjected to such divine influ-
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ences seem to have been usually bereft of their

own natural faculties and natural^seuses ;] and,

in particular, that those who were commissioned

to declare the Word of God seem to have been

precluded from the privilege of speaking their

own words. Till the Word of God came to them

they were dumb. The reader will easily call to

mind illustrations of this assertion. For the

present I cite only Ezek. iii. 15, / remained

dumb seven days, so. till the Word of the Lord

came, v, 16. See vv. 26, 27, of the same

chapter ; also and especially xxxiii, 22.

It will thus appear how a man called to

exercise the prophetic office is properly described

as struck dumb, mutus quoad verba sua, elo-

quens quoad verbura Dei. We may compare

the analogous notion of the Roman haruspices,

as expressed by the Grammarian Pompeius

Festus,—" muta exta dicuntur, quibus nihil

divinationis aut deorum responsi inesse animad-

vertunt." The Chaldee word for a magician is

NDin, dumb. And it seems highly probable that

the name (Elymas) of Simon Magus is con-

nected with Db« (to be dumb) rather than with

obv, as has usually been assumed. In con-
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firmation of this supposition it may be men-

tioned that the Sjriac form of the word Elymas

has an initial s. It is perhaps also worthy of

notice, that when Zacharias was struck dumb for

a season (Luke i, 20-22) the people at once

concluded that *' he had seen a vision," i.e. that

he had received some divine communication.

Upon the general subject, Tiz. of the suspension

of bodily power and sense in subjection to a

divine impulse, see my notes on Ps. Ixiii. 2, 3.

I therefore suppose the literal rendering of

Judges xiii. 25 to be this : And the Spirit of

the Lord began to silence him'y sc. Samson,

—

that is to make him a vehicle of God's purposes

rather than of his own.

In this place (Ps, Ixxvii. 6) the technical

meaning of prophetic dumbness is inadmissible.

I assume only the ordinary meaning of closing^

sc. the mouth.

V. 7. "'nin tt^Drr^"!, And my spirit inquired.

The subjects of the inquiry are mentioned in the

next three verses.

V. 11. Then I said. Herein is my disease :

I will make mention of the years oj the right

hand of the Most High, As if he should say.
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—" That was my delirium : Now, with the

practical effort of a sound mind, I will not think

of what God is, but will declare what He has

done."

It will be observed that I disconnect the

word -i>3T« from the next verse, and add it to this.

The sentiment of s-^n \Tibn, that is sheer

delirium^ may be paralleled and illustrated by

that of King Lear, ** O, that way madness lies."

V. 12. Putting back the word -i>3T« into

the preceding verse, the construction of this

verse will be the same as that of the second verse

of this Psalm, and of Ps. cxviii. 10, 11, and 12.

See also cxxviii. 2.

V. 14. O God, Thy way is with Thy saints.

This meaning might seem far-fetched if it were

not warranted by olher examples. »Seemyno[e

onPs. Ixviii. 18, and 25. The meaning is very

appropriate here, where the Psalmist turns from

the fruitless attempt to contemplate God's Being

to the contemplation of His nay with His saints.

This, in the next verse, is spoken of as made

known amongst the nations
;
just as in Ps. Ixvii.

3, That Thy way may be known in the earthy

&c. Observe also the mention of this way, or
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progress, of God, in the 20th verse of this Psalm,

still in connection with the great deliverance from

Egypt. See moreover Ps. cxiv. 2 -.-Judak was

With regard to the usual rendering of this

place, viz. Thy way God is holy^ I find it

very difficult to assign any meaning to these

words, and still more difficult to connect such a

sentiment with the context.

In addition to the places referred to above,

and as an example of the collective meaning of

cj-rp, T would call attention to Lev. xxi. 6, w~\p vm
And they (sc. the priests) shall be holy.

V. 17. The waters saw Thee, ^c. Comp.

the expressions of this verse and tlie next with

Hab. iii. 10, 11. This passage in Habakkuk

has been supposed to be the original upon these

grounds, viz. («) that the expression c'^-in ib'Ti"'

is more natural than the ib\T' D":^ of this Psalm;

and (b) that the verbal form ia-iT of the Psalm

is found no-where else, whereas the dit of Hab.

iii. 10 is a word of ordinary use.

Upon the same grounds it may perhaps be

argued that the expressions in v. 3 are borrowed

in a clumsy fashion from Lam iii. 49.
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Psalm LXXVJII.

That this Psalm, in which the history of the

chosen people is given in such minute detail,

ends with the mention of David's reign, might

seem to warrant the dsserlion of the title, viz.

that it was written by Asaph. But the disrup-

tion of the kingdom is so clearly the main sub-

ject of the composition that such an ending must

be otherwise accounted for. And on the sup-

position that the Psalm was written on the occa-

sion of that disruption, or soon afterwards, it will

easily appear why the narrative should end with

that which might seem to be the consummation

of God's purposes towards His people, viz. the

establishment of David in the kingdom. Up to

this point, all goes well : beyond it, all goes

wrong. These considerations determine the

point at which the naiTative should end, although

the occasion of the Psalm arises from subsequent

events.

Let it be borne in mind, that Ephraim, in

this Psalm, as in the prophecy of Hosea, and

elsewhere, is the representative of the revolted

tribes, " From the time of the revolt in two

senses the history of Ephraim is the history of
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the kingdom of Israel, since not only did the

tribe become a kingdom, but the kingdom em-

braced little besides the tribe."*

vv. 1, 2. For the similarity and the

difference between this place and Ps. xlix. 4, 5,

see the note there.

V. 2 Shall I open my mouth in a parable,

and utter old-fashioned riddles?

V. 3. (i^o)^ the things which we have

heard and known, and which our fathers have

told us, (will 1 utterJ.

This meaning is given here, because it is

beyond all doubt that it expresses the character

of the Psalm, which is an historical narrative,

removed as far as possible from the b2?a or nTn.

For the marking of the difference between

the m-n and plain speech, see Numb. xii. 8.

V. 5, For He made it an ordinance in

Jacob, and instituted it a lam in Israel, when

He commanded our fathers to tell them (^sc. His

wondrous works) to their children.

The meaning here given to ")2?«, as equiva-

lent to -itt7W3, is that adopted by the Syriac

*Smith'3 Diet, of the Bible, sub v. Ephraim.
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translator. The allusion seems to be to the oft-

repeated injunction that the Israelites should

tell to their children the wondrous works that

God had wrought for them. The usual inter-

prelation of this verse is to the effect that the

injunctions themselves were to be taught to the

children. The meaning I have adopted, and

given above, seems much more suitable to the

occasion, which is concerned with a reminder

not of God's laws so much as of His dealings

with His people.

V, d. This mention of Ephraim seems here

so utterly out of place that one feels inclined to

regard the whole verse as an interpolation.

Taking it, however, as it stands, how are we to

interpret the words r\w^ "^mn V/r2?"i2 .»* The ex-

pression n:rp non, a shooter (with) a how,

occurs in Jer. iv. 29, but it is doubtful whether

the construct form of the text can bear this

meaning.

It is somewhat surprising to find that com-

mentators and critics, for the most part, either

neglect or decline to institute a comparison of

the text {a) with v. 57 of this Psalm (6), and

Hosca vii. 16 (c).
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(a) "i3sn nv;p "»tti-i V'^''^*

(b) n^n-) nirpa lasna.

(c) n-'tt") nirpa vn in'itr\

Let it be observed that the words of Hosea

(c) are, like those of the text («), spoken ex-

pressly of Ephraim. The result of the com-

parison to my mind is, that the nwp "'an of

(a), is equivalent to, and represents, the nwp

ti^'cn of (6) and (c). The meaning will thus be

that the children of Ephraim drew back in time

of need just as bows with relaxed strings recoil.

For the ^cn, in these two places, refers pri-

marily to the recoil of the bow, and is then

figuratively applied to those who similarly delude

one's expectation in time of need.

The primary idea of nan,— I mean of that

root from which na-ia and n^an are derived

—

was certainly that of relaxation, remissness. It is

closely akin to nDi, which has both in Hebrew

and in Syriac this same meaning. Both the

disappointment in the day of battle, and the

cause of the disappointment, which are men-

tioned in the text, will be appreciated by the

English reader who remembers that the result

of the battle of Crecy was determined at the
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outset by a shower of rain that relaxed the

strings of our enemy's bows.

I do not think it is intended in the text that

Ephraim did on any special occasion of battle

turn his back, as if in cowardice. The mention

of the day of battle is appropriate to the illustra-

tion (sc. the bow), not to the thing illustrated

(sc. Ephraim^. The meaning seems to be that

Ephraim was wanting to the occasion, just as

bows with relaxed strings fail in the day of

battle. What the occasion was, I do not pre-

tend to know.

Having thus attempted to indicate the out-

lines of the meaning of the text, it remains to

oflfer a detailed explanation of the text itself.

The word p2?3 means to lay hold of, sc. weapons

in general, but especially to draw the string of a

bow. The words nw^ ^fyr\ may therefore be

taken as the object. The word n'^ai in v 57,

and in Hos. vii. 16, is the fern, form of the same

Kal active participle, and ought to be pointed as

such ;
just as n^D, in Ps. cxxviii. 3, is the fem.

form of the participle n-is. .
But the Kal form

of nan has a meaning that we express by a pas-

sive foi-m, viz. to be relaxed. Consequently,
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n\^p ''K)'n means the relaxed strings of the bow.

In the other two places, the bow itself is spoken

of as being relaxed.

The construction is therefore not so unusual

as is that which is commonly assumed, viz. that

which regards nwp as the object of both the pre-

ceding participles. Taking "^pmz as the go-

verning verb, and nWi) '^12iT\ as the object, the

construction presents no difficulty ; saving the

remark that 1 have made upon Ixxvi. 6, viz.

that such an accumulation of nouns in the con-

struct state was often avoided by the adoption of

some other syntactical contrivance.

v, 12. The field of Zoan.

" A sandy plain, as vast as it is dreary,

called at this day San in remembrance of the

ancient name of Zoan, and covered with gigantic

ruins of columns, pillars, sphinxes, stelae, and

stones ol buildings,—all these fragments being

cut in the hardest material from the granite of

Syene,—shows you the position of that city of

Tauis, to which the Egyptian texts and the

classic authors are agreed in giving the epithet

of * a great and splendid city of Egypt.' Ac-

cording to the geographical inscriptions, the
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Egyptians gave to this plain tlie name of Sokliot

Zoan, * the plain of Zoan,' the origin of which

name is traced back as far as the age of Ramses

II. The autlior of the 78th Psalm makes use

in two verses (12 and 4?) of precisely the same

phrase in reminding the Hebrews of his time of

the miracles wliich God wrought before their

ancestors the children of Israel, in Egypt, in the

plain of Zoan. This remarkable agreement is

not accidental, for the knowledge of the Hebrews

concerning all tliat rel.ited lo Tunis is pioved by

the note of an annalist, likewise reported in Holy

Scripture (Nam. xiii. 22), that the city of Heb-

ron was built seven years before the foundation

of Zoan." ** This (Zoan- Ramses) is

the very city where the children of Israel ex-

perienced the rigours of a long and oppressive

slavery, where Moses wrought his miracles in

the presence of the Pharaoh of his age ; and it

was from this same city that the Hebrews set

out, to quit the fertile land of Egypt." The

Exodus and the Efjypliau Monuments, by

Brugsch Bey.

V. 24. He rained down upon them manna Jor

Joody and of the corn ofheaven He gave to them.
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The expressions liere are all appropriate to

the gift of manna,

V. 25. Lordly food did man eat : He sent

them meat, (lit. game, or venison) to satiety.

The expressions here are all appropriate to

the gift of quails.

V. 26. See also the consecutive use of

anr"^ rD> in v. 52.

V. 29. And He fulfilled their desire,

anb ws"' nm«m. For this use of the verb, see

cv. 19, and note on Ixxiv. 4, 5.

V. 30. They had not yet got so far as the

loathing of their lust, for the meal was yet in

their mouths.

V. 31. When the wrath of God arose

against them.

It can hardly admit of doubt that "jnt in v.

30 is identical in meaning with the «-it of Numb,

xi. 20, to which this passage is to be referred :

— Ye shall eat (sc. the quails) /or a whole

month ; until it come out at your nostrils, and it

be loathsome (wntb) unto you.

V. 41. The Holy One of Israel. See Ps.

Ixxxix. 19.
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id. ^^n^^, They put a mark upon the Holy

One of Israel. This is clearly the meaning, if

the reading is correct. For in does not mean

a sign, as some suppose, but a mark to know a

person or thing by. See Ezek. ix. 4, But

the word mark, as denoting a criterion, a critical

test, gives the proper meaning of the word, and

a very significant one in this connection. How,

said the Israelites, are we to know that Jehovah

is our God ? We will try Him (noa) and

put this test to Him, whereby we shall mark

Him and recognise Him. This test is proposed

in verses 18-20 :—It is true that He has done

such and such things for us,—But can He pro-

vide flesh in the wilderness ? If He can do

this, then we shall acknowledge Him :— this is

the mark whereby we shall know Him.*

It was in this way, as it seems to me, that

Israel demanded a continually repeated token of

that love which needed no such miraculous

tokens of its continuance. Except they saw

continually repeated signs and wonders they

*So Caliban, in The Tempest

:

—
" That's a brave god, and bears celestial liquor

:

I will kneel to him.''
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would not believe. The very opposite of this,

viz. what they ought to have done, is indicated

in the following verses, 42-55. They ought to

have remembered ail those manifestations of

God's regard for them which in these verses are

recounted.

V. 43. vmn« cb. He wrought His signs.

See note on Ps. Ixxiv. 4. See also cv. 27.

V. 47. baann. The root of this word is

certainly to be sought in b»s3 i.q. bia, to cut off,

to devastate by cutting off. It is therefore pro-

bably a mere synonym of i-q,—^akat,a. For the

same thing that destroyed the vines destroyed

also the sycamores. With this obvious meaning

agree pretty nearly the LXX., eV ttj ird^irQ ; the

two phenomena being also associated in Plato,

Symp. 188. B, waxyaL koI x^^Xa^at. So also

the Lat, Vulg. pruina, and the Syriac,

V. 48. In this verse Tin seems to have

been mistaken from the preceding verse. It

ought probably to be "im, pestilence, which is

associated with Pitt7-i (as it is here) in Hab. iii, 5.

See note on Pg. Ixxvi. 4. We thus take v. 47

to refer to the plague of hail, and this 48th verse

to the murrain of beasts, thus :—He gave up
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their cattle to the plague, and their flocks to

burning pestilences. Two MSS. give the read-

ing -im. It must be acknowledged, certaiulj,

that their authority is infinitely outweighted by

that of the Lxx., who read inn, as did also the

Syr. On the whole, however, the reading -im,

pestilence, seems preferable, and more probable.

V, 61. D"'3l« n"^a7«n. The first-fruits of

genital power, i.e. the first-born. See Gen.

xlix. 3, and Ps. cv. 36.

V. 57. n'^an rwp. See note on v. 9 of

this Psalm.

v. 60. He forsook the dwelling in Shiloh,

&c. That a distinct reference is made to the

disastrous defeat of Israel by the Philistines

(1 Sam. iv.), wherein the Ark of God was taken,

seems clear from the consideration that there is

here no mention of the transference of the Ark

from Ephraim to Judali, but of God's utter with-

drawal from His earthly dwelling, the tent that

He had pitched amongst men. The same refer-

ence is indicated also by the next verse :

—

V. 61. He gave his strength into captivity

and His ornament into the enemy's hand. For

these two words, strength and ornament, are
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elsewhere appropriated to the Ark of God. See

note on Ps. Ixviii. 29, and cv. 4,

V. 63, Their virgins were not celebrated

with nuptial song. The Lxx. read ibVn,

iTreuOrjcrav, and this reading is adopted by Gese-

nius in order to make these words accord with

those of the next verse,

—

their widows wept not.

See note on next verse.

V, 64, Their widows wept not. See the

same words in Job. xxvii. 15.

If we seek to maintain a correspondence

between the ibbin of the preceding verse, and

the n3"'32n of this, we ought to be sure that the

parallelism is complete throughout. But it is

not. There is no such correspondence between

the young men of v. 63, and \\\e priests of v. 64.

The two verses must therefore be interpreted,

not as continuing one sequence of ideas, but as

two distinct and independent propositions.

The 63rd verse is more complete in its ob-

vious meaning than the 64th. There the virgins

are not married because the young men are

slain. In this 64th verse, it is not so clear why

the priests' widows should not weep, when their

husbands fell by the sword. The only explana-
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tion that occurs to me is that which is suggested

by the history referred to. When Hophni and

Phinehas fell in battle, the wife of the latter died

in premature labour. In this view, the Prayer

Book Version seems to give tlie intended mean-

ing :

—

There were no rviduws to make lamenta-

tion, sc. because they too were dead. This

Feems also the meaning of the same words in

Job xxvii. 15,

V. 65. As a giant exuUing (lit. shouting^

from wine. Gesenius is certainly wrong in ren-

dering this place, like a mighty man overcome

with wine. The mighty man, far from lying

down in druaken sloth, arises for exulting vic-

tory.

V. QQ. He smote their enemies behind, re-

ferring probably to the particular disease where-

witli the Philistines were smitten for their

detention of the Ark. See 1 Sam, v- 9,

V. 67. And He passed over the tabernacle

of Joseph, i.e. He declined to choose it. See

note on Ps. xiv. 6, p. 120.
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Psalm LXXIX.
There is no event that will ausvver to the

representations of this Psalm earlier than the

taking of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar. This

gives the maximum of age.

How is the minimum to be determined ?

Since there are many passages common to this

Psalm and to the writings of Jeremiah,—then

either (I) Jeremiah copied the Psalm, or (2)

the Psalmist copied Jeremiah. Upon the latter

supposition, some later devastation than that by

Nebuchadnezzar may be the occasion and sub-

ject of the Psalm. If the former seem more

probable, then the maximum and minimum data

will coincide, sc. in the destruction of Jerusalem

by Nebuchadnezzar.

For the determination of this problem, the

principal test passages are the 6th and 7lh

verses of th^ Psalm, and Jer. x. 25. The

variations are these

Psalm LXXIX. Jer. X.
V. 6. n-'ian b« V. 25. n>i:n bi? (a)

n^abnts bvT mncttJa bn \b)

V. 7. n*ip37'» ns bsH ^"2 nip3?^ n« ibDN ^d (c)

inbs^T inb^Ni (d)

•»DQ?n ^Tvo nv\ inaJn ima n«i (c)
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With regard to the variation in clause (a)

it may be admitted that the bw of the Psalm is

less appropriate than the bv of Jeremiah. But

this goes for nothing as a test of priority, unless

it can be shown tliat the two compositions are

separated in time by a considerable interval, and

that the use of bw for b's prevails at one more

than at the other limit of this interval. But

neither of these suppositions is available.

On the other hand, if one composition is

copied from another, where may we reasonably

look for an abnormal form or construction ?

Certainly not in the copy, where the copyist

would not be likely to introduce an irregularity,

but would be rather prone to correct such irregu-

larity and bring it into pedantic conformity.

The abnormal is more likely to be the original

than the normal.

The same remarks will apply to the slight

variation under (c).

Under (6) the variation is not so important

to the inquiry as might at first sight appear.

The word mnctL?n, which invariably means

some lower subdivision of the ^ens, cannot ap-

propriately be co-ordinated with the n"'i3, as
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in Jeremiah. The proper co ordinate is the

niDbncj of the Psahn. But mncma is a very

favourite word with Jeremiah. Upon the sup-

position that he quoted tlie Psahn, it is easj to

see how he would introduce his own peculiar

phraseology. But on the supposition that the

Psahnist quoted Jeremiah, it is equally easy to

discern the inducement (as in the case of a) to

correct an obvious solecism.

With regard to the variation under (c),

viz. the addition that appears in Jeremiah as

id), it will be observed that Jeremiah gives an

amplification of the Psalmist's words. This

means that the Psalmist gives the text, and

Jeremiah the application. Further, that the

amplification of the text consists in a play upon

the words inb^s and ")nb3\

Which of the two is more likely to be the

original,—the text without the play upon it, or

the text and the play upon it ?

We muy put the matter thus ;
—

The Psalm : They have eaten Jacob, and devas-

tated His dwelling.
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Jeremiah :

—

They have eaten Jacob :—
They have indeed eaten him^ and eaten

him up toOf—
And devastated his dwelling^

It is hardly necessary to ask the question.

Which of these two is the onginal : The sober

statement of the Psalm, or the passage wherein

a punning amplification thrusts itself into the

middle of that sober statement ?

This last test seems to me decisive, and

upon the strength of it, chiefly but not solely, I

conclude that Jeremiah made an adaptation of

the Psalm. And since the disaster lamented in

the Psalm can hardly be of earlier date than the

destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar,

and since the adapting of the Psalm by Jeremiah

precludes the supposition of a later date, I con-

clude further that the date and occasion of the

Psalm are to be identified with Nebuchadnez-

zar's invasion.

"Would Jeremiah quote, and vary to his

purpose, the writing of a contemporary ? There

seems no reason why he should not. He would

perhaps have less scruple in varying and ampli-
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fjing such a writing than one of venerable anti-

quity.

Did Jeremiah himself write the Psalm ?

It is not impossibld ; but even so, it seems cer-

tain that Jer. x,25 is not the original composition.

And he would not scruple to amplify and apply

his own writings.

V. 10. Why should the heathen say. Where

is their God? Let it be known (sc. where He
is) amongst the heathen^ in our sight, (bj) the

avenging oj Thy servants' blood that is shed,

T. 11. By the greatness of Thy power,

keep alive a remnant of them that are appointed

unto death.

V. 12. The mention of insulting neigh-

lours, here and in v. 4, must not be overlooked.

They were not the persecutors, but they exulted

in the persecution of God's people.

V. 13. The last word of the Psalm is

Tehillah ; the one crowning privilege of God's

people : the exulting and triumphant confidence

in God which only His chosen can entertain

and express. It is here placed in splendid

contrast with the reproach of the heathen, and
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of the malicious neighbours, mentioned in the

preceding verse. Lei them curse, so long as

Thou dost bless

^

Psalm LXXX,
V. 3. Before Ephraim, and Benjamin, and

Uanasseh, The explanation long ago proposed,

viz. that these three tribes took the lead in the

march through the v^ilderness, seems quite

satisfactory. See Numb. ii. 17-24. It should

be added that the word 37"^Din here, meaning

Shine forth, is the very word that Moses uses in

Deuteronomy xxxiii. 2, to express the divine

splendour whereby that march was conducted :

—

The Lord came from Sinai, and rose up from

Seir unto them : He shined forth jrom Mount

Paran, and He came with ten thousands oj His

saints.

Therefore the prayer of the text, Shine

Jorth before Ephraim, Benjamin, and Manasses,

&c., means only. Be Thou our leader now as

Thou wast of old.

v. 4. "isn'^trn. Restore us. T have remark-

ed upon Ps. Ixviii. 22, 23, that " the word does

not always mean restoration from captivity, but
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is often used, generally, of restoration from evil

to good."

V. 6. On account of the preterite tense of

the verb, it has been proposed to render the

words nyj2V 'ryniv, How long hasl Thou been

angry ! But it is certain that "^pkh^ means

quousquBy without any retrospective reference :

until rvheUy—not since when. On the other

hand, the preterite force of the verb must be

acknowledged. The difficulty is not peculiar to

this place. We find precisely the same expres-

sion,

—

How long hast thou refused P—in Exod,

X. 3. The construction must be taken as a

compound of two incomplete constructions, con-

cerning which I refer to my quotation from M.

Renan in note on Ps. xiii, 2.

The full meaning of such expressions is to

be found and represented by separating and

separately expressing their mingled ideas, or

rather intentions. Thus :

—

Exod. X. 3. Thou hast refused so long !

How much longer wilt Thou refuse ^

Ps. Ixxx, 5. Thou hast been angry so long '

How much longer wilt Thou be angry ?
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For -fDV at the eud of this verse the Lxx.

read Trnr or -j^-rnr.

V. 6. Thou hast fed them with tears as if

it were bread. See Ps xiv. 4, and note on Ivi. 2.

XD'^^XD. This word speaks for itself, as a

measure that is one-third of a larger measure,

just as our quart is one-fourth of a gallon. The

larger measure is possibly the ephah, since the

LXX render n2"'« (an ephah) by rpia fxerpa in

Exod. xvi. 35, and Isaiah v. 10 ; and w>bw by

iv jJierpo) here. An expression quite analogous

to that of the text would be, by the quart, an

exaggerated expression to denote a great quan-

tity.

V. 16, The b27 in the latter clause oflhis

verse must be taken in connection with some

verb in the former. This verb is nDD, imperat.

of ]3D i.q. p2, which is regularly followed by

bv . In this place, the Psalmist, neglecting the

rule in the former clause, observes it in the

latter. I he meaning is:

—

Protect that which

Thy right hand hath planted, and the branch

that Thou hast nurturedfor Thyself.

I give nurtured instead of strengthened, as

being more appropriate in this connection. The
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same word is used in the same sense in Isaiah

xliv. 14,

—

the cypress and the oak which he hath

nurtured.

It has been supposed, not unreasonably,

that the mention of p and ";''»3\ here and in v.

18, points to Benjamin.

For p or nan, in the sense of branchy see

the blessing pronounced upon Joseph in Gen.

xlix. 23. A reference to that blessing may here

be intended.

V. 18. Let Thy hand be over (sc. as a pro-

tection) ihe man of Thy right hand.

We could not have given this as the mean-

ing but for the use of \v in connection with n33

in V. 16. Without this clue we might as well

translate Let Thy hand be against the man &c,

id. Over that branch oj the human Jamily

(d"tw p) which Thou hast nurtured for Thy-

self : i.e. Israel,—the allusion to the vine

brought out of Egypt being still maintained.
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Psalm LXXXI.

V. 4. It seems nearly certain that the nerv

moon and the noD of this verse are to be referred

to the seventh month, and that therefore the

reference of the whole passage is to the feast of

tabernacles. The word an is, as I have remarked

upon xlii. 5, specially appropriated to this festi-

val.

Why the new moon, as well as the full

moon, of this month should be celebrated, does

not immediately appear. I quote, however, the

following remarks from Ewald's Antiquities of

Israel. After having spoken of the seventh

month as the " sabbath-month," he adds

—

Hence this month was to be distinguished from all

the rest, and receive a sacred consecration, by its new-

moon being saluted more solemnly than that of any

other, and even being exalted to the dignify of a special

annual festival. With the remaining new-moons the

law concerned itself but little .... The law

never insisted on their celebration by the whole people,

or placed them on a level with the sabbaths. On the

seventh new-moon, however, there was to be a public

celebration of a great festival by all the people, during

which woi^k was suspended ; and the importance of the

occasion was to be loudly proclaimed by the priests from

the Sanctuary.
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It would llius appear that where, as in this

Psalm, especial mention is made both of the new

moon and of another festival in the same

month, the moon intended must be that of the

seventh month, and that therefore the occasion

of this Psalm is the celebration of the feast of

booths. The following remarks are introduced

here, not only as being of general interest in con-

nection with this great festival, but as being ne-

cessary for the elucidation of the text.

The purpose of this feast is briefly stated

in Lev. xxiii. 42, 43 thus :

—

Ye shall dwell in

booths seven days .... That your generations

may know that I made the children of Israel to

dwell in booths (Succoth) when I brought them

out of the land of Egypt. It occurs to remark

that Succoth is hardly the word that would have

been used \i tents had been intended. It is quite

certain that the Israelites, during their march

through the wilderness, could not have lived in

booths^ sucli as are denoted by Succoth. The

event to be commemorated is therefore to be

dissociated from the mere dwelling in tents. Yet

it is expressly connected with the departure from

Egypt; and in this connection we cannot but
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call to mind that the first encampment of Israel

was at a place called Succoth. It matters little

to our inquiry whether the name was given to

the place on this occasion by the Hebrews, or

whether it is a Hebrew form of an Egj'ptiaa

name, since we know how prone the Hebrews

were to adapt to their own circumstances proper

names that had their origin in totally different

circumstances.

This first encampment of the Israelites was,

however, marked by an extraordinary pheno-

menon» Then, for the first time, their camp was

orej'shadowed by a cloud that plainly marked

God's protection of His people, and as plainly

indicated His will with regard to their move-

ments. So long as the cloud rested over them,

they must rest. When it moved, they must

move.

Amongst the many wonderful manifesta-

tions of divine protection and guidance which

signalized the Exodus, this phenomenon does

not seem to meet with its share of commemora-

tion, unless, as I suppose, it is commemorated in

the feast of Succoth. It is, however, often re-

ferred to indirectly by the Old Testament wri-
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ters, and the allusions to it in this 81st Psalm

are, as I shall show, numerous and unequivocal.

But the most direct reference to it is that made

bj St. Paul in 1 Cor. x. 1, 2, where he reminds

his brethren that all their fathers were under the

cloud, and all passed through the sea ; and rcere

all baptized unto Moses in the cloud and in the

sea. Observe the order, repeatedly observed,—

•

first the cloud, then the sea ; fi'om which it would

appear that the protecting cloud was a subject

of commemoration preceding, in respect of time,

the passage of the sea.

By such considerations we are induced to

this conclusion, viz. that, whatever may be the

origin and proper meaning of the name Succoth,

it was connected in the minds of the Israelites

with their first experience of God's shielding

and guiding cloud, and then, etymologically,

with the verb "jdd, which is appropriate to such

connection.'*

The dwelling in tents was a necessary and

insignificant incident of the Exodus. It was

totally unconnected with any manifestation of

*Comp. Ps. cv. 39. He spread out a cloud Jor a

covering, -jDttV.
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God's power and love. There seems, therefore,

no reason why it should be the occasion of a

commemorative feast on a level with that of the

Passover. On the other hand, the shielding and

guiding cloud, first appearing at Succoth, and

accompanying Israel throughout the long

journey, was a worthy occasion of such a festive

commemoration.

If this conclusion be established, we may

discover what has hitherto been vainly sought,

viz. the origin of the word nD3, as it appears

here, or «D3 as it appears in Prov, vii. 20,—the

word being found no-where else. By the early

Hebrew commentators it was supposed to be a

poetical synonym of win, and to denote the nerv

moon. The etymology suited this notion, since

the word might be taken to mean the hidden

moon. But when it appeared certain that the

full moon, or rather something coincid<3nt with

the full moon, was denoted, the etymological

account of the word was strangely forced.

** The etymology,'* says Gesenius, " is not clear

to me, for it is not satisfactory to say that it is

so called from the whole moon being then cover-

ed wiih light." Now tlie word seems certainly
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to denote the feast, Kar i^o^qv, in Prov. vii.

20, and it can hardly be doubted that it denotes

ihe feast of booths in this Psalm. The same

feast is probably iatended in both places. And
since nD3 and -jdd are equivalent in meaning, as

they are allied in form, the conclusion seems at

least probable that nD3 denotes, not the full

moon, but the feast of booths. That this feast

was coincident with the full moon of the seventh

month is no reason for assuming that the word

nD3 denotes the full moon of any other month.

That it denotes the feast of booths, as a com-

memoration of the shielding and guiding cloud,

seems probable from the further consideration

that it is the word regularly used, in the Mosaic

history, in connection with this cloud.*

* The argument, so far as it concerns the origin of

the Feast of Booths, may be thus summarized :

—

The word TVD'D denotes something coincident with the

full moon of the seventh month. This is the feast of

booths. It has been customary to seek the origin of this

feast exclusively in the word Succoth. But if we find the

feast itself denoted by the word nD3, we are warranted in

looking for this origin in something more general than

the idea of booths, sc. in the general idea of covering,

sheltering. And since this word HDD is frequently used to

denote the oiieration of the sheltering cloud that first
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In this view the is'^^nn of v. 2 may be con-

nected with the HDsn of v. 4, in accordance

with the iiD'^b!? -jDm isi'n"^ of Ps. v. 12. In both

places the Israelites shoutfor joy because God is

their shelter. See also Ps. xlii. 5, where thisjoyful

shouting (n2~)) is specially associated with the

feast of booths ; and Ps. cv, 43, where this same

nan is mentioned in close connection with the

appearance of the shelteiing cloud in v. 39.

V. 6. When He went forth over the land of

Egupt.

The use of the preposition bp in this place

both confirms the foregoing conjecture and is

explained by it. The feast of booths was insti-

tuted when God went forth over the land of

Egypt. The overshadowing cloud suggests the

preposition bi7, just as, in Ps. Ixxx. the bl? of v.

18 is to be understood only in connection with

the nD2 of V. 4.

id. Where (sc. in Egypt) T heard a lan-

guage that I knew not. See Ps. cxiv. 1.

V. 7. / removed his shoulder from the bur-

den : his hands forsook the clay.

appeared at Succoth, we are further warranted in regard-

ing ilio festival as a commemoration of that sheltering cloud.
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I adopt this interprelatiou of tit with some

misgivings. It is conjectured as a synonym of

i!3n in Exod. i. 14. That the word does not

mean a basket, as the Lxx. and some modern

writers suppose, appears from the consideration

that the basket in which the burden was to be

carried would be borne on the shoulder. Now
the shoukler and its burden are mentioned in the

former clause. It is hardly likely that the same

burden would be mentioned, in connection with

the hands, in the second clause. Au instructive

Egyptian picture given by Wilkinson, and re-

produced in Smith's Bible Dictionary sub v.

brick, is a perfect commentary on the text. We
here see foreign captives busily engaged with

their hands in the various processes of brick-

making, whilst a load is being placed by one of

these captives on the shoulder of another.

V. 8. In trouble didst thou cry, and I c?e-

livered thee : I sheltered thee with my thunder-

cloud.

I take -|2!7« to mean / sheltered thee, from

lys,* So the Syriac, using here the verb sdd.

With regard to the word ino, let it be

* Comp. Ps. cv, 89, He spread out a cloud for a

covmng -]D!2b pr.
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observed that it is used as equivalent to tT3D in

Ps. xviii. 12, xxvii. 5, and xxxi. 21 :—as

equivalent to bns in Ps. Ixi. 5, and to b^ in Ps.

xci. 1. It is therefore not unwarrantable to

take -ino here as referring to the Succoth which

I suppose to be the occasion and the subject of

the Psalm.

The change of person in v. 7 would seem

abrupt and unaccountable but for the supposition

that the Psalm is intended for use on the great

feast of booths. It is certain that one feature in

the celebration of this feast was the solemn

recital of God's dealings with His people in the

past. See Dent, xxxi. 10^ 13, andNeh. viii. 18.

T suppose, therefore, that to the end of the 6th

verse the Psalmist states the occasion of the

recital of God's manifested power and love, and

devotes the rest of the Psalm to the recital

itself. This is the occasion whereon ye ought to

remember God's gracious dealings with you : Ye

are therefore and hereby reminded oj them.

The remainder of the Psalm is little more

than a formula of reminiscence. We are there-

fore not surprised by its abrupt ending. Much

tlie same account is to be given of the abrupt

ending of Ps. Ixxvii.
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Psalm LXXXK.
V. 1. God sittefh in the congregation of the

mighty. In the midst of thejudges tlejudijelk.

It is not here meant that God sits in judg-

ment upon the judges ; but rather that their

tribunal is His. This consideration accounts

for the use of the words bw and D^nbs. For

although elsewhere these vvords serve to denote

human judges, their use in this place is some-

what perplexing. We should not ordinarily

expect the word to be used in one sense in the

former clause, and in another sense in the latter

clause, of the same verse. Here, however, the

intention is to represent the human judges as

God's vicegerents : perhaps as assessors with

Him in His tribunal. They are therefore men-

tioned by the name that ideutifies their office

with that of God.

V, 6. / myself have spoken of you as gods,

—as indeed, for that mailer, ye are all of you

(high and low) children of the most high,—See

Deut. xiv. 1.

V. 7. Nevertheless, ye die like common men,

and together (sc. with common men) do ye

princes falL
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Tills meaning of ps, neverlhelessj is war-

ranted by many examples. See Ps. xxxi. 23,

Ixvi. 29, and Isaiah liii. 4.

This meaning of inw3, toyeihery is found

in many other places. It is proposed here by

Ewald and others. We may compare the senti-

ment of this passage with Ps. xlix. 3 and 11,

and the use of nn«3 here with in"^ there.

The princes of v, 7 are \\\e judges to whom

the expostulation of the Psalm is addressed.

This we know from the history. See also

Zephauiah iii. 3, where u'^-\b and '^tDCr:? seem to

be identified.

V. 8. For all the nations are Thypossession^

These words might be taken to show that

the Psalm has a reference to unjust rulers in

general,—not to those of Israel iu particular*

In the second Psalm the nations are given to the

Son of God for a possession ; and, in immediate

connection with this fact, the judges of the earth

are exhorted to the wise and just discharge of

their duty. In this 82nd Psalm the same grand

and general fact is declared, as in Psalm ii., but

probably with more limited reference, viz, to the

judges of Israel.
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Psalm LXXXIII.

The Psalmist, praying for help in a present

emergency, calls to mind, as a ground of en-

couragement, the deliverance from the Midia-

niles under Gideon, and that from Jabin kino- of

Canaan under Deborah. Now it seems to me
almost certain that if, at the time this Psalm was

written, these old deliverances had been outslione

by something more recent, the more recent would

have been mentioned. If the Psalm had been

written after the destruction of Sennacherib's

army, this defeat would have been specially re-

ferred to :—the more especially since the possi-

bility of Assyria'sjoining the confederacy against

Israel is expressly menlioued in the Psalm. If

after the overthrow of Sennacherib's army

Assyria again contemplates hostilities against

Israel, then the prayer will surely be. Do to

them as Thou didst to them be/ore, rather than

Do to them as Thou didst to Midian^ S^c, Ad-

mitting that Assyria is only indirectly an occa-

sion of fear, yet, even so, the very mention of

her name would recall the appalling circum-

stances of her overthrow, if this had been an

event of the past when the Psalm was written.
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tTpon these grounds there seems little room

for doubting that the occasion of the Psalm is

to be souglit in circumstances antecedent to the

reign of Hezekiah. There is now no difficulty

in assigning it to the time of Jehoshaphat. In

his reign we read that Moah and Ammon and

some oj the kindred nations* (2 Chron. xx. 1),

and Edom (xx. 10), menaced Israsl.

Gebal, Amalek, Ishraael, Philistia, Tyre,

Assyria :—these names occur in the Psalm, and

not in the history.

Of these, I do not take Gebal to be a proper

name, but a verb. See note on v. 8, Those

who take it as the name of a place or of a people

connect it with Plioenicia ; but its place in the

list discredits this assumption. Neither is the

existence of such a city in the slightest degree

to be inferred from Ezek. xxvii. 9.

*In thus translating 9 Chron. xx. 1, I have borne in

mind that the word p^l? by itself denotes simply kindred.

The tull name of the Ammonites is p>227 ""33, sons of

Jcin, i.e. children born of incest. Because Ammon, by itself,

is used frequently, as an abbreviation, for the people who

had such an origin, the proper meaning of the word is not

to be overlooked.
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We find Amalek allied with Moab and

AmmoQ against Israel in Judges iii. 12, 13.

Thej are therefore presumable allies of the

enemy on this occasion.

The Ishmaelites are included in the kindred

mentioned in the Chronicles,

Philistia and Tyre may possibly stand for

Philistia and Syria, united in enmity to Judah

as in Isaiah ix. 12. Of the Philistines it may
be said that they were almost always on the alert

to unite with other foes against the chosen peo-

ple, whether Judah or Israel. They are here

mentioned as possible enemies, viz. as allies of

Moab and Ammon. The same may be said of

Assyria,

I suppose therefore that whilst war was de-

clared, or hostilities actually commenced, only

by the peoples mentioned in the Chronicles, the

known hostility of other tribes or peoples war-

ranted the apprehension expressed in the Psalm :

—that thus the circumstances under which the

Psalm was written may be identified with the

troubles of the reign of Jehoshaphat,

v. 5. That the Name of Israel be remeni'

bered no more. It must be considered that
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God had put His Name upon Israel. The im-

pious purpose expressed in these words is pro-

bably directed against the God of Israel. This

consideration throws light upon the last verse of

this Psalm. See also notes upon Ps. lix. 12.

V. 8. pbxDri p^i^ ibna. So I divide the

first two words : and translate the whole verse

thus :

—

Ammon and AmaleJc are joined together :

Philistia (is joined logeiher) with the inhabitants

oj Tsor.

The verb bna denotes union by conjunction.

It is used for the most part of conterminous

regions, and thence comes the notion of demaj'c-

atiou expressed by the Hiphil form of the verb

in Exod. xix. 12, 23. But that the proper idea

of the word was that of joining together appears

from all the other usages of the verb and of its

derivatives. It is easy to see how the idea of

demarcation, apparently so opposite, would

grow up and invest the word, if we consider that

the line which separates any two territories is

precisely the line wherein they adjoin to one

another. So strangely do extremes meet.

The verb occurs in Kal in Deut. xix. 14,
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of the marking out of a territory ; but there it is

plainly denominative from the bin:, the territory

so marked out. The meaning is. Thou shall

not remove the allotment of thy neighbour, which

they of old time allotted. It occurs also in Josh,

xviii. 20, where the river Jordan is mentioned as

a boundary. But a boundary is not necessarily

a demarcation. It is a summation. See also

Zech. ix. 2, where the verb means plainly to be

adjacent to.

The noun substantive bin: denotes con-

stantly the territory itself. This could hardly

be if the primary idea was that of separation.

It means really my bit of land that comes up to

my neighbour's bit ; and this idea of coming up

to, joining on to, fitting in to, is precisely the

idea of the verb.

We call a man who fits and joins timbers

together a joiner. The same expression was

applied to the stone-fitters, or stone-squarers,

who were employed to dress the stone for Solo-

mon's temple. They are called a'^bn:, 1 Kings

V. 18. "When we remember that these stones

had to be dressed, so as to fit exactly, before

they were brought to the site of the temple, we
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see how appropriate the word is, denoting not

simply hewers of stone, but fitters, or joiners.

These gobelim, however, are usually supposed

to be the inhabitants of the imaginary city of

Gebal, in Phoenicia

!

The idea of joining together appears also

in the word mbn3, applied to linked or woven

chains of gold in Exod. xxviii. 14 and 22.

Whether they were linked or woven, or both,

the idea is that of uniting into a continuous

chain. Compare our English word knit, to

unitey concerning which see note on Ps. Ixxxvi.

11.

V. 14. My GodJ
male them like chaff, or

chaffy husks before the wind. b^ba is nothing

more than a synonym of tijp. It is identical with

Syr. sbs, chaflf or husk,'--the Avord used, e.g.,

in Matt. vii. 3, to represent the Greek Kdp<f)o<s,

See Isaiah xvii. 13.

V. 15. The context shows that some rapid

and superficial devastation by fire is intended ;

—something analogous to the superficial action

of the wind when it sweeps away chaff and dry

husks. We may therefore understand the rapid

burning of bushy thickets h:y>) and of herbage
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(^nn) in dry seasons. With regard to the

latter, the hills are usually spoken of as pas-

tures; (See Ps. 1. 10,

—

On the hills of the oxen,

and cxlvii. 8, He causelh the hills to hring forth

grass) , And for the intentional, as well as acci-

dental, burning of these upland pastures, see

note on Ps. xxxvii. 20.

V. 17. Thai they may seek Thy Name
(which is) Jehovah. This last word, Jehovah,

is not an unmeaning expletive. It is the name

bj which God was known especially as the God

of Israel. To seek this is to seek after the one

living and true God. In the last verse of this

Psalm this identification of the knowledge of God

with the knowledge of His sacred Name is re-

markably expressed.

v. 19. And they shall Jcnow that Thou,

Thy Name Jehovah, &c. Tliis construction has

been the subject of much comment. It has not

yet been noted that it is a construction peculiar

to the occasion,—an occasion which in at least

two other places is marked by the same con-

struction. The peculiarity is this^ that the

Name of Jehovah is identified with Jehovah

Himself. Now Jehovah may speak in the fiist
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person, may be addressed in the second, or may

be spoken of in the third. But the word Name
remains always in the third person. Yet in all

three cases the two words (Jehovah and Name)

are found in apposition. Thus :

—

First person, Exod. vi. 3, My Name JehO'

vah 1 was not known unto them.

Second person, Ps. Ixxxiii. 19. They shall

know that Thou Thy Name Jehovah art (or isj

most high over all the earth.

Third person, Ps. Ixviii. 5. i^tt? n^n.

Unto Jehovah His Name,

Psalm LXXXIV,

V. 1. niT'T' ntt, LXX. a»s ayaTTiqTd ; Lat,

Vulg. quam dilecti ; and both our English Ver-

sions, How amiable ! In view of all these cor-

rect translations it is surprising that some mo-

dem commentators should give the word lovely^

which conveys a totally different idea, and one

that is unsuitable to the context. If amiable is

objected to as un-English, then the word love-

able presents itself. But the idea is better ex-

pressed in English by beloved

:

— how beloved

are Thy dwellings.
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V. 3. nQD53, longeih. The word seems

to denote primarily paleness, whiteness ; hence

pp'D, silver^ The idea of longing is similarly

expressed by the Latin pallere. Not to mention

the palleat omnis amans of Ovid, (^Ars Am. 1.

729), the word is thus used more generally in

Hor. Sat. II. 3, 78,

—

Ambitions mala aut ar-

genii pallet amove.

The word occurs with the same meaning in

this same Niphal form in Gen. xxxi. 30, and in

Kal in Ps. xvii. 1 2.

V. 4. m-iT seems to mean a swallow,

"Whether this word is derived from a root that

denotes flying in a circle, because these birds

fly in circles, which is the opinion of Gesenius ;

—or from a root that denotes flying in a straight

line, because these birds fly in straight lines,

which is the opinion of Delitzsch,—I do not

pretend to decide. A probable conjecture is

that those learned writers knew as much about

swallows as these happy birds knew about them.

The word, as denoting some kind of bird, is

found only here and in Prov. xxvi. 2.*

* Prov. xxvi. 9. Like the sparrow f(,r Jleeing : like

the swallow forflying ; so the groundless curse shall not le
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V. 5. happy they who dwell in Thy

home : they are still exulting in Thee

:

V. 6, happy (also is) the man who has a

strong refuge in Thee : in their heart are the

highways, sc, that lead to that refuge.

This, which is the usual rendering of the

latter part of v. 6, seems at first sight far-

fetched. But I think it is warranted bj the

following considerations.

The preceding words, -^n ib ti27 di« "^naJN,

are usually taken to mean. Blessed is the man

whose strength is in Thee^—as if the reading

were inr instead of "ib-nv. The stiictly accu-

rate translation is, Blessed is the man who has a

strong refuge in Thee. The sentiment is to be

taken in connection with that which immediately

precedes,

—

Blessed are they that dwell in Thy

house. Then comes the sequel:— Blessed also

are they that have that house of Thine to Jlee

unto. With which compare Ps. xlvi. 2,

—

God

is our hope (nona) and refuge (trs) : a help

to he found especially in adversities. As ttv in

fulfilled; i.e., it shall vanish at the slightest challenge, as

birds do at the slightest scare. "IID^ is here connected

with the verb "n3, as in Ps. xi. 1,
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this forty-sixth Psalm is fouud in connection,

and almost as synonymous, with nonn,* so

tv b-r:a and 7iDnr:i are connected in Ps. Ixi. 4.

It would thus appear that t")2? in the text before

us stands for the fuller form, " tower of strength."

That is, the word denotes the sanctuary of God

as a place of refuge.

All this can hardly be better expressed than

it has been by Hammond. He gives :
" Blessed

is the man that hath in Thee strength, help, or

protection ; being allowed liberty (as the former

pa? t of the Psalm determines the sense) to resort

to God's sanctuary, jvhich is sometimes called

nr, and from whence that protection and aid

in all exigencies may be had"

Having ascertained this as the meaning of

T117, we shall have less difficulty than we should

otherwise find in referring the mbo^a of this

verse to the highways that led to Zion. For the

mention of those who habitually dwell in God's

Sanctuary is tlius associated with tlie mention of

those who, though tliey cannot so habitually

* The two coalesce for the expression of one and tho

same idea in Ps. Ixxi. 7,—Tl? "^DHia.
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dwell, are yet blessed in being able to resort

thither in time of need.

Since this passage, like many others, can

be adequately rendered only by a paraphrase,

we may frame one upon the words of the Collect

for Ascension Day :

—

Blessed are they who '' continually dwell
"

in Thy house : Blessed are they who " ia heart

and mind thither ascend,'^

For mbD?2 the Chald. read nibss, confi-

dence,

T. 7. pn^n nni?. A noun in the con-

struct state is sometimes, in poetry, followed by

a preposition, as here.

If the Valley of Weeping were, what many

have supposed it to be, a valley with streams

trickhng, like tears, from its rocky sides, then

the force of the verb inin'^tL''* would be com-

pletely annulled. The pilgrims would find a

spring of water, and they would make it, or

regard it^ as a spring of water ; which is absurd.

The meaning is plainly to this efiect, viz. that

something disadvantageous to the pilgrim is

turned to advantage by him, or for him. Now
the one thing that a traveller in Palestine would
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recognise as a disadvantage would be the want

of water. The supply of water is a blessing.

Therefore, whatever other account we may give

of this word S2n, the one above mentioned is

certainly to be excluded.

We must suppose that a certain place was

called Baca from some lamentable occasion.

By a play upon the word, the Psalmist says that

this Valley of Weeping weeps blessings for the

pilgrim ;—a figure of speech which he expounds

in the same breath by saying that the rain covers

it (sc, the place), or him (sc. the pilgrim) with

blessings.

This is, without doubt, a poetical repre-

sentation of the truth that God makes all things

work together for the good of His people. A
representation of the same truth, under the same

figure, is found in Isaiah xxxv. 6, 7, 8,—a pas-

sage in connection with which the words of the

text may be explained. In this passage of

Isaiah, a highway (bTPon) is prepared, where-

in waters break out in the wilderness, and streams

in the desert. In the Psalm, highways (mbon)

are contemplated, wherein the most doleful stage

is turned into a refreshing fountain of water.
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r. 8. Appear eth before God in Zion^

Comp. xlii. 3, The promiscuous use of Sing,

and Plural in tbis verse and in v. 6 may be

noted. It is, however, of such common occur-

rence as to create no difficulty.

V. 9. God, behold our shield, and look

vpon the face of Thine anointed.

The order of the words compels us so to

render them, though the ancient and modern

translators take ns~i as used absolutely. They did

so because they could not understand what was

denoted by the shield upon which God was re-

quired to look : misled also by the fact that in

this same Psalm (v. 12), as often elsewhere,

God Himself is spoken of as a shield ;—but for-

getting the decisive passage in Ps. Ixxxix. 19,

—

Our skidd is of Jehovah, and of ih*i Hoiif One

of Israel is our king*

The prayer of this verse is therefore a

prayer for the king. It is by no means neces-

sary to suppose that the Psalm was composed by

the king. The prayer is appropriate, because,

Comp. Ps. xlvii. 10, where the shields of the earth arc

synonymous with the princes of the peoples. See also

Hos. iv. 18,
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as Delilzsch remarks, " when his king prevails,

the poet will at the same time be restored to the

sanctuary," the hope of which is the one subject

of the Psalm. He adds that it is beyond all

doubt that " we have before us a Psalm belons:-

ingtothe time of David's perseculiou by Absa-

lom."

Psalm LXXXV.

V. 2. This Psalm commences, as it closes,

with God's returning favour to the land, mani-

fested by a fruitful season. See v. 13.

In this connection it can hardly be doubted

that the expression m^ri? mw is used figura-

tively :

—

Thou hast restored the prosperity of

Jacob. See the instance specially cited by

Gesenius for the exemplification of this meaning,

viz. Job xlii. 10, And the Lord turned the

captivity (m^m-nw nn;) of Job^ as it is ren-

dered in our Authorised Version : Jehovah le

retablit dans son ancien etat, as M. Renan gives

it.

We may therefore suppose that God's

anger had been manifested by unfruitful seasons

;

and, from verses 5-8, we may assume that these
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iiulicatious of diviue wrath had not been wholly

removed : that the land was not yet fully blessed

with its wonted fertility.

V. 3. For the equivalence of 7137 and nstan

see Prolegomena §§ 24, 25.

V. 5. The first word of this verse, 13^127,

seems to indicate the meaning of mnii? n^w

in V. 2. If that means. Thou hast returned our

captivity f then the prayer of this verse. Restore

us, sc. from captivity, is meaningless. But if

that refers, as I suppose, to some incomplete

blessing, then this is a prayer for its completion.

Although the word mntt? is derived from a

root distinct from mtz?, yet it is not improbable

that in an uncritical age the difference in origin

of these two words might be obliterated by their

similarity in form and sound. Thus the ex-

pression which originally denoted the return of

exiles might come to mean a reversion to pros-

perity ; and to assume this more geuei'al mean-

ing not only conventionally but upon supposed

etymological grounds. That is to say, the ex-

pression nnxD mti? might erroneously be taken

to mean directly and expressly the bringing
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about of a return in one's fortunes ; as if mna?

were derived from mi^.

With regard to the terms which denote the

prolonged displeasure of God, here and in the

next verse, it is easily observable tliat they are

of milder import than those which appear in the

preceding verse. There it is fierce wrath ; here

it is lingering displeasure :—this lingering, long

drawn out, displeasure being equally indicated

by the verb -jirian in v. 6.

V. 9. let me hearken ! What is it that

God the Lord is speaking ? Yea, He speakelh

peace to His people !

If we accept the usual rendering, viz. /

nill hear what the Lord saith, '&^c., we shall

overlook the interrogative power of 7112. This

word never corresponds to our equivocal Eng-

lish word what ; which may be either an iuteiTO-

gative or a compounded relative and antecedent,

with the meaning of that whiuh. See my note

on Ps. Ixxiv. 9.

For the meaning here assigned to "^3,

" Yea" see Isaiah xxxii. 13, where it so ren-

dered in our English Version, and Gesenius

suh V, See also Ps. xci. 3. and cxvi. 2.
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V. 10. That God's salvation was nigh unta

His people in order that His glory might dwell

in their land, is the usual interpretation of this

Terse. But the inversion of this sentiment

surely must be intended ; viz. that God's near-

ness to His people was assured to them by the

fact that even His glory tabernacled amongst

them. We must therefore take the b of pi»b

to mean adeo,io lids extent, for which see Gesenius

huh i\ b. His salvation is so nigh, that even His

ylory tabernacles in our land, Comp.Johni. 14.

The same meaning is probably to be as-

signed to the same expression in Ps. Ixviii. 19 ;

a meaning, however, which I overlooked in my
note upon that place :

—

Suck gifts didst Thou

bestow upon Edom, yea upon those rebels, that

even the Jehovah God tabernacled amongst them.

Tliat TinD here refers to the Sanctuary of

God will appear from a comparison of many

other places. As a parallel to the nnD ]D2?b

of the text, it may suffice to cite Ps. xxvi. 8,

where ^nnD pirn is synonymous with irT'z p27D.

V. 11. If we render this verse, as it is

usually rendered, Mercy and truth are met

together, we seem to warrant the usual interpre-
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lation, viz. that Gcd's eternal justice is somehow

reconciled with His mercy. No such meaning

is intended. See Prolegomena § 20. God's

loving-kindness is denoted by ion, and this

attribute is co-operative with His Jaitkfulness

for the good of His people. Righteousness and

Peace, are the gifts of God. The expressions

" meet together," and " kiss each other," refer

to the two spheres wherein these attributes are

manifested, and the two sources from which

these gifts are bestowed, viz. heaven and earth.

The goodnesSy or loving-kindness, -ron, that is

poured down from heaven, meets the faithful-

ness, HTDN, that springs forth from the earth,

—

i.e. the fruits of the earth that are produced in

accordance with God's laithful covenant with the

earth. So, further, tlie peace, or prosperity,

which is enjoyed on earth, kisses, or embraces,

the righteousness which, in tlie next verse, is said

to appear from heaven. The same idea is ex-

pressed in v. 13, where God (from heaven)

gives that which is good ; and the earth (i.e ,

of course, God from the earth) gives its

increase.

V. 12. Faithfulness flourishelh from the
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earthy and righteousness looketh down from

heaven.

In the somewhat fanciful arrangement of

the ideas of the text, we find, in v. 11, two pairs

of expressions, viz. loving-kindness (A) and

faithfulness (a) ; then righteousness (B) and

prosperity (b). Tn this 12th verse, one term is

taken from the first pair, and another from the

second ; so that a third pair of terms, viz. B and

a, expresses the truth which is intended to be

taught, viz. that God is the one source of all the

blessings of nature and of grace : of those that

spring out of the earth, and of those that are

shed down from heaven.

Moreover it is to my mind by no means a

fanciful supposition that the Psalmist, who is so

remarkably stirred up to listen to the Word of

Peace that God is speaking, hears by anticipa-

tion, and expresses, somewhat of that angelic

song that heralded the advent of the Prince of

Peace :

—

Glory to God in the highest : Jt^eace

(siba?) on earth : Goodwill (ion) towards

men ! It is doubtless for this reason that the

Psalm finds a place in the Church's Services for

Christmas Day,
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V. 14. Righteousness shall go before Him
and shall make a way for His footsteps^

We may either suppose that varc yrh
stands by transposition for vja^sb -["n,—such

unaccountable transpositions being not very un-

usual,—or, rwhich is more satisfactory), we may
understand, as the object of the verb ub^\

something vaguely connected with V2Db. As

we speak vaguely of one's antecedents, and of

one's surroundings, so we may here understand

TOL v^^b, His precedings, as the object of the

verb. A more literal rendering of r^Db than

is ordinarily needful may serve our purpose

here :—Righteousness goes in the van ; in the

forelyings. These forelying places are crooked

and rough. Righteousness goes before to make

them straight and plain, for the way of His foot-

steps,*

The interpretation is warranted by two

very important considerations. First, that the

expression b mb is that whicli is constantly

used to denote the using of anything for a pur-

pose, or the converting of anything to a purpose.

* Comp. Isaiah xlv. 2, / will go he/ore thee and

make the croi)ked places straight.
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Secondly, that tit n^b is the proper expression

for making a ruad. 8ee especially Isaiah xliii.

19; and also xlix. 1 1 ; li. 10; and Ezek. xxi.

20.

Delilzsch suggests that c^b is to be taken

in the sense of nb D^b, to give heed to anything,

as in Job iv. 20. I do not object to this, since

I have proposed the same elliptical use of n'^c?,

for nb n"«2?, in Ps. xlix. 15. But the meaning

thus arrived at is unsatisfactory. " Righteous-

ness," says Delitzsch, " goes before Jahveh, who

dwells and walks abroad in Israel, and gives

heed to the way of His steps ; that is to say,

follows carefully in His footsteps." But how

can this be ? That which goes before God can

hardly be said to Jollow in His footsteps.

Psalm LXXXVI.

With regard to the authorship of this

Psalm, of one thing only can we be certain, viz.

that it was not written, as the title says it was,

by David.

The frequent use of the word Adonai, for

the divine name, has been often pointed out

;

but the import of this usage will hardly appear.
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unless we take it in its proper sense as correla-

tive to in37. Throughout the Psalm the writer

represents himself as a servant^ and God as his

Master. This is one of the features of the

Psalm which lead me to suspect that its author

may have been an alien by birth, either wholly

or on the mother's side.

V. 2. Preserve Thou my soul, for I am a

partaker of Thy covenant goodness. For this,

which is the proper meaning of the word chasid,

see Prolegomena, § 20. With perfect accuracy

Dr. Perowne remarks that the writer " here

pleads his own covenant relationship to God ; for

this is implied in the adj. here used, chasidj"

But why this emphatic assertion of covenant

relationship ? Such relationship would be as-

sumed, and the assertion of it would not be

thought of, by one who originally and fully

belonged to the covenant nation. But it is just

what would occur to a man who had been en-

grafted Upon the covenant stock, and whose

complete privilege might perhaps be called in

question by his enemies. Just as St, Paul's

question. Am I not an apostle ?, would be un-

meaning from the mouth of Peter, or James, or
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John, but is accounted for by the fact that his

call to the Apostleship was irregular, and was

by some denied ; so the assertion. For I am
chasid, is most probably to be accounted for by

the supposition that the writer's covenant rela-

tionship was not regular, (i.e. did not come by

birth,) and had perhaps been challenged.

To the same effect is the parenthetic Thou,

mu God, in this same verse. The full import

of the prayer seems to be this :

—

save Thy

servant

y

—Thou who art my God as well as

theirs,—Thy servant who trusteth in Thee,

V. 8, Among the gods there is none like

unto Thee.

In reference to a national trouble, for the

relief of which the one living and true God was

appealed to, as in Psalm Ixxxix. 7, this remark

is obviously appropriate. But in reference to

the writer's personal emergency, it is appropriate

only on the supposition of his having had, in the

past, relations towards the heathen gods
;
—that

is, that he had wholly, or in part, sprung from a

gentile stock.

V. 9. All nations , , , shall come . . , .

and shall glorify (nnD"') Thy Name. "With
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this compare v. 12, / will glorify (mnss) Thy
Name, Though this point is not too closely to

be pressed, it yet seems as if the writer regarded

himself as one coming from amongst the heathen

to glorify God's Name.

V. lU Unite my heart S^c» That is, MaAe
it Tvholly Thine, so that, as in the next verse, I

may praise Thee with all my heart ;—

That all my powers with all their might

In Thy sole glory may unite,

V. 14. This verse is taken literally from Ps.liv.

5, with the substitution of 2rec?fm for zarim,superbi

instead of alieni. We can see a reason for this

on the supposition that the writer was himself an

alien; though \ve are not of necessity driven to

this supposition.

V. 16. The expression. Thy servant ....
the son of Thine handmaid, is so remarkable that

we can hardly regard it as a tautological ampli-

fication. For a man to describe himself as

God's servant is only what might be expected,

and what we often find. But that the man

should thus particularize his relation to God,

Thy servant and the son oj Thine handmaid, is

a circumstance that surely calls for some re-
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mark, and which may perhaps require some ex-

planation. What, tlien, would these w^ords

mean as between man and man ? They would

express a more devoted fidelity on the part of

the servant than would be expressed by the term

servant ("t:!^; alone.* A slave captured in war,

or bought wilh money, is not likely to attach

himself to his mascer's interests as the home-

born slave does. The expression would also

imply a participation in the privileges of that

family ofwhich the home-born slave had become

an associated member. Therefore, as between

man and God, we are permitted to regard these

words as uttered by an affiliated member of God's

household. And this is the relationship which

I have already assumed as exisiing between the

writer of this Psalm and God. The same ex-

pression occurs in Ps, cxvi. 16.

V. 17. Show towards me some token of

Thy covenant goodness. This seems also to in-

dicate that the covenant status of the writer had

been questioned.

The expression •iii?n''i may be regarded as

* See Ewald, Antiquities of Israel.
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parenthetical, and in an English translation may
be put off to the end of the sentence, thus :

—
Show some sign of Thy covenant-goodness tO'

wai'dsme ; so that they who hate me may see that

it is Thou Jehovah who hast holpen me and com-

forted mCy—and may he ashamed. It is herein

implied that the enemies had presumed that the

Psalmist had no interest in the covenant-God

Jehovah. The Psalmist's prayer is that this

presumption of theirs might be confuted, and

that they themselves might thus be confounded.

Psalm LXXXVII.

This Psalm is thought to correspond in

sentiment, and to some extent in form, with the

latter portion of the writings that stand in

Isaiah's name. For this reason some modern

critics assign to it a comparatively late date.

I am unable to find in it the missionary

spirit that some have detected. Like the pas-

sages in Isaiah xlix. 21,22; Ix.; Ixvi. 7-12;

this Psalm speaks of triumpli, (it may be of

spiritual triumpli,) over the Gentiles, rather

than of incorporation with them, or of conceding

to them the privileges of divine sonship. The

only place that can be utilised for such a purpose
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is V. 6, which may be interpreted to mean that

when God takes account of the nations He will

record that " this (nation) was born in Zion."

But this meaning is altogether dependent upon

the question whether the word nr (this) refers

to a Gentile,

Traditionally, however, the Psalm has been

supposed to refer to the adoption of the Gentiles

to sonship together with Israel. Sion maier

gentium is assumed as its subject. The Lxx.

were so impressed with the thought that they

either interpolated or read the word mbv, be-

fore the word ]V!i in v. 5 ; where now we find

only two letters of such reading, viz. b^. They

give, ixijrrjp Stwv ipel avOpoiTTOs, koli dvOpcono^

iycvij9r} ev avT'Q. If, ho^vever, their Hebrew

text contained anything to warrant their render-

ing, we may conjecture that the correct form of

their reading was mbiJD rather than mb"i% the

initial a being dropped through its being con-

founded witli the final ?d of the preceding word.

The meaning of such a reading would be very

straightforward, and very consistent with the

context, \iz. A man shall be spoken of as of

Zion's kindred.
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Tlie Septuagint rendenug of this verse

seems to have been in St. Paul's mind when he

spoke of Jerusalem as " the mother of us all,'*

Gal. iv. 25, 26.

We have, however, to deal with the text as

it comes before us ; and of this I give the follow-

ing paraphrase, as more adequately representing

the original than a literal translation could do.

v. 1 . His (city) that is Jounded upon the

holy hills.

V. 2. Of all the dwellings of Jacob, Jeho-

vah lovelh the gates of Zion.

V. 3. Honourable mention shall be made of
thee thou city of God,

V. 4. In conversation with my acquaint-

ances I make mention of Egypt and Babylon,—
pointing also to Philistia and Tyre,—as the

birth-place of such a one.

T. 5. So also ofZion shall it be said. Such

and such a man was born in her ; and (with the

more reason for this boasting, because) He, the

Most High, hath Jounded her !

V. 6. Jehovah shall record it when He
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writes the records of the peoples

^

—This was bom
there !

V. 7. (An orchestral direction for) hoik

singers and trumpeters :—
All my springs are in thee.

V. I. With regard to the verbs -td% here,

and ]3"i3, in v. 5, it may be observed that they

are used as synonyms in Ps. xxiv. 2.

V. 2, It is stretching the hcence of Hebrew

poetry too far to regard -im>D as intended to be

in accordance with the fem. plural rmnD3. It

is better to regard it as an impersonal form, and

the following plural as used adverbially :

—

Gloriose de te locutum erit.

V. 4. This was horn there. Zion has not

vet been mentioned as an honourable birth-

place. It is formally inlroducedj as competing

for such honourable mention, in the next verse,

The word " there " in this place must surely

refer to the nations mentioned in this place. It

is inconceivable that it should refer to Zion.

V. 5. It is certain that the introductory

•|V!jbi is intended to present Zion in antithesis

to, and in favoural)le comparison with, the na-
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tions mentioEed in the preceding verse. It is

this consideraiion that warrants the rendering of

this preceding verse whicli I have given ahove.

If " of Zion also can such boast be made" it

seems to be imphed that the boast has been

made before with reference to the heathen na-

tions.

It is with reluctance that I give up the

evangelical interpretation of this verse. But I

can find no foundation for such an assertion as

Delitzsch, followed by many others, makes,

when he says that, in v, 4, '* Jeliovah Himself

takes up the discourse^ and declares (he gracious,

glorious, world-wide mission of His chosen and

beloved city, which shall become the birth-place

of all nations," sc. of Egypt, Babylon, Philistia,

Tyre, and Ethiopia -,—adding that " dk? (there)

refers to Zion."

V. 7. The preceding verse ends with the

musical direction Selah. It seems likely tliat

the opening words of this 7th verse, which have

never yet been satisfactorily explained, are

merely an ampli6cation of this musical direction.

The vocal and instrumental elements are to com-

bine in the grand chorus, which bears all the
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burden of the Psalm,

—

All my springs are in

thee.

The special reference to this chorus is to

the well-spring of life, in allusion to the hirth

in Zion which is the subject of the Psalm,—We
may compare Ps. xxxvi. 10, With Thee is the

well of life, though the word here is iipD.

Psalm LXXXVIII.

In its general tone, and even in some re-

markable points of detail, this Psalm bears some

resemblance to the Book of Job. There are,

however, considerations that greatly avail to dis-

suade us from the supposition that tlie two com-

positions proceed from one hand and one mind.

It is sufficient to mention that Job no-where

appears as a member of the covenant-nation.

"Whether really or artistically, he stands aloof

from the sphere of Israel.* But the writer of

this Psalm appeals to the covenant, and ex-

* " Job est le pretre de sa famille : il a des rites a

lui, qui no se rattachent a aucun des usages particuliers

de la religion d' Israel :—pas une allusion n'est faite aux

usages mosaiques ni aux croyances particulieres des Juifs."

Renan ; Lwrc de Job,
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presses himself in terms of the covenant. In

the opening verse, Jehovah is the God of his

Salvation. In v. 1 2 mention is made of God's

covenant goodness and faithfulness : in v. 13 of

His righteousnessJ and of the wonders that He
works special]}/ for His people. For the import

of these allusions I refer to my Prolegomena.

But although the Psalmist thus makes

mention of covenant privileges, he speaks of

himself as debarred from them, or at least from

the exercise and enjoyment of them. And the

bar is a peculiar one. It is not a transgression

of the covenant to be expiated in the ordinary

manner by penitence and formal penance. The

Psalmist is, actually or prospectively, removed

from the power of God's grace (i-it;3 "it*^),

as completely as if he were dead. Even to the

Jewish mind the saying that " God is not the

God of the dead but of the living," might have

suggested the truth that in connection with Him
there is no death. Yet we find here the ex-

pression of the hopeless thought that neither

His love nor His faithfulness extend beyond the

grave. It is this " death in life " that haunts

and troubles the writer of this Psalm.
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One condition, on the part of the writer,

may account for these peculiarities. He may

have hecn a leper. But even to this supposition

a weighty objection occurs. In such a case the

grievance would be more definitely expressed,

and the prayer for restoration more determined

to its object.

Another supposition, more satisfactory to

my mind, is that the Psalm was composed, like

the prayer of Hezeliiah, by one in fear and peril

of death : under sentence of death, so to

speak. The main sentiment of the Psalm is

identical with that attributed to Hezekiah in

Isaiah xxxviii, 11, 17, 18, 19.

This view seems to be confirmed by v. 4,

—

My life drawelh nigh lo SheoL So also in the

next verse,—Though not yet dead, Iam counted

wilh them that go down lo the pit. Upon this

supposition, the extremity of the evil is antici-

pated, and described as if it had actually come

about, in verses 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, and 19.

The subject ol the Psalm being thus a

matter of common experience, it is not worth

while to attempt to ascribe it to any particular

writer. The circumstances are such as are
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common to mau, and the sentiment such as all

must share in and sympathise with ;—excepting

only the Christian, who through the grave and

gate of death expects to pass, not out of the

spliere of God's care, but into '* the everlasting

arms " of His love.

V. 6. The rendering proposed by Gese-

nius,

—

My couch is amongst the dead,—is far-

fetched. The word "^riJsn may retain its usual

meaning of *' free,'^ and yet with no emphasis

upon the j)rivile(/e of freedom. The state to be

expressed is, as I have observed above, the state

of " life in death." The expression *itt'Dn D\"iDn

must therefore be taken to denote a characteris-

tic of life, (viz. freedom of will) combined with

the surroundings of death. This presents the

horror of the situation ;—a Mezentian torment,

which

" Complexu in raisero longa sic morte necabat,"

id. i2p '•nDtt?. For the construction comp.

Ps. Ivii. 5.

V. 8. Thy wrath hath weighed heavily upon

me. The double use of the word ixiD, namely

(I), as here, to bear down upon, and (2) to hear

upj support, is a philological illustration of the
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mechanical truth, that action and re-action are

equivalent.

id. n'^ai? "I'^nnri^'a bsi. And Thou hast

afflicted me with all Thy billows. A supposed

difficulty in the construction has induced some

strange interpretations. The same construction,

(and, as it happens, with the same verb), is found

in Ps. cii. 24, By His power He afflicted me in

the way^—in3 -f-nn r^iVs

V. 11. Putting aside all that has been

conjectured concerning the rephaim, it is suffi-

cient for our present purpose to collect the

obvious notices of Holy Scripture. These have

been well indicated by Gesenius. He speaks

of the rephaim as " Manes, shades living in

Hades, void of blood and animal life, therefore

weak and languid like a sick person ; but not

devoid of powers of mind, such as memory."

This is precisely the state in which the writer of

the Psalm imagines and pictures himself :—

a

state in which thought survives actuality, and

the will survives the power. See above under v. 6.

id. Nbs "rnv. For the connec-

tion in idea of these two, comp. v, 6 of the next

Psalm.
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V. 16. Death and youth are here connect-

ed by the same horrible tie that connects death

and consciousness in v. 6. It is the same mor-

bid imagining of " life in death " tliat charac-

terises the whole Psalm.

id. / have borne Thy terrors in an ever-

recurring series. Ever dying, yet never dead.

This terrible description in the latter part of the

verse is a worthy balance to that of the former.

The figure is taken (as in other languages) from

the revolutions of a wheel : not the wheel of for-

tune that turns up now joy and now sorrow j

but the wheel of Ixion : an endless revolution of

evil. The word naiDW is an adverbial form of

the substantive ^din, a rvheel.

It is very difficult to account otherwise for

the word naiDN. If it is a verb in the first

person singular, there is no root "jid to fall back

upon. There is no account to be given of the

final n. Supposing these objections to be set

aside; even so, the resulting interpretation is

inane. After the appalling description of God's

wrath inflicted upon a being capable of suffering

yet incapable of resistance, it is intolerable that
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such a bein^ should be represented as saying

that " he was troubled.'^

V. 17. The form •^3"innT2!5 is very iiTegular.

This is a case wherein it is difficult to suppose a

corruption of tlie text. We can only conclude

that in Hebrew, as in all otlier languages, some

verbs make a law for themselves ; and that this

is one of the lawless verbs.

Psalm LXXXIX.

The features of the Psalm are these :

—

O) Mention of God's covenanted goodness

to Israel in general, and especially to David

and his seed, as representative of Israel.

(2) Apparent failure of the promise to the

royal representative.

(3) Deprecation of such failure.

It is easy to see that these conditions are

applicable to almost any king of the house of

David, excepting perhaps Solomon.

I refer the reader to a preliminaiy note

upon Ps. xlv. for some important points of cor-

respondence between this Psalm and that,

v. 2. / would fain sing (m'^tt^N) of the
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kindnesses of Jehovah. The son^ soon sinks

into a dirge. However the Psalmist would de-

sire to celebrate God's promised kindness, this

is not his subject. It is the apparent failure of

the promise, the cessation of the kindness, that

forms the theme of this Psalm.

The second clause, according to the law of

Hebrew poetry, is under the influence of the

former. What is expressed in the former is to

be understood in the latter. The verb in the

second clause of this verse may therefore be

taken in an optative sense, in accorJance with

the preceding ni'^irs.

V. 3. "'j-nttM ^2. The lxx. read m}:^^^.

Thou saidst, and this must surely be the right

reading. It prevents the awkward and unac-

countable change of construction that appears,

as the text stands, in the next verse. The

meaning, according to the Septuagiut reading is

this :

—

v. 3. Thou saidst that Thy covenant good-

ness shouldfor ever he built up unto the heavens :

that upon them Thou didst Jound Thy faithful-

ness^

(v. 4.) / have made a covenant
^

^c.—
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a speech still put into the mouth of God, with only

the very usual change from tlie indirect to the

direct narration.

It will be observed that, in v. 3, T have

connected n'^'aw with n3n\ My chief reason

is, that to connect this word with the latter

clause, as is usual, puts too much emphasis upon

it. Such a construction seems to me almost

ridiculous. There is no antithesis between the

heavens and anything else, that can claim such

a position of emphasis for the word heavens.

The emphatic word of the second clause is Jailh-

Julness. It would be reasonable to say. As for

Thy faithfulnessy Thou foundest it upon the

heavens ; but it seems little less than absurd to

say. As for the heavens^ Thou foundest Thy

faithfulness upon them.

The word D'»J2tt?, then, is used adverbially,

(as in 1 Sam v. 12, and Ps. cxxxix. 8) for

For the assertion, compare Ps. xxxvi. 6,

" Thy goodness (ion) is in the heavens, and

Thy faithfulness (reacheth) unto the skies,

v. 6. And the heavens shall acknowledge

Thy wondrous works, Jehovah; and Thy
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faithfulness (shall be acknowledged) in the con-

gregation of the saints.

All the terms here used are such as are ap-

propriate (and have been appropriated) to the

relations between God and His chosen people.

It may seem that the mention of the heavens is

an exception ;—as if it were meant that some of

God's attributes were acknowledged by angels

in heaven, and others by saints upon earth.

But we need not thus split up the sentiment, if

we consider that it has just now been stated that

God's faithfulness (towards His people) was

founded in or upon the heavens. Whatever

this may mean, it is certain that only men upon

earth are concerned in the meaning. I tliere-

fore understand the Psalmist to say that God's

covenant goodness and faithfulness were ac-

knowledged wherever their foundations had been

laid : in the heavens (whatever this may mean)

and upon earth, in the congregation of the

saints.

We may compare the solemn summons of

the fiftieth Psalm, v. 4,

—

He shall call upon the

heavens above, and upon the earth, /or the judg-

ment of His people, and the assertion in v. 6 of
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the same Psalm,

—

The heavens shall declare His

righteousness. See note upon Ps. 1. 4 ; and

compare Ps. xcvii. 6.

V. 9. von, occurring only here, is a word

ofmore frequent use in Aramaic, lxx. Svt'aros.

Considering that the word is here associated

with n2ia« Jailhjulness, and that in this

Psalm naiias and Ton are associated no less

than seven times ; there is a great temptation to

read T'on, instead of ^"'Dn, in this place also.

V. 10. The mention of God's stilling the

waves of the sea seems here to have special refer-

ence to the passage of the Red Sea by the

Israelites :—the next verse beiug concerned with

the discomfiture of Egypt on tliat occasion.

V. 11. /i is Thou who hast smitten Egypt

mortally, bbn^. So in the preceding Psalm ; v.

6, c^bbn i»3 as those rvho are utterly slain.

Comp. Isaiah li. 9. •|*'2n nbbnD nm nnijnan.

V. 12. 0/ Thine ordinance are the heavens :

of Thine ordinance also is the earth. Tlie same

construction as in v. 19.

Tlie retrospection, lighting first upon the
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deliverance at the Red Sea, as being nearest in

time, passes on to the work of creation. We
find the same subjects, in the same order, in Ps.

Ixxiv. 13-17.

V. 14. m*i2a nv "syit, does not mean

"a mighty arm." Such a construction, for

such a meaning, is unknown in Hebrew ; whilst,

for this meaning, the ordinary construction of a

noun substantive with an adjective would suffice.

In this place, if one of the words had a concrete,

and the other an abstract, meaning, we could

hardly help placing the one to the other, in the

relation of substantive to adjective. But both

words may be taken with an abstract significa-

tion here, just as they are both undoubtedly used

in Ps.lxxi. 18.

That mt is properly a concrete term is cer-

tain ; but it is so often used in the abstract sense

of help, that there is no special pleading requir-

ed for its use in this sense in this place.

nmn^ is very frequently used of Divine

power specially—see note on Ps. Ixxi. 16, —and
is here to be interpreted in connection with -n^a

in V. 20. This word denotes a divine champion.

The title is often appropriated to the house of
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David, aud is one of the exquisite appellations

of the Messiah in Isaiah ix. 6. See also Ps,

xlv. 4. In such close connection with the mna

of V. 20, it may be assumed that the min: of

this 14tli verse denotes the divine power where-

with God's champion was endued.

We may now take the opening words of this

verse to mean, Of Thee comes help allied with

divine power. To the same eflfect is v. 20,

—

/ have laid help upon my champion ("nna).

The construction of "jb will correspond witli

that of "]b in v. 12, and of mn'^b in v. 19, and

iu Ps. xxii. 29«

V. 16. " Blessed are the people to whom

the Teruah is a familiar sound,'' The Teruah

(n^Tnn) was a solemn sounding of trumpets

upon triumphal or festive occasions. It was

associated with all those events iu Jewish history

that were celebrated with joy and exultation.

Its meaning, therefore, comes very near to that

of Tehillahy (Prolegom. § 23) ; and although it

does not always convey an idea of covenant

privilege, as Tehillah does, it certainly seems to

intend such an idea in this place. It is also

found with tliis appropriated (or, as we may say.
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consecrated) meaning in Ps. xxvii. 6, where

njy'nn Tint, sacrifices of exuXiaiiony are spoken

of, just as sacrifices of righteousness are else-

where mentioned.

It is to be admitted that all such interpre-

tations of the text have an appearance of being

made up for the occasion. It is therefore not

surprising that some should adopt the alternative

metliod, viz. of making the occasiou, (that is,

the reading) suit the meaning. It has been

plausibly suggested that for ni^i-in we should

read i^t^t. Thine arm ; viz. the divine arm that

has just before been mentioned. For the pro-

nominal suffix :—this we already find in the

8yriac. For the interchange of t and n, the

Aramaic supplies, phonetically, an intermediate

link, rm might easily be confounded with

'ST\n. It is added, that in Ps. xliv. 4, Thine

arm and the light oj Thy countenance are con-

joined, as they would be here upon the hypo-

thesis, according to which the meaning would

be. Blessed are ike people, Lord, that recog-

nize Thine arm : They walk in the light of Thy

countenance.

V. 19. For by the appointment ofJehovah
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is our shield : by the appointment of the Holy

One of Israel is our king. The same construc-

tion as in V. 12. The account of the appoint-

ment of the king ( David) by Jehovah follows

immediately.

It might be thought that the expression in

Ps. xxii. 29, n'^'hizTi mn^b, was entirely

parallel. But the meaning there seems to be

simply that the whole world is Jehovah's realm.

V. 20, Then Thou spakesl ^c. When ?

The only answer to this questioa implies the

correctness of the rendering of the preceding

verse given above. If that verse mentions God's

appointment of David, the word " then " refers

us back to that event. If it means only that

the shield and the king are Jehovah's, there is

no event to which this word " Then " can refer.

Hupfeld's objection to -Tt3) shows that he

does not properly recognize the functions of the

-nn:.

Tliou spakesl in a vision to Thy saint, sc. to

Nathan, See 2 Sam. vii.

V. 23. The son ofwickedness shall not hurt

hluiy is word for word taken from 2 Sam. vii. 10,
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V. 28. And there is a faithful witness (sc.

of all the foregoing promises) in heaven. Some
have sujjposed the faithful witness in heaven to

he the moon ; which is improbable, since this

has just been mentioned :—others suggest the

rainbow, which is inconceivable, since this tran-

sitory phenomenon, notwithstanding its associa-

tion with God's promise, would hardly be chosen

to illustrate tlie stabilily of David's throne.

Moreover it seems to me certain that if it had

been intended to continue the illustration in

these words, we should find -r:s?Di instead of 1371.

V. 40. Thou hast profaned his crown to the

ground. See note on Ps. Ixxiv. 7,

V. 44. Thou hast turned the edge (iv^) of

his srvord. There seems to me no room for

doubting that the word is to be traced to the

ancient use of stone weapons. See Joshua v.

2, 3. That stone knives were used for circum-

cising children, long after the use of metal had

become general, is of a piece with that which is

found almost universally, viz. that the circum-

stances of religious ceremonies maintain tlieir

primitive and archaic character. Illustrations

of the truth present themselves abundantly in
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modern ecclesiastical vestments, buildings,

usages, &c. This ceremonial usage of stone

knives, therefore, points to the same origin as is

indicated by the etymological usage of the text

;

viz. to the time when the only cutting tool was

a flint-stone. As I have observed upon Ps. liv.

9, the relics of barbarism, however they may

have disappeared from the life of the Hebrews,

are yet wonderfully preserved in their language.

V. 45. Thou hast caused him to ceasefrom

his brightness, and hast cast his throne down to

the ground.

The sentiment is to be understood in cryn-

nectiou with v. 37, where the promise isreciled

that David's throne should be as the sun before

God. From this splendour it has waned : from

this height it is degraded.

V. 48. ibn na "^sm. No satisfactory ac-

count of these words, as they stand, has ever yet

been given. I therefore approve of the sugges-

tion to substitute bin for ibn, so as to bring

this place into conformity with Ps. xxxix. 5,

"^aw bin n>2. The same two words are con-

fused in Isaiah xxxviii. 1 1 ; where, conversely,

bin seems to stand for ibn.
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V. 51. Remember, Lord, the reproach

of Thy servants, how I bear in my own bosom

the contumely of the people.

"The reproach of Thy servants " means,

of course, the reproach that Thy servants bear.

So also we may suppose " the contumely of the

people " to mean that which Thy people suflfer.

This supposition is confirmed by the next verse,

wherein God's enemies are mentioned as the

reproachful ones. But for this mention, it would

have been allowable to take " the people " of v.

61, as the antecedent to the relative, ntt-'w, of v.

62. As it is, we must connect the two verses

thus :
—" the reproach of Thy people, wherewith

Thine enemies have reproached Thee, 8^c.

We can hardly avoid taking the infinitive

TiHb in connection with some word (expressed

or understood) that denotes reproach, or con-

tumely, since ncnn sb3 is the regular ex-

pression for bearing reproach ^c.

Further,— with regard to the expression,

" I bear in my bosom,''—the clue to the mean-

ing of these words is most unfortunately lost by

those who see in them only an image of tender

care. To maintain their connection with the
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reproach (nsin) which is the subject of the

whole passage, we need refer only to Ps. Ixxix.

1 2, where we find the same sentiment in the same

words,

—

Render .... into their bosom their

reproach (nD"in) wherewith they have re-

proached Thee.

With these considerations in view, it seems

certain that we must understand some word de-

noting reproach after the words in my bosom.

This has been always admitted. Now in the

existing Hebrew text, after these words, in my

bosom, we find D^Di? a^rn bs, words that are

syntactically inexplicable. But the Lxx, did

not read brj, and Jerome read something that he

renders iniquitates.

It is here to be carefully observed, that the

Hebrew text is doubtful just at the point where,

from perfectly independent considerations, it is

necessary to supply some word denoting re-

proach. The insertion of tlie requisite word

after •'p'^nn will supply the want, but will not

remove the difficulty of the following words. To

repeat nDnn will not account for the reading

cm b3. But if, with Bottcher, we read nab^

this will answer all the requirements of the pas-
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sage, and will leave uutouched the two letters,

bD, of the existing text. For the rest, it seems

certain that the Sjriac translator read the letters

. , . . Dib^, where we now read , . . . mbD.
This is note-worthy, since the Syriac reading-

thus approximates somewhat more nearly to the

proposed reading n^^bs, whicli I have little

doubt is the true one, and according to whicli I

have rendered the passage as above.

Psalm XC.

This Psalm is attributed to Moses the Man
of God. There may not be much evidence in

support of this assumption ; but it is certain that

the arguments ofEwaldin the opposite direction

are not very convincing. He says that "so

general and profound a feeling of human frailty

is only gradually formed, and that the certain

tokens of the limes of Moses and David do not

admit the possibility of such a song at so early a

period." He adds that the Psalm probably be-

longs to the kingdom of the Ten Tribes, because

" in that kingdom the transitoriness of all human

things, and the necessity of deepest penitence,

might be recognized far earlier than in Judah."

This, I suppose, is " higher criticism," I do not
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presume to criticize it, since I do not under-

stand it.

In trying to form an opinion as to the age

of this composition, we mast carefully compare

it with that which appears in Deut. xxxii. as the

Song of Moses. If these two had borne any

general resemblance, the one to the other, we

could easily understand how both might be at-

tributed to the same author. But it is very ob-

servable that the general drift and tenor of the

one are totally diiEferent from th^ drift and tenor

of the other. We observe further, however, that

in point of style, and in some matters of detail,

the two are closely connected. Now it is cer-

tain that the collectors of the Psalms did not

pretend to be critics of style, and would not be

likely to observe the minute points of resem-

blance between this Psalm and Deut. xxxii. It

follows that there are two distinct and indepen-

dent lines of testimony converging to the suppo-

sition that Moses wrote this Psalm. The re-

sultant may not be sufficient to sway our opinion,

or to enable us to form an opinion. It is yet

worthy of observation, that the tradition, as in-

dicated by the title of the Psalm, is supported by
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evidence which could not have suggested the

title, and which is therefore independent.

V. 2. Before the mountains were born, or

the earth and the world brought forth. The
figure, derived from child-bearing, is certainly

to be maintained in both clauses. So in Job

XV. 7, Art thou the first man that was born, oi

wast thou brought jorih hejore the hills ?, we find

the same two verbs in the same order.* So also

in Deut, xxxii. 18,

—

Of the Rock that begat

thee thou art unmindfuly and hast forgotten God
that brought thee forth.

V. 3. Thou turnest man back to the dust

(sc. of which he was made) ; and sagest, Turn

again (sc. from the dust) ye sons oj men. See

Ps. civ. 29, 30.

* For the second verb in this place, which I have ren-

dered brought forth, our English Version gives 7nade ; as,

in], Ps. XC. 2, and in Deut, xxxii. IS, they give formed.

But I think there can be little doubt as to the correctness

of my rendering of both places. Of Job xv. 7, Renan

gives

—

Es-tu done n4 lepremier des hommes 9 As'tu-ele en-

fanli avant des colimes ? He adds in a foot-note,

—

Allu-

sion a la Sagesse divine, nee, selon les idees des Hcireux,

avant toutes les creatures. Les memes expressions se re-

trouvent dans les Proverbes, viii. 24, 25.
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" These are Thy wonders. Lord of power.

Killing and quickening,"

So was the meaning of this place accurately

comprehended, and beautifully reproduced, by

George Herbert. The idea is continued through

the next verse, (4) into the fifth.

V. 4. For a thousand years in Thy sight

are only like the vicissitudes of day and niglit

to us mortals.

V. 5. Thou didst sweep them aivay with

the Jiood (sc. the great Deluge in the days of

Noah): again they are:— like grass that springs

up again in the morning (sc. however it may be

withered by the heat of the preceding day).

So would I render the words vn*" n3c;.

The word n^w undoubtedly expresses iteration,

even when it is used for the more special deno-

tation of a year. But the idea of iteration is so

plainly intended by the context, that we can

hardly get away from it here.

For p)bn does not mean simply to sprout, or

grow, but to sprout again* Comp. Hab, iii. 2,

* The proper idea of v^n is that of replacing one thing

by another. The word denotes the growth of plants ; but

in this sense always implies a previous life, growth, wither-
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— Lord, in the midst of vicissitudes revioe

Thy wirk.

We may here observe another trace of the

hand of Moses. The historian of the Jelufre is

not Hkely to lose siglit of that catastrophe in

reviewing the vicissitudes of human existence.

The same observation is appropriate to v. .3,

wherein Moses (if he be the author of the

Psahn; is only repeating the words of the primal

doom, Dust thou art, and to dust shalt thou re-

turn.

v, 6. In the morning it flourishes and re-

vives : in the evening it is cut down and withered.

In this one verse three stages of vicissitude are

implied. The grass revives. This implies a

former withering. The revival is the second

phase : the withering again is the third.

ing, sc. of the thing replaced. So that it means really to

revive. It i^ used of the cliang'mg of raiment, i.e., not of

merely wearing a garment, but of replacing an old cr soiled

garment, with a new or clean one. It is usf d also, sc. ia

Ps. cii. 27, of those cosmical changes whiuh, in our own

time, are denoted by the word evolutkn.

It is remarkable that so many ages ago men were

familiar with the truth which we of this age claitn to have

discovered, ihdii destruction means only change of form.
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V. 7. Up to this point the Psalmist adduces

general considerations. When all but eight

persons had been swept away by the flood, from

that small remnant humanity flourished again.

So, all along, the decayed residuum of the old is

the natal soil of the new. These considerations

are now applied to tlie case of God's people.

They have been in a state of depression. Their

turn is surely due. As the withered grass re-

vives, so surely it is time for the well-nigh dead

hope of Israel to revive also.

The same idea, viz. of life resuscitated when

extinct, or near extinction, occurs in Ps. xcii.

15,

—

In extreme old age they shall sprout again.

V. 9. For our days are all declining in Thy

displeasure : we spend our years as it were sigh-

ing (lit. as a sigh).

This meaning of 7i:^r\ (quite a warrantable

meaning) is necessary here, in order to make the

second clause balance the first. If, in the first,

days decline in God's anger, it is a lowering of

the sentiment to say, in ihe second, that years

pass away like a breath, or a sound, or a whis-

per. Something of the sorrow that clouds the

former clause must appear in the latter.
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The strange rendering of the lxx., ra ^rt]

r)ixwu ois dpd^vY) ifxeXeTcov, is very commonly

misunderstood, as if they rendered n^in i^d by

w? dpd)(y7}. This is not so. The word spider

represents some word that the lxx. read before

n^n, which is reproduced in the word ip^ekeroju.

For my rendering of 122 "i3'^!3\ see Jer.

vi. 4, cvn r\2^f
" the day is decliniiigj"

V. 10. As Jar the days of our years, in

them are seventy years, or if by reason of

strenyth they be eiyhly year's, yet this extension of

them is only labour and sorrow, for a scare

comes upon us, and away we fly.

For 2m I would read nm , This is ap-

propriate to the extension of time as contrasted

with limited time. ^See Ps. cxix. 96, / have

seen an end oj all that is (apparently) complete,

but Thy commandment is extended exceedinyly,

sc. beyond that worldly perfection.

I render 2?''n a scare, since the word occurs

no-where but in this place, and the primary

meaning of the root, is that of haste with alarm,

or trepidation. For the meaning of T2 I follow

the LXX. who give iTrrjXde. Like some other

Hebrew verbs, it seems to have for the same
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form an intransitive and a transitive meaning:.

For the latter see Numb. xi. 31.

So much by way of positive justification of

my rendering. As against the usual renderings,

it may be observed that tlie last words of the

verse certainly profess to account for the fact

that the years of man's life, prolonged beyond

the usual term, are only labour and vanity.

Now it is no account to say that human life is

quickly brought to a close. This is true of

youth, as well as of old age. Any account to be

given of the irksomeness of extreme old age

must express something of positive and specific

evil, rather than reiterate common-place senti-

ments about the shortness and uncertainty of

life in general. Therefore, it is a very poor and

unsatisfactory meaning to put upon the words,

to make them say of extremely prolonged life,

what might be said of any life wliatever, that it

is quickly brought to a close. The word quickly

is, in truth, as inappropriate a word for the occa-

sion as can well be imagined.

Ewald supposes nnizan dn to mean scarce-

ly ^ hardly, and gives ** seventy years, or scarcely

eightyy He compares Lat. vix, and Greek
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/u,oXt9. He might have added our Eng-

lish word hardly. But it is certain that the

Hebrew words will not bear this meaning, since

nma: always denotes power, which is a very

different idea from that of toily labour. The

Syriac may be understood in this sense, but we

are quite at liberty to take it as a literal transla-

tion of the Hebrew.

^Vho regordelh the power of Thine avger,

or Thy displeasure according to the reverence

due unto Thee ? So Delilzsch and Perowne. I

have before remarked (under Ps. xxxvi. 1),

that -rno is the word appropriate to the denota-

tion of terror; whereas ns"T' rather denotes

reverential regard,

V. 12. 57nn means make w.e to know (a

thing). We are not thence warranted in making

it mean Teach me how to do a thing, which is the

meaning usually assumed in thisplace.* Since in

the preceding verse the question is asked Who

knowelh the power oj thy wrath? &c., it seems

* There is indeed one place in which this meaning can-

not be avoided, viz. 3 Chron. xxii. 9 ; but this solitary

example from a later writer can hardly be adduced for the

present occasion.
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inevitable that we should understand the same

object to the same verb in this verse : Make us

io know U (sc. the power of Thy wrath S^cJ

What then will become of the first two

words of this verse ira"' mDab ? Since in v.

9, it is said that our days are declining (i3D *i3"^S3"*)

in Thy displeasure : since in v. 11, the question

occurs. Who knoweth as he ought to do Thy dis'

pleasure?; and since in this 12th verse the

prayer is found, Make us to know (Thy displea-

surejy it is certainly implied tliat this knowledge

may be looked for even in our declining days. This

is not only implied, but expressed, if for m3!3b

i3"'Ki> we may be allo.ved to read la^xs^ masb.

This slight emendation I propose, and with less

diffidence because it is certain that no warrant-

able meaning has, as yet, been assigned to the

text as it stands.

I give the following outline of the meaning

of these verses.

V. 9. Our days are declining in Thy dis-

pleasure.

V. 11. Yet who sufficiently regards Thy

displeasure, in accordance with the reverence due

iinlo Thee ?
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V. 12. Yet even in the declining of our

days make us so to regard ity that we may bring

a wise heart (sc. to Thee or to the reception of

this instruction).

V. 14, This verse is connected with v. 12,

thus :— There, even in the decliuinf? of our

days, it is not too late to seek the knowledge of

the wrath of God that leads men to repentance

;

but here something better is prayed lor, viz.

God's covenant-goodness throughout the rvhole

of life, from youili to old age :

—

O satisfy us in

the morning {of our days) with Thy goodness

y

that rve may rejoice and be glad all our days,

V. 15. This verse, again, is a continuation

of the sentiment of vv. 3-6. As the race of man
was swept away and re-appeared : as grass cut

down and withered yet revives ; so the Psalmist

prays for the revival of Israel as the due alter-

nation of past depression. Make us glad accord-

ing to the days wherein Thou hast afflicted us,

and the years wherein we have seen adversity.

The forms n'yn^ and m3i2? are among the

unusual expressions common to this Psalm and

xxxii. 7.

V. 17. Let the pleasantness (era) of the
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Lord our God he upon us. Il seems a pitj to

lose siglit of the peculiar meaning of this word

by giving for it any more common word, such as

grace, or Javour, There are other words to

express these ideas, and it is plain that the

Psalmist intended to. express something distinct

from them.

Psalm XCI,

The difficulties in this Psalm, arising from

the frequent cliango of person, are certainly not

to be removed by such textual alterations as will

produce a prosaic uniformity. If a simpler text,

so produced, can be assumed as the original,

—

how is it possible to account for the existing

text ? To this case the maxim is certainly ap-

plicable, that a difficult reading is to be preferred

to one that is at the same time easy and obvious.

In the study, not only of the Hebrew Scrip-

tures, but of any ancient writings, there is no

attempt less fruitful than that which is often

male, viz. to apply to them, prosaically and

pedantically, common rules of grammatical or

logical construction. It is forgotten that the

rules were made from the compositions, and not
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the compositions according to the rules. " II est

egalement superficiel," says M. Renan, " et de

chercher des regies rigoureuses dans des anoma-

lies ou il n'y avait que choix iustinctif, et

d'envisager ces anomalies comme des fautes"

The confusion of persons, in the same dis-

course, may thus be regarded as a trait ofprimitive

simplicity. But even so, it will be most likely

to occur in such compositions as the Hebrew

Psalms, where man's thought of God is assumed

to be that which God first suggests to man.

Under these circumstances, the inspired person

uttering the sentiments of the Inspirer speaks

sometimes in His person : sometimes in his

own ; sometimes in the part of a third person.

See note on Ps. xxvii. 8. Tliis view has, in

eflfect, been adopted by Ewald in this 91st Psalm.

It is quite impossible for a translation of

this Psalm to be at the same time literal and

adequate. The first two verses, for example,

are an address to the devout and trustful soul.

According to our western and modern usage,

this address ought to be expressed in the second

person. But there is no such necessity in the

old Semitic languages. The person addressed
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may be mentioned, as here, in the third person.*

I shall, however, give a literal translation of the

first tliree verses, with this notice, viz. that the

expression. Dwelling in the hiding-place of the

Highest ; abiding under the shadow of the Al-

mightyy means in adequate English, Thou that

dwellest .... Thou that abidest, ^c.

V. 1. Sitting in the hiding-place of the

Most High, he lodgeth himself under the shadow

of the Almighty

y

V. 2. Saying of Jehovah, He is my trust

and my fortress, my God in whom I confide :—

V. 3. Yes ! It is He that delivereth thee

* Other examples will occur to the student. But in

confirmation of what is here asserted, it is sufficient to

remark that in Hebrew the definite article is used in the

vocative case. Of course this is only an illustration of the

general truth, that, in all languages, expressions for the

denotation of the first and second persons are only modi-

fications of those that denote the third. As I have else-

where remarked, {Relations of Language to Thought, p.

38), " the analysis of the personal pronouns discloses no

fundamental differences between them, /and thou and

he are only conventional distinctions between this and this

and this."
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from the snare of the hunter : from the noisome

pestilence.

For this rendering of "2 by " YeSy' see the

precisely parallel place in Ps. Ixxxv. 9, and my
note there.

V. 4. The word nnno is found only here

as a noun substantive. It is found here in con-

nection with TOi'. From Ps. v. 13, where n3!J

is associated with the verb -it:r, we may con-

clude that it was a piece of defensive armour

that to some extent surrounded the body. And

since the verb nno also denotes surrounding^ we

may assume that the expression mnoi n:^

stauds, by hendiadi/s, for mnD n:!?, an en-

compassing shield.

This meaning, of surrounding, is assigned

to the word n~!nD by the lxx.j though they

take it as a verb.

V. 7, Though thei'C fall at thy side a thou-

sand, and a myriad at thy right hand, it shall

not touch thee. This verse affords an illustra-

tion of the la^v of sequence in Hebrew poetry,

as laid down in my note on Ps. Ixviii. 21.

Another illustration occurs in v. 13.
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V. 9. If we could read ^onia for ^'Dn'Ot

it might seem that all difficulty would be elimiu-

ated. The rendering would then be. Because

thou hast made Jehovah thy trust, the Most

High thy dtvelling place. Therefore &cc. But

even with this change of reading, the translation

would be inadequate. It is quite certain ihat

the emphatic r\ni^ of the former clause refers to

Jehovah, It is quite certain that this former

clause means only. For Thou Jehovah art my

trust. Any emendation that can be suggested

for the removal of the difficulty must be deferred

to the second clause.

Of this second clause it is equally certain

that the meaning is, Thou hast made the High-

est thy refuge. No textual change will avail to

change this meaning.

We must therefore fall back upon those

general principles which we have indicated as

ruling the construction of the whole Psalm.

The Psalmist begius this verse in the first person

(Thou Lord art my hope) and ends it in the

second ; that is, with a reflective glance at him-

self. This transition from the subjective to the

objective would not appear so abrupt to those
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early writers in whose minels, and iu whose lan-

guage, the conventional distinction between the

two had not been distinctly formed.

The Hebrew stands tlius :

—

For Thou Je-

hovah art mi/ refuge: thou hast made the Most

High thy divellbif, -place. The corresponding

English is :

—

For I hou Jehovah arl my refuge :

T have made the Most High my dwelling-place.

Psalm XCK,

Some coincidences between this Psalm and

the 90th may be noted ; as, in v. 3, goodness in

the morning^ compared with xc. 14 ;—in v. 5,

makest me glad with Tliy work, compared with

xc. 15, 16 :—in v. 15, resuscitation of life that

is supposed to he extinct, compared with xc. 5,

6, 7.

V, 2. It is remarkable that here, as in v.

9, of the prece(Ung Psalm, Jehovah is spoken of

(in the third person), and the Most High is ad-

dressed (iu the second).

V. 4. ivin ^bv. Since the same pre-

position, ''br, has already occurred twice in this

verse in reference to musical instruments, it is
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most certain that, when it occurs for the tliird

time, it is with the same reference. We are

thus compelled to take the expression "ivnn "^bv

"TiSDn as a poetical expansion of -1122 "'bi?.

Now the form of this word "jvan, leads us to

71211 as its root ; and this Gesenius gives. But

its meaning strongly inclines us to connect it

with the verb p3. For it is remarkable that,

wherever this verb occurs, it is always used,

either expressly or by implication, in cjiinectiou

with -i"i3Dj the harp, or lyre. And, as against

the supposition that ]V2n is connected with

mn, it is certain that this root cannot be tor-

tured into any meaning that will be appropriate

to this case. It never means to sing, or to play

upon a musical instrument, or indeed anytliing

beyond meditation, or suppressed utterance. In

this last sense it is used in Ps. xxxv. 2S. There

the oppressed and humbled writer closes his

mournful represantations with the two-fold

prayer,—firstly, that upon the return of God's

favour to him, his friends might sliout for joy

;

and then that his own tongue might find utter-

ance, not in shouting exultation, but in subdued

thankfulness. It is impossible to take this as

an example of the word being used to denote
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demonstrative praise. It is just the opposite of

this that the word is chosen to denote.

So in Psahn Ixxi. 24 ; where the daily and

hourly gratitude that rises from the heart, and is

but just murmured from the tongue, brings the

Psalm to a soft close, as with an inward echo of

those outvvard and grand utterances of praise

that have been mentioned in the preceding

verses.

The word ]V3n is found also in a musical

direction appended to Ps. ix. 17. In such a

situation, viz. as referring to an interlude be-

tween the parts of a vocal composition, the refer-

ence is undoubtedly to some instrumental music.

It is indeed generally understood in this sense

in this ninth Psalm ; and so, I have no doubt,

we ought to understand the word in the text,

notwithstanding the difficulty of its form :
—

With the ten stringed lule, and with the lyre

:

with twanging upon the harp.

V. 5. Thou, O Lord, hast made me glad

through Thy work. Comp. Ps. xc, 15, 10 :

—

Make us glad . . . . Let Thy work ap-

pear, Sfc,

V, 7. The brutish andfoolish do not know
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or consider this^—v. S, viz. that when the un-

godly sprout forth, (hey are like hay-grass, (i.e.

for cutting) ; and that the workers of iniquity

bloom for their eternal destruction.

This rendering differs very little from that

which is usually given ; but the difference will

be appreciated by those who are competent to

see the difficulty of reconciling the received ren-

dering with the received construction of this

verse. It is impossible to admit that the last

words, I'S ni? Dittii'nb, are dependent upon a verb

that is not expressed. Again,—making every

allowance for the Hebrew licence in changing

constructions in the same sentence,—the change

from the infinitive m!:n to ihe finite i!i"»2^"i

upon the supposition of one continuous proposi-

tion, is unexampled and unaccountable. My
own rendering supposes two propositions. Last-

ly,—it is certain that the words :ibv i*2D— men
cannot mean to sprout like grass. The

word nb27 is precisely the woid that would not

be chosen for such a meaning. It means, invaria-

bly, dry grass, hay, withered, or prepared by

drying for being stored up. For tlie express

distinction of this meaning, see Prov. xxvii. 25 :
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To assimilate the construction of the former

clause of this verse to that of the latter,—that

is, to show that the verse contains two proposi-

tions,—we may understand the verb vn in the

former; thus,

—

nbv las (vn) n'^vwi n-iDn.

The supposition that the word nwv may
denote young, sprouting, or blooming, grass,

might seem to have some warrant from the ex-

pressions in Ps. Ixxii. 16. But the emendation

of the text which I. have there proposed removes

such warrant. In truth, my argument tliere is

enforced by this consideration, viz. that

the expression nkrrD is''^'' is incongruous;

—

since nwv denotes, not the grass in its tender

germ, or in blossom, but the dry hay,—cut, or

fit for cutting,

V. 11. My anointing
y
—Le. my being

anointed,

—

is with fresh oil. The English idiom

seems to correspond exactly with that of the

Hebrew.

V, 13. nab'' shall be multiplied, like a

number of trees : not, shall spread abroad, as one

tree. See note on Ps. Ixxii. 16. The verb

nsu? denotes numerical increase, rather than

growth in stature or bulk.
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V, 15. They shall sprout again in extreme

old age,

V. 16. that they may declare i^c.

This is not only the result, but the purpose,

of this renewed vigour, viz. to manifest God's

faithfulness. Compare Ps. Ixxi. 17, 18. We
may compare also St. Paul's more perfect realisa-

tion of the same truth -.— Though the outrvardtnan

perish, yet the inward man is renewed day by day.

With in nnbv sbi m^ compare Deut.

XXXII, 4, bi2y r^i '^^^:^^.

Psalm XCIII.

We find here a comparison, tending to

an identification, of the power of God with the

power of Nature. The Psalm expresses only a

theoretical assumption of Jehovah's supremacy.

See note on Ps. Ixxv. 4.

V. 1. Jehovah reigneih. He hath clothed

y

He hath clothed Himself with majesty. Jehovah

hath girded Himself with strength.

What though the world he immovablyfixed !

V. 2. Fixed is Thy throne ofyore: Thou art

from eternity^
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It is plain that the last clause of v. 1 be-

longs to V, 2, as I have here placed it.

The same comparison of the powers of

Nature with those of Jehovah occupy the next

two verses.

V. 3. The floods lift up, Jehovah^ the

floods lift up their voice, the floods lift up their

clamour,

V. 4. Jehovah on high is mightier than

the voices of many mighty waters^ the breakers of

the sea.

Upon V. 1, it is to he noted that ?]n stands,

as often elsewhere, for cw fis. It is well re-

presented by the English What if?, or What

though? So in Ps. xliv. 10, the word k]« in-

troduces the protasis

:

—what though thou hast

cast us offScc. The apodosis occurs in v. 18,

—All this has come upon us, yet have we not

forgotten Thee, See also Ps. xcvi. 10.

The same sort of rivalry, if I may so speak,

appears in the third and fourth, as in the first

and second verses. However stable the world's

foundations may be, thefoundations of Jehovah's

throne are as stable^ However grand and

mighty the waves of the sea may appear,

Jehovah on high is grander and mightier.
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V. 5. The attestations of Thy power and

love towards Thy people have been confirmed.

For a good long time Thy house has been re-

garded as sacred.

The writer's faith in Jehovah has an histori-

cal foundation only. It seems to come into

collision with his enforced belief in the powers of

Nature. He seems rather to suppose that God

and Nature are antagonistic, or rival, forces,

than that they are One. That for some little

time God's sanctuary at Jerusalem had been un-

violated seems a thing worth balancing against

the permanence of natural phenomena.

In thus rendering this 6th verse, I have

taken msa as an adjectival form,* from ns3

to dwell. In the expression msD -jn'^nb we

may regard the construction with b as the very

usual alternative of that which is known as the

status constructus. It is thus the exact equiva-

lent of n"»n m3 in Ps. Ixviii. 13. But even

if it be regarded as a verb, there is no more

difficulty attending the construction with b when

it means dwelling than there is when it means

* This view is preferred by Delitzsch, in accordanoa

witb a punctuation adopted bj Heidenbeim and Baer.
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hecoming. Since the former is undoubtedly the

primary meaning, the construction is that which

is appropriate to it. In any aspect, therefore,

the expression cJip mw2 nri'^nb may with

good warrant be taken to mean, Sanctity hath

been an inhabitant of Thy house,*

With regard to the expression a'^n'' "jin,

it is certain that it never elsewhere means more

than length of days y sc, for the most part, the

days of a man's life. It would never have oc-

curred to any one to give it a more extended

meaning here, but for the necessity imposed by

the erroneous rendering of the preceding words.

If they mean. Holiness becometh Thy house^ they

express a truth that is true for ever. Conse-

quently, it was thought, the words cxs"* -fiN

must mean for ever,

I do not expect to find this assertion con-

fronted by Ps. xxi. 5. Because there God pro-

mises to extend the days (sc. of the Messiah)

for ever and ever, it by no means follows that

* The meaning here assigned to tt7^p is adopted

also by Delitzsch :
—

" Holiness becometh Thy temple . .

that is to say, it is inviolable, sacrosanct,^'
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eternity is denoted by words that express only

extension of days.

PSALM XCIV.

V. 4, All the workers of iniquity lord them-

selves (i-insn"^), sc. over Thy people. The

word occurs only here. It seems to be equiva-

lent, and akin, to -iriirnn in Deut. xxi, 14 ;

xxiv. 7, and to -iDTin in Isaiah Ixi. 6.

V. 8. 13271 nn^^n *i2''n. Observe the people,

ye fools. That is. Take notice what the

attitude of God's people is under these circum-

stances. You say that God does not see their

affliction (v. 7). But this can hardly be. He

that made the eye can surely Himself see, &c.

&c., (vv. 9, 10). The attitude of His people,

which you mistake, but which you might observe,

is this,—that God has taught them submission :

He has made them to cower down, so to speak,

Ti'^pa^n (v. 13), until this tyranny be over-

past : until the pit be digged for the ungodly.

For the Lord will not forsake His people (v.

14).

It is this attitude of submission on the part

of the chosen people that the tyrant fools are
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called to observe, in the words nrn 13>2.

They think such submission is the result ol their

own tyranny, and a mark of abasement. Let

them learn that it is rather a manifestation of

divinely-taught patience.

To this interpretation one is led by the

consideration that the whole Psalm is directed

against the enemies of God's people, and that,

therefore, the expostulation of the 8th verse can-

not be addressed lo any amongst His people, n^

is the appropriate word to denote them, as

distinguished from the heathen (d'^i^), and it

is used consistently in this sense throughout the

Psalm.

The construction of ^-n with n is not un-

usual, especially, as Gesenius observes, in the

later Hebrew. For an example completely cor-

responding with the text see Ezra viii. 1 5,

—

cirn ns'^nsi. And I viewed the people. See

also Nehem. xiii. 7, r"i2 n3^2Si, And I

discerned the evil. The more usual construc-

tion is with b.

V. 9. He that erected the ear. See note

on Ps. xvii. 1.

vv. 10, 11. lie that chasteneth the heathen.
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will He not convince them,—even He thai

ieacheth man knowledge^ Jehovah, who knoweth

man's thoughtSy— {will He not convince them)

that they are but vanity ? i.e. the men, not the

thoughts.

The same two words, -id^ and ^'^'2^T^, are

used of God's benevolent correction, in Job v.

1 7. The conviction of sin and error is the pur-

pose of chastisement.

V. 15. For judgment will return to

righteousness, the actual to the true, and all the

true-hearted shall follow in its train.

Although x^^wi2 is sometimes used in an

abstract sense, as almost equivalent to pn!J

with which it is found coupled, yet here it is to

be understood as denoting a judicial process,

which may be just or unjust. See, for this

meaning, Lex, xix. 15, 35, Do no wrong in

judgment, tiDttJnn. It is here promised that,

in the future, such judgment shall be brought

back to the standard of absolute rightf>ousness.

To the same eflfect Isaiah says (xlii. 3), He shall

bring fc^thjudgment unto truth, iDD^tt N'^L'V n!2sb.

In the meantime the Psalmist complains, as in
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V. 20, that iniquity is dispensed under the form

of equity.

V. 20. Shall the judgment seal of iniquity

y

that mouldeih mischief by decree, be associated

with Thee ? See note on Ps. Ivii. 3.

If it were permitted to assign a Maccabean

origin to this Psalm, this verse and the next

would be fully explained by the attempt of

Antiochus Epiphanes to assimilate the laws and

the worship of the Jews to those of the Greeks,

and by his persecution of those that resisted the

attempt. See 1 Mace. I. 41, 49, 60, &c. For

this attempt did not at first appear as an assault

upon all law and order, but as inviting to a

compromise such as is indicated in this 20th

verse, and much the same as was offered to the

early Christians when a place in the Pantheon

might have been allowed to Christ.
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PSALM XCV.

V. 4. mcnn. According to the analogy

of 37^2'^ and of b'QV as used in Ps. cv. 44,

this word may here denote the result of labour,

that is wealth. Against this, it has been urged

that the meaning of heights is required as

antithetical to that of depths (">-ipn:a) in the

former clause. Yet I am unable to discover

why this meaning of depth has been assigned to

this word. It occurs only here, but it is plainly

derived from npn to seek, search for. It is

improbable that such a word should be chosen to

denote that which is unsearchable and inacces-

sible, Ou the other hand, it is quite an appro-

priate word to express that which is the object of

search, viz. treasure. I therefore render this 4th

verse thus :

—

In whose hand are the treasures of

the earth, and the riches of the. hills are His also.

We have thus not an antithesis of opposite ideas,

but two expressions of ideas that differ from

each other but slightly. Some difference, in-

deed, there is ; since the metals that are found

in the hills are in other places of Holy Scripture

distinguished from those that may be elsewhere

found.
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V, 7. We might perhaps expect the people

ofHis hand and the sheep of His pasture. The

existing order is to be accounted for by the

Hebrew love of collocating in a sentence the

words that express congruous ideas, even to the

detriment of the general sense. To have the

Avords sheep and pasture standing side by side it

was thought worth while to sacrifice the cou-

gruity of the whole sentence.

V. 9. \^hen your Jalhers tested me, tried

me, yea and obtained the result of such testing

and trying, for they saw my works. See my
note on Ps. Ixxviii. 18, 41, where we see the

manner and the result of such testing. The

Israelites professed dissatisfaction with tlie evi-

dence already before them, and asked to see

further rvorJcs. These God did shew them, but

in anger. It is all this that is referred to in this

9th verse.
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PSALM XCVI.

This Psalm is a perfect example of a Te-

hillah. As such it is spoken of in the first verse

as a New Song ; for the full meaning of which

see mj notes on Ps. xxxiii. 1 and 3.*

V. 4. For Jehovah is great, and to he

boasted in (bbna) exceedingly : He is to

he Jeared (sii^) above all gods.

I call attention to these two expressions as

corresponding with the mbnn wiia of the Song

of Moses (Ex. xv. 11).

I have remarked upon Ps. xxxiii. 3, that

the New Song, wherever it is found in the

Psalter, seems to he framed upon the theme of

the Song of Moses at the passage of the Red

Sea ; and that in the Book of the Revelation

* In the notes referred to I have remarked that The

New Song is identified with the Tehillah in Ps. xl. 4. I

ought to have added that the same identification is found

in Ps. cxlix. 1, and Is. xlii. 10, and I ought also to have

added this 96th Psalm to the three Psalms there compared

for the purpose of illustrating the meaning of the N'ew

Song. For the present, I would refer the reader to Ps.

xxxiii. 3, Ps. xl. 4, Pb. xcvi. 1, Ps. xcviii. 1, P«. cxlix, 1,

and Isaiah zlii. 10.
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(xiv^. XV.) the New Song is identified with the

Song of Moses.

V. 6, lii the adaptation of this Psalm found

in 1 Chron. xvi., we find lap^n min instead

of the itt?ipDn msQn of the text.

\y. 8, 9. See Ps. xxix. 1, 2.

V, 10. Tell it out among the heathen that

Jehovah is King^—however immovable thefound-

ation of the world may he.

For this meaning of >^n see note on Ps.

xciii. 1. There is here to be detected some trace

of that which I have there noted, viz. a boastful-

ness that betrays diffidence. The truth was not

always, nor ever fully, grasped by the Israelites,

that their special God, Jehovah, was the one

universal God. In the language of those who

most completely realized it, it is asserted almost

tentatively. For so long a time the world of

Nature was regarded, as it seems to be even now

by some Christians, as lying beyond the scope

of God's world, that even when the grand truth

was acknowledged it could hardly find adequate

expression. And the argument from the con-

tinuity of natural phenomena seems to have been

long ago urged against the supposition of
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Divine interference in the world's course. See 2

Pet. III. 4. Thus the assertion of the world's

eternal stabiUtj seems to have been understood

as made in opposition to Jehovah's claims.

Now in this place we find first (viz. in r.

9) the heralding of Jehovah's kingly presence,

in the words Tremble before Him, all the earth ;

and then in v. 10 the assertion that He is King

howeverJast the world may stand. The connec-

tion of the two clauses was observed by the

writer of 1 Chron. xvi. 30, and was emphasized

by putting them in immediate juxtaposition,

thus:

—

Tremble hejore Him, earth, however

immoveable the world's foundations may be.

In both places (viz. of the Psalm and of

the Chronicles) it will be admitted that there is

an inconsistency,—not to say an absurdity,—in

the rendering which first makes the earth tremble

at God's presence, and then immediately ad-

duces the world's stability in attestation of His

kingly rule.

V. 13. He shalljudge the world in righte-

ousnesSj and the peoples in His faithfulness.

These words point to an extension to the

whole world of privileges hitherto supposed to
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be restricted to the covenant people. And
this is, in truth, the drift of the whole Psalm.

The powers of Nature are manifestations of

Jehovah's power. The kingdoms of the world

are to become the kingdom of our God and of

His Christ,

Psalm XCVII.

V. 6. The heavens declared His righteous-

ness. See note on Ps. Ixxxix. 6.

V. 10. Thet/ who love the Lord hate that

which is evil: He preserveth the souls of His

saints (^c.

By pointing i«2b as for indicative Kal,

instead of imperative, we avoid the intolerable

abruptness of the change from imperative to

indicative which is found in the text as at

present pointed,

T. 11. Light is shed abroad (vii) for

the righteous.

It is absurd to introduce here the utterly

inappropriate idea of sowing. Almost identical

is the expression in Ps. cxii. 4, In the midst of

darknessJ
light is shed abroad (mr) for the

upright.
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It is quite unnecessary to point riT in the

text as Paul. It is indicative Kal, just as the

corresponding niT is. Both verbs have an

active power, though I have rendered them as

passives. The literal meaning in each case is

that light spreads i/se//"abroad.

Psalm XCVIII.

V. 1. All the characteristics of the New

Song, the Tehillah, as noted in Ps, xxxiii. 1, 3,

are observable in this Psalm.

V. 3. The LXX. give, He hath remembered

His goodness to Jacob, and His faithfulness to

the house of Israel,

V. 6. The LXX. read mn^'b at the end

of the verse :

—

lva>Tnov tov /SacrtXews Kvpiat.

Psalm XCIX.

v. 1. Jehovah reigneth ; let the nations

tremble : (He reigneth) seated (sc. as a rider)

upon the cherubim ; let the earth be moved.

For the idea of riding upon the cherubim

seePs.xviii.il. For the same expression as

in the text see Ps. Ixxx. 2. The intention is

plainly to express God's going forth to overcome
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the obstinacy of the world. The earth's stabiHty

has seemed to symbolize this obstinacy. See

notes upon Ps. xciii. 1, and Ps. xcvi, 10.

Y. 4. And the King's power loveth jiidg'

xnenl. The King is certainly Jehovah, whose

reign of majesty and justice is the subject of the

Psalm, To say that His power or majesty loves

judgment is much the same as to say that which

is often elsewhere asserted, viz. that Jehovah

loves judgment. The expression is amplified

in the text as if to indicate that His kingly

power is exercised, not like that of earthly

kings, in tyranny, but in equity. And this is

the reason why the peoples are represented, in

V. 3, as praising God's great and terrible name

;

because His greatness and His terror are mani-

fested in behalf of righteousness. The mani-

festation, indeed, was made primarily in and for

Israel ; but its intention to the whole world is

here proclaimed. God who is great in Zion is

also exalted over all peoples, in v. 2. In this

4th verse, the foundations of that kingdom of

righteousness which is to prevail througliout the

world have been laid in Jacob.

V. 6. Of those men through whom God's
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manifestations of Himself were made to Israel,

the Psalmist names Moses and Aaron, as priests,

and Samuel as prevailing in prayer. There is

perhaps some allusion to the meaning of the

name Samuel, viz, heard of God,

V. 7. He spake unto them in a pillar oj

cloud. That this is true of Moses and Aaron,

but not of Samuel, is a very inconsiderahle mat-

ter. The statement concerns all Israel at the

time of giving the law ; and so does the state-

ment of the next verse.

Psalm C.

Excepting the expression, all the earth, in

the first verse, there is nothing in this Psalm

that extends its application beyond the limits of

the chosen people. On the contrary, there is

everything to restrict it within those limits.

God is specially designated as Jehovah : the

people addressed are His people ; the sheep of

His pasture. It is inconceivable that, at the

time the Psalm was written, such expressions

could be used as applicable to the heathen. In

V. 4. the entering into the gates of Jehovah's

temple &c. is a thing impracticable to all
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except Israel. In the same verse, the mention

of the Tehillah indicates the same exclusive

reference. Lastly, in v. 5, the goodness (ion)

and the faithfulness (n2lJ2s) are the con-

stant characteristics of Jehovah in His covenant

relationship towards Israel. These the Israelites

could always plead ; whilst, on the other hand,

and even in Christian times, the utmost that

the Gentiles could plead was the commise-

ration, the pity, the unconvenanted mercy,

of God. See Rom. xv. 8, 9, 10. Yet even here,

viz. in the last of the verses here quoted, the

Gentiles are called to rejoice with God's people.

Perhaps hardly as much as this,—certainly no

more,— is intended in the first verse of this

Psalm :

—

Shout unto Jehovah all the earth !

Notwithstanding this restriction of its mean-

ing, or rather, perhaps, in consequence of such

restriction, this hundredth Psalm is a grand

example of a Tehillah^ for the characteristics of

which see Prolegomena^ §. 23.

v. 3. If this address had been made to the

Gentiles, it would surely have taken this form :

— ** Know ye that Jehovah is your God : It is

He that made yow, and you are His." As it is.
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we find the complacent self-gratulation, // is He
that made us, and we are His,

I adopt the reading ib for sb since the

latter, the existing text, cannot plead much in its

faTOur.

Psalm CE.

The drift of this Psalm is obvious. The

writer desires to live a godly life himself, and he

resolves to insist upon godly living in his house-

hold. These desu*es and resolutions are entertained

with a view to a state of preparedness for God's

presence in the household. The idea of this

household may he extended, and, in view of v. 8,

must he extended, so as to denote a kingdom.

The Psalmist, therefore, is a king of Israel, and

probably David. "In the repeated mention of

the house,'" says Ewald, " we readily observe

that only as great a king as David could thus

speak, .... who could call all Jerusalem his,

and look upon it as his home, without overlook-

ing the fact that it was at the same time the city

of a still Higher One."

The purpose of this preparation is through-

out implied ; but it finds expression in the aspira-

tion of V. 2,

—

when wilt Thou come unto me?
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The occasion of the Psahn is thus deter-

iniued, with a great degree of probabiHtj, to the

bringing of the Ark ol the Covenant to Jerusalem,

from the house of Obed-Edom. This was surelj

an occasion of seeking, and worthily claiming,

the divine blessing. In 2 Sam. vi. we read how

David, upon the fearful punishment of Uzza,

was afraid to bring the Ark to his own house.

HoiVf he said, shall the Ark of the Lord come to

me P Which question of his corresponds with

that of the text. When wilt Thou come unto me P

And, as there we find David afterwards en-

couraged to bring home the Ark, because God

had therewith blessed Obed-Edom and his

house-hold, v. 11, and upon joyful reception of

the same returning to bless his own household,

v. 20,— so here we find him seeking, claiming,

and preparing for, the special blessing of God's

specially manifested presence in his household.

V. 2. The question, When will Thou come

unto me P, seems abruptly intruded, if tlie pre-

ceding verbs are understood as simple futures.

But they are clearly optatives^ and the

rhetorical question is tlierefore only a slightly

varied expression of the same optative meaning,

—
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Fain would I sing of goodness and judg-

ment : to Thee, O Jehovah, fain would I play

upon the harp. I would walk wisely in a per-

fect way ; when wilt Thou come unto me ?

To avoid the supposed abruptness, it has

been proposed to deprive \na of its inter-

rogative power. But no-wliere,—not even in

Prov. xxiii. 35,—is the word used otherwise

than as an interrogativp. The promiscuous use

of relative and interrogative forms in EngUsh

may mislead us in such cases. See my note on

Ps. Ixxxv. 9.

In this same verse, it is worth while to ob-

serve the change from the optative nb'^rjbs to

the simple future "jbnns. In the former, the

Psalmist prays, or desires, that he may walk in

a perfect way. In the latter, he resolves that

he will walk with a sincere hearty The former

is an aspiration : the latter is a resolution, A
perfect way is something to aspire to and to

strive after. A sincere heart is something to

offer. The perfect way is the realization of the

desires of the sincere heart. Therefore, while he

prays for the former, as a result of God's grace

co-operating with his sincere will, he guarantees
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the latter, viz, the sincere will, on his own part.

With the expression of the text, / would

walk wisely^ nb'^abN, in a perject may, O
when wilt Thou come unto me. Compare 1 Sam.

xviii, 14, And David was prudent, b'^^bn, in

all his ways, and the Lord was with him,

V, 3. From this point, to the end of the

Psalm, evil is regarded objectively. How shall

I purge it from my household ? How shall I

regulate the conduct of my dependents ?—This

is now the problem. For this reason, as well as

for others, it is impossible to take the words

TiS2ti; D'^taD nbv to mean / hate to commit trans-

gressions. The meaning undoubtedly is, / hate

him that commitleth S^c; the word n'wj being

taken as the participle Poel as in v, 7. So the

Lxx., except that they read the word in the

plural. The remainder of the verse confirms

this rendering :

—

He shall have no connection

with me. To say, / hate to commit transgres-

sions : it (sc. the commission) shall not cleave

to me, is sufficiently clumsy and senseless. I

therefore take the latter part of this verse to

mean, / hate the doer of transgressions : he shall

have no connection with me.
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For pm is a usual expression of loving or

friendly connections. But D'^rsD is undoubtedly

tlie same as w^i^b in Hosea v. 2.* Whilst, how-

ever, it seems there to mean transgressors, we

can hardly, in the text, avoid the meaning of

transgressions.

I have already observed that this verse

begins with a very express mention of evil

objectively considered :—/ will set be/ore mine

eyes no thing of Belial : i.e. no vain idol. For

this meaning of the expression, tiling oj Belial,

see note on Ps. xli. 9.

* In Hosea v. 2, we read Ip'^ai^n "'tiiC' HDnd'^, and

in Hosea ix. 9, ^r\^nXD ^\)'^}y2n^ In both places the

context requires that we should understand the expressions

as concerned with the laying of snares, digging of pit-falls,

&c. It is therefore highly probable that nt^nK? in the

former passage is equivalent to nnti? in the latter. I find

that this is admitted by Ewald, though I am not indebted

to him for the suggestion. But the result is, that, in Hos.

V. 2, D'^^iz? means, not transgressions but transgressors.

This is a difficulty to which one feels bound in honesty

to call attention. Yet let it be observed that it is no more

Opposed to my rendering than to any others that have

been suggested. Whether we say I hate to do &c., or /
hate the doers of &c.,— the word in question must equally

denote, not transgressors but transgressions.
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V, 5. Him that privily slanderelh his

neighbour will J put to silence, n^n^i^. Al-

though this verb is elsewhere used more gener-

ally, sc. of destroying, it is worth while to mark

its proper meaning where it is so appropriate as

in this place. Another place where the proper

meaning of this verb is not usually brought out,

is in Lam. iii. 53, wliere the English Version

gives, They have cut offmy life in the clunyeon.*

But Jeremiah's life was silenced, not cut off.

Unless we observe tliis meaning tlie great beauty

of the following verses will be lost. In the dun-

geon the voice of his life was silenced, (v, 53),

80 far as his fellow-men were concerned. But

from that silent dungeon he could call upon the

Lord (v. 55), with the assurance that Pie could

hear his voice, yea even his breathing (v. 56).

* In this place Ewald gives They have hound my life,

taking ni2!S as i q. yCTl, which is quite unnecessat)'. For

••nm"! in V. 56, he i)roposes to read Tim!?.
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Psalm CII.

The circumstances under which this Psalm

was composed are sufficiently indicated by the

Psalm itself:—the inscription, as usual, adding

nothing to our information. The opening verses

(2 and 3) consist of familiar phrases gathered

from older Psalms.

V. 4. For my days are consumed in smoke,

and my bones are scorched like a fire-brand.

The meaning of the verse is so plain as to

require no comment. If liowever it should be

urged that days and bones are incongruously

mentioned, let it be considered that by the former

is denoted the time of life : by the latter, the

living body. The one vanishes like smoke : the

other is the burning material which produces

that smoke.

See Ps, xxxvii. 20, and my notes there-

upon.

V. 5. 'D.W'S'D HD^n, Smitten like dry herb-

age. The same verb is used to express the

effects of excessive heat in Ps. cxxi. 6, and

Hosea ix. 16. And, as I have elsewhere re-

marked, nbr is quite the proper word to denote
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dried herbage, hay, &c. See also v. 12 of this

Psalm,

id. ^anb b^s^ "»nn3ti7 •'D. For I have been

delirious in the matter of my Jood. This deli-

rious or depraved ai)petite is more particularly-

described in V. 10, i have eaten ashes as it were

bread. A medical writer, describing this de-

praved appetite, speaks of the patieut as craving

" things unfit for food, or incapable of nourish-

ing, as coals, ashes," &c.

I feel warranted in thus rendering this pas-

sage, partly because it is, so far as 1 know, the

only place in which the verb n3*ui? is followed by

the preposition ]>i. It seems therefore allow-

able to take it in its primary meaning of wander-

ing. So the Syriac translator, who here uses

the verb «^t2.* To this verb the Hebrew T\^n

corresponds ; and this, through the form n^ii?,

still meaning to wander^ is linked on to n^a;.

* This Syriac word does indeed, in a very few places,

denote forgetfulness. Castellius having adduced Gen.

XKvii. 44, in support of this meaning, Michajlis adds :

—

"Ne unico loco cxeOidiinx obliviscendi notio, addo et alteram,

Hos. ii. 13. Creterum verbuin Syris peculiariter de

hseresi ponitur, ut Ilebroeis Chaldseisque de idolatria."

The proper meaning is that of wandering, or erring.
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A further warrant is derived from a comparison

of this place with Isaiah xliv. 20,

—

He feedelh

on ashes : a deceived heart (bmn nb) hath

turned him astray. These Hebrew words

certainly express a delirious or depraved

inclination, manifesting itself in using ashes as

food. It is observable that here also the Syriac

uses the verb srro.

Not that, in this particular case, ashes

were actually eaten ; but that the eating of ashes

was usually regarded as the mark of a depraved

appetite consequent upon insanity, and is here

mentioned as an ordinary expression and deno-

tation of the idea of insanity.

v. 9. All the day long do mine enemies

reproach me : they that have driven me mad

make me a hy-rvord,

V. 10. Because 1 have eaten ashes as it

rvere bread, 8fc,

For this, as a token of madness, see note

on V. 5.

The word ^bbiniD is the participle of the

Poel conjugation. Tliis form ol the verb is

found, with the meaning to make mad, in Job
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xii. 17 ; Ecc. vii. 7 3 and Isaiah xliv. 25. The
participle, as here, is found in Ecc. ii. 2.*

The words i^naJa ""n, which I have render-

ed make me a by-word^ mean literally have

sworn by me^ as if it were an imprecation. Let

him be like so and so. At least, this is the

meaning put upon the words by nearly all mo-

dern commentators. They compare Isaiah Ixv.

15. This does not seem quite satisfactory. It

is only because I am unwilling to diverge too

widely from the current opinion that I do not

render this place thus :

—

They that have driven

me mad swear against me (or concerning me)

that 1 have eaten ashes -^c.

V. 12. My days are like a stretched out

* This Poel conj-ugalion is most frequently found, as

Gesenius observes, in verbs double Ayin. He gives aa

examples, bbin, SniD, and pin. He adds, " Its

signification, like that of Piel, is often causative of Kal ";

and of this causative meaning he cites bbin, to make

mad, as an example.

It has been customary to compare >bbinJ3 in the

text with ••ap in Ps. xviii. 40, and Vap in Deut.xxxiii.il.

But, as I understand the word, its construction is perfectly

regular, whereas those forn^s are almost unaccountably

irregular.
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shadow, viz. snch a shadow as indicates the

close of day. So in Ps. cix, 23. Compare the

verse towards the end of Milton's Lycidas :

—

•' And now the sun had stretched out all the hills."

id. And I am dried up like hay, as in v. 5.

V. 13, And Thou Jehovah endurest for

ever. For this use of the verb see note on Ps.

xxii. 4.

V. 17, The past tenses in this and the next

verse must be understood prospectively ; and

conditionally also, in connection with v. 16

;

thus :

—

The nations shall /ear Thy name ^c. Sfc

Because Jehovah has built up (Sfc. &!C. The

meaning to us is this ;

—

If Thou wilt build up,

then the nations shall fear ^fc.

This imagining of future glory for Zion

continues to the end of v, 23.

V. 24. Here the writer falls back from the

dream of prospective blessedness upon his pre-

sent actual misery. By His power He afflicted

me in the way.

For a precisely identical construction, with

(as it happens) the same verb, see Ps. Ixxxviii,

5, and my note there.
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There is something dramatic in this sudden

transition from familiar pleading with God to

the situation from which He is regarded as

without, as afar, as wielding the scourge.

V. 27. F^bn, in Kal, means to he changed :

in Hiphil, to cause to he changed, i.e. to change.

See foot-note on xc. 5. The sentiment of the

text is equivalent to that of Ps. civ. 30, Thou

renewest the face of the earth.*

V. 29. The children of Thy servants shall

continue, (i3i3d^) : this verb being used abso-

lutely, as in Isaiah Ivii. 15; and as nir^ is used

in V. 13 of this Psalm and elsewhere. It is

very unnecessary to suppose an ellipsis of a sup-

posed object, as is usual, sc. of the promised

land in the text, and of heaven in Isaiah Ivii. 15.

For it ought to be considered that words denot-

ing such an abstract idea as that of continuance

* " There is nothing here," sajs Dean Perowne, " which

contradicts the promise made elsewhere of neto heavens

and a new earth," We may go further, and say that io

the text this renovation of heaven and earth is clearly im-

plied. The former heavens and earth are to be replaced

by others, as a worn out garment is replaced by a new

one.
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must necessarily be adapted from words of more

material and actual signification : that to con,"

iinue, meaning to hold together , as opposed to

dissolution ; to abide, meaning to dwell, sc. in a

certain place ; and to endure, meaning to over-

come hardship by hardihood, have all advanced

to denote an idea abstracted from the particular

ideas of which each is made up. We ought

not to ignore in Hebrew the natural and neces-

sary evolution of the meanings of words which

we recognize in modern and more familiar lan-

guages.

I suppose p27, which means to dwell in a

place, has come to denote the abstract idea of

continuance.

Psalm CIII.

The occasion of this Psalm is the recovery

of its author from sickness and peril of death.

See verses 3 and 4. The occasion being thus

common to man, and there being no mention of

special circumstances, it seems useless to enter

upon any speculation as to the Psalmist's per-

sonality,

V. 3. Who Jorgiveth all thy sin : who
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healeth all thy sickness. So Christ said to the

cripple who was bronglit to Him, first, Thy srns

he forgiven theCy and then. Arise and rvalk^

V. 5. fir mt:)^ 37^nb^n. Who satis-

fieth thy times (i.e. vicissitudes of life, occasions

of need &c.) with good. I take y^'s to be the

plural noun wi'S (i.q. mn^? in Ps. xxxi. 16)

with suffix. The passage is beset with difficul-

ties, from the midst of which only one thing

seems clear to ray mind, viz. that ^>iv here is

not the same word as ^^iv in Ps. xxxii. 9.

That the reading either here or there may be

corrupt seems probable from tliese considera-

tions.

(a) That none of the old versions give the

same rendering to the word here as is given

there.

(bj That this is the more surprising, since

either the Septuagint or Syriac rendering of the

word there would give a very suitable meaning

here.

(c) That according to the constant usage

of this Psalm, both before and after this word,

it ought to appear as •'d^ti?.

Taking the word as it stands, the rendering
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given above seems the best, though I am by no

means satisfied with it.* It maj, however, be

connected with the remainder of the verse by

the consideration that God fills with good the

successive periods of His servants' lives, so that

they seem continually to renew their youth.

id. Thou renewesl thy youth as the eagle

renews her pinions.

Whether the eagle does this or not, is a

question of no importance whatever, either to

criticism or to religion. Compare Isaiah xl.

31,

—

They who wait for Jehovah shall renew

their strength : they shall put forth fresh

pinions as eagles do,~—7rT€po(f>vqa-ov(TLv a>s aerot,

* Ewald takes the word to me&n jaws (as the Lxx.)

in Ps. xxxii, 9, but spirit (MiUh) in the text : here also

professedly in accordance with the ividvixia of the lxx.
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Psalm CIV.

V, 3. ^ho huildeth His chambers in the

waters, sc. in the waters that are above the

firmament, to use the expression of the Book of

Genesis. From these exalted chambers He
pours down rain upon the earth, as is said in

V. 13.

V. 4. He maketh the winds His messengers,

and the flaming fire His ministers.

The translation of the lxx. admits the

meaning adopted by the writer of the Ep. to the

Hebrews. No sucli meaning can be forced upon

the Hebrew text. In this connection, however,

it is possible that the word mmi, winds, may

be used with reference to the Spirit (mn) of

God that " moved on the face of the waters."

V. 6. With the deep as with a garment

Thou, coveredst it, sc. the earth. Since V""iNj

the earth, is fern., and since the gender has been

strictly observed in the preceding verse, the

masculine suffix of this word in^DS might lead

us to look for some other object than the earth.

But this we can hardly do, in view of tlie ex-

pression v"^sn niDDb in v. 9,

id, The waters stand above the hills.
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V. 8. Up rear the mountains : down go the

valleys.

V. 10. He sendeth forth springs into riverSy

i»e. until tliey become rivers. Or it may mean

simply that the springs flow into the rivers, as

tributaries.

V. 14. He causeth green stuff to sprout

forth for cattle^ and ripened stufffor the service

of man ; sc. to make breads

This is the distinction which is everywhere

observed, and wliich I have elsewhere indicated,

between -^''I'n, sm'i, &c. on the one hand, and

nb37 on the other. The one is green stuff for

cattle : the other is something ripened, whether

hay or corn, for man or for the service of man.

As ripening imphes drying up and withering,

the word nii^r is sometimes used of that which is

dried up and withered to no purpose.

V. 15. And wine that maketh glad the

heart of man, and oil to make him a cheerful

countenance, and bread to strengthen man^s heart.

This is our Prayer Book Version, which

here and very often elsewhere cannot be equalled

for accuracy or for beauty. Ewald shuts out

oil from the constituents of bodily welfare. He
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says instead that 7vine rejoices maris heart so

that his face shines more than with Jat ! Does

he really think that in this short list of corn and

tvine and oil, the oil is only mentioned to be put

in the background ?

The construction is incomplete, and some-

what vague. But it is impossible to miss the

meaning. The infinitive b'^nijnb of v. 15, is co-

ordinate with the iuf , s^'^inb of v. 14.

V. 16. Well nourished ("i:i?nb'') are Jeho-

vah*s trees : the cedars of Lebanon which He
hath planted.

These trees seem to be mentioned as of

God's planting in distinction Irom trees, shrubs,

crops, &c. of ordinary agriculture. The distinc-

tion is observed by our Saviour, in His Sermon

on the Mount, between tilings that man cares

for, domestic animals, crops, &c,, and things

that, as we might say, care for themselves. For

the latter God cares, and God provides. Tiie

cedars of Lebanon are the Lord's trees, because

man has not appropriated them. The ravens,

the sparrows, the lilies of the field, man does not

concern himself to maintain. But tliey too are

the Lord's. lie careth for them, and not in
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vain :—they are full, satisfied, well-nourished.

V, 25. nT is here, as often elsewhere, an

interjectional demonstrative. Turning from the

contemplation of the earth, the Psalmist says,

—

Behold the great and broad sea '

V. 29, Thou hidest Thy face, they are

troubled: Thou takest arvay their breath, they

die, and return to their dust.

V. 30. Thou sendest forth Thy breath,

they are created, and Thou renewest the face of

the earth.

See notes upon Ps. xc. 3, &c. Such ex-

pressions as these are remarkable. They indi-

cate a very hopeful view of death and dissolu-

tion. These are only the preludes of new life

and re-construction. Not that this in the

slightest degree approaches the Christian view

of immortality. The Psalmist's Trakiyyevtaia

is of the race, not of the individual.

V. 33. As long as I live would I sing unto

the Lord : I would play upon the harp to my

God whilst 1 have my being.

V. 34. 3Jy meditation shall be pleasant to

Him. The Authorised English Version is, My
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meditalion of Him shall be sweet. This is

plainly wrong. The order of the words them-

selves is against it. Then the ensuing clause

mn>n n^si:?^ "^23«, puts the Psalmist in such

strongly marked antithesis to the subject of the

former clause, that we are for this reason com-

pelled to assume that God is the subject of

whom the pleasure of this former clause is pre-

dicated.*

The connection of this verse with the pre-

ceding is note-worthy. There the singing and

playing upon the harp to Jehovah constitute

active praise. This shall go on so long as life

shall last. But death comes to choke the voice

and to chain the hand. Yet even so, neither

shall God lack praise nor His servant joy.

When I can no longer sing His praises, or play

upon the harp, my thought of Him shall he ac-

ceptable to Him, and shall bring joy to myself.

When my lips shall be dumb, and they who

stand by shall look in vain for a token of con-

sciousness, the joy in which my heart shall still

* The antithesis may be thus represented :

—

Pleasing

to Him shall le my meditation : I too shall be glad : I shall

be glad in Jehovah.
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exult in Him will be an acknowledgment, a

silent tribute of praise, which He will listen to,

" For all the anthems of the boundless sky''

T. 35. Sinners shall be exterminated from

the earth, and the wicked shall be no more.

These have no part or lot in that hopeful

future to which righteousness tends. In ac-

cordance with that view which regards immor-

tality as only the continuance of the race, it is

here assumed that the hope of posterity is denied

to the ungodly. See to the same effect Ps.

xxxvii. 37, 38.

Psalm CV.

The subject of this Psalm is the fulfilment

of God's promise to Abraham, that he and liis

seed should possess the laud of Canaan. The

promise itself is recited in v. 11, and the remain-

der of the Psalm recounts the various dispensa-

tions of God's providence whereby its fulfilment

was brought about. Apart from this considera-

tion, it would not be easy to see why the

Psalmist dwells at such length upon the circum-

stances that led to the sojourning of Israel in

Egypt, or why he so completelj omits to meuti^a
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the passage of the Red Sea upon Israel's return.

The scope of the Psalm being thus deter-

mined, its purpose may be conjectured ; and

there is much probability in Hengstenberg's

supposition, that this purpose was to hold up the

hope of restoration to the Babylonian exiles.

The variations between the text as found

here and that in 1 Chron, xvi,, are unimportant.

The difference between a Ilodu Psalm and

a Hallelujah Psalm, whicli is usually noted, is

one that I cannot discriminate.

V. 2. ^^i^b — mat — "n^u?. The same

words, in the same order, as in Ps. civ. 33, 34.

V. 4. Seek the Lord and His strenglh, iti?.

The LXX. took this last word as a verb, " be

strong" But there is no difficulty in the word

as it stands ; since t2? is used of the majestic

manifestation of God's presence, and since this

divine presence is plainly the object that His

people are here exhorted to seek, as may be

gathered from the word V3-: in this same verse.

See notes on Ps. Ixviii. 29, aod Ixxviii. 61.

V. 6. ye seed of Abraham y His servant

:

ye children of Jacob, His chosen.
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This address seems to codfirm the suppo-

sition that the purpose of the Psalm was to en-

courage captive Israel with the hope of restora-

tion. To such an occasion the address is ap-

propriate, and the appeal efi'ective. Under

ordinary circumstances, both would seem super-

fluous,

V. 10. And Fie confirmed it to Jacob as an

ordinance {x}n) : to Israel as an everlasting

covenant Cn'^ns).

It is important to observe that the two

words seem here to be used as equivalents,

V. 18. They hound his feet with fetters:

iron entered into his soul.

The full form, Jetfer of iron, bT-in b::D,

is found in Ps. cxlix. 8. This full form is dis-

tributed in the text ; half of it being found in

the first clause, and the other half in the second.

In like manner, the 1337 of the first clause, and

the bnn of the second, are found in closer con-

nection in Ps. cvii, 10, btnm >3^ ''T^dn.

I am quite unable to agree with those who

render the latter clause, w^^ ns2 bnn, his soul

came into iron, that is, shared the fate of his

legs. Because, although the verb «in is some-
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times found with an accusative, without a pre-

position, yet this happens only, I think, when

the accusative follows, and follows immediately.

As the words stand in the text, we should cer-

tainly find bnnn, if this meaning were intend-

ed
; just as in Gen. xlix, 6,

—

My soul, come not

thou into their secret, which is a perfectly

parallel place, and in poetic form also, we find

V. 19. rintil the time that his (sc. Joseph's)

word was fulfilled: (when) Jehovah's oracle

attested him, (sc. as iuuocent of the charge

brought against him).

For «"a, meaning to come to pass, to be

fulfilled, as a dream, or a prophecy, see 1 Sam.

ix. 6; Jer. xvii. 15, and note on Ps.lxxiv, 4, 5.

For the meaning here assigned to the verb

JTi!2, see note on Ps. xvii. 3, 4, where it is said

that " this word, wherever it is found, denotes

* If, in the first word, we substitute 2 for T, and read

11^53 nS^ bj"i3, a meaning appears which satisfies all

the grammatical and all the historical requirements of the

passage :

—

His soul came into calumny. This, however, I

do not propose. I have adduced considerations 8ufl5cient

to warrant the test as it stands.
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actual purgation." The word is most appro-

priately used here. The dreaois of Pharaoh and

his servants were tests of Joseph's honesty, and

specially of his favour with Jehovah. The in-

terpretation and fulfilment of these dreams con-

stituted the purgation of his character from the

calumny wherewith it had been assailed, and the

attestation of his innocence.

For n'lm, I have followed the rendering

of the Lxx., who give to Xoytop. It is certain

that the word is used, almost exclusively, of

divine utterances. I am not aware that the

peculiar connection of this word witli the verb

e)-)2, as in the text, lias been hitherto observed.

In Ps. xviii. 31, 2 Sam. xxii. 31, and Prov.

XXX. 5,—which places I put together, because

there is really only one instance to be gathered

from them of the usage which I am now con-

sidering, but also in Ps. xii. 7, in Ps. cxix.

140, and in the text before us, the two terms are

found in close connection.

V. 25. He (i.e. God) turned their heart, as

in v. 29, He turned their water,

id. b33 to deal fraudulently, Mai. i. 14, Hith-

pa,, in same sense, here and in Gen. xxxvii. 18.
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V. 27, vmns - - ^izb. See Ixxviii. 43,

and note on Ixxiv. 4, 5. The use of '•-im here,

and elsewhere, is not pleonastic, as Gesenius

assumes, but seems to denote the details, the

particulars, of that wherewith it is conjoined.

Thus it may be used almost in contempt, as we

speak of petty details. So in I Sara. x. 2,

—

Thy Jather has left off thinking about this Utile

matter of the asses. In Ps. Ixv. 4, the meaning

seems to be that the Psalmist's iniquities rise up

in detail against him ; and in Ps. cxlv. 5,

1\nNb22 "^-^m means much the same as vmnw •'12t

in the text, viz. particular manifestations of

God's power as exercised in behalf of Israel.

V. 28. In consideration of the insuperable

difficulty of this verse, as it stands, I propose to

read isi instead of ina. The rendering of this

and of the preceding verse will thus be :

—

V. 27. He showed His tokens (vmns "^-im)

amongst them^ <^c,

V. 28. He sent darkness and darkened

(them)i that they did not discern His tokens

(v-c-r).

For the justification of this reading and of

this rendering, I postulate first, what I think
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will readily be conceded, viz. that the i^nm of

V. 28 stands for the fuller i^niriN nm of v.

27;—whatever may be the precise meaning

that we put upon >n:ii*. The usage, com-

mon enough under any circumstances, happens

to be in keeping with that which we have noted

in V. 18 of this Psalm, where we find first bnD

and then bnn put for the full form btnn bns.

Again,—Some such meaning as I have

given above must be assumed in order to ac-

count for the mention of darkness at this staare,

since this was the ninlh in the order of the ten

plagues. Hengsteuberg has rightly assigned

this as the reason for mentioning? the darkeninsf

of Egypt in the first place, viz. that the Psalmist

has regard to the moral, as well as to the physi-

cal, aspect of this visitation. It is regarded not

so much as a plague, in itself, as a symbol of

that blindness and hardness that persisted

throughout the whole series of plagues.

With regard to the slight textual alteration

that I propose, let it be considered that the ne-

cessity of some such alteration was felt by the

* That this word, even by itself, may denote deeds,

will appear from 1 Kings xi. 41, and from other places.
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Lxx. and by the Syriac translator, who solved

the difficulty by omitting the negative, «b.

Yet nothing can be more certain than that this

negative properly belongs to the text. Such a

word could not have slipped in by accident, and

could not have been interpolated for the sole

purpose of making nonsense. And what can be

more nonsensical than, in the face of the history,

to begin the recapitulation of that history by

saying that God wrought His wonders amongst

the Egyptians, and they were not disobedient ?

The suppositioQ that the statement is made of

the obedience of Moses and Aaron is offensively

absurd.

I do not wonder that the old Greek and

Syriac translators made a textual alteration;

but I think tliey made it in the wrong place.

In proposing now the reading "is-i sbi "i>irn''i

I adduce, by way of illustration of the meaning

so arrived at, msnjD cn"2"^2? niDtt'nn from Ps.

Ixix. 24.

The gain effected by this emendation, and

therefore the warrant of the emendation itself, is

two-fold. First, it accounts for what has hither-

to seemed unaccountable, the mention of dark-
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ness as if it wore first in order of the plagues,

whereas it was really ninth. Then, and thereby,

it puts a clear and worthy meaning upon a pas-

sage which has hitherto expressed only an

inanity, and has expressed this only with the

lielp of a far more material alteration than that

which is here suggested.

It is quite unnecessary to remind the

reader that the idea of inoral darkness and

blindness is one that finds frequent expression in

the writinsrs both of the Old and New Testa-

ments ; and that this blindness, this infatuation,

is spoken of consistently, in both the Old and

New Testaments, as sent by God. This 28th

verse, therefore (wherein, as I suppose, it is

asserted that God sent darkness upon the Egyp-

tians and so darkened them that ihey did not

discern His tokens), is of a piece with the asser-

tion of the 25th verse, viz. that God turned the

hearts of the Egyptians to hate His people.

This is not perhaps the language that ive should

choose ; but it is the unmistakeable and oft-

repeated language of Holy Scripture.

vv. 34, 35. nn"iN and pb^ may denote

two distinct species of locusts, as Bochart as-
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sertsj or the two words may be poetical

synonyms. The latter supposition seems pro-

bable, since the former only of these words is

used in the narrative in Exodus, and of this one

subject the same thing is predicated as of the

two in the text, viz. that it devoured all fodder

(nbv) and fruit (>-iq) ; Exod. x. 15.

T. 36. See Ps. Ixxviii. 51,

V. 394 He spread out a cloud Jor a shelter,

"TOrib. This word is derived from the verb

-jDD, and so is also the name of the place where

this sheltering and guiding cloud first appeared,

viz. Succothy mDD. It seems likely that the

place took its name from this event, and also

that the Feast of Succoth was instituted in com-

memoration of the same event. See the inves-

tigation of this subject in my notes on Ps. Ixxxi,

4.

V. 40. For b«ti7 read ibsG:. Of two vau's

coming together the scribe omitted one, de mores
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Psalm CVI.

This Psalm is a Tehillahj to whicli the first

five verses constitute the author's personal pro-

logue. The second and third verses may thus be

paraphrased :

—

V. 2. Who shall be privileged to speak the

Tehillah of God?

V. 3. This is the privilege of them thai

keep, (Sfc.

V. 4. Remember me, &c. Compare Nehe-

miah v. 19 ; xiii. 14, 22, 31,

V. 7. As the text is usually read, the latter

part of this verse is interpreted to mean,— They

were disobedient at the sea, at the Red Sea,—
T\yD C"^n D'' h^. Such repetition is supposed to

be used for the sake of poetical effect, and is

indeed often so used with very good effect.

But in this case it is impossible to see what is

gained in impressiveness, or in effect of any kind,

by the repetition, Moreover, if anything of this

sort had been intended, it seems certain that the

same preposition would have been used in both

members of such an expression. Whatever

may be gained in poetical effect by amplifying

the Sea of the first member into the Red Sea of
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the second, there is no conceivable purpose

served by varying the preposition. If that wliich

is accepted as tlie meaning of the words

had been intended, we should certainly find

To one who feels these a priori difficulties

it is a relief to find that the lxx. read w^bVy the

Kal participle plural of nbi?, instead of tlie two

words D"^ b'3. The meaning which they thus saw

is one that can hardly be rejected :

—

They were

rebellious going up (sc. from Egypt), at the Red

Sea. The verb nbv is used constantly in this

connection, viz. of the departure of Israel from

Egypt. This meaning might perhaps be better

reproduced thus ;

—

Even in the exodus itself,

at the very outset, they were rebellious. The

reference is, probably, to the narrative in

Ex. xiv. 11,12.

V. 15. And He granted their request, and

sent gratijicalion to their lust,

Israel's lusting after flesh-meat is mention-

ed in Ps, Ixxviii. 18, in these words :—b^s bi^wb

nti723b, by asking meat Jar their lust. The

same two words, viz. bw*^ and t!?22, occur here

;

and, it can hardly be doubted, with the same
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meaning. The account given here of the grati-

fication of this lust, Cir?D2n ]'i2"i nba?^, is equiva-

lent to that in Ps. Ixxviii. 25, ynbb Dnb nba?.

It is certainly unnecessary to cite examples

of the use of ti?D3 to denote the seat of appetite,

or the appetite itself; since the word is used in

this sense perhaps more frequently than in any

other.

I suppose the word pn to stand for )^'21,

the meaning of which is invariably the gratijica'

Hon of desire. The rendering of the LXX.,

irX-qcriJiovTJ, satieli/, is adequate and appropriate.

For the appropriate connection of pijn with

1^53, compare Isaiah xlii. 1,
—

"'2722 nni^'^, my
desire is gratified.

From general considerations, it seems cer-

tain that the second clause of this verse is the

usual poetical tautology of the first clause. If

the subject of the second clause had been anti-

thetical to that of the first,—as is usually as-

sumed,—the antithesis would surely have been

narked by tlie varied and emphasized position

or the second subject. The uniformity of the

construction throui^^hout is alone sufficient to

shew that no such antithesis was intended.
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V. 20. They changed their glory &jc I

suppose it is called their glory, as being dis-

played in their behalf. It is of course Gol's

glory that is spoken of. See Rom. i. 23.

V. 23. Had not Moses His chosen stood

hejore Him in the breaking forth (v^sn) sc, of

His anger.

The occasion referred to is the sin of the

people in the matter of the golden calf, when

Moses liad gone up into the Mount. Before he

went up, orders were given that the people

should not press in and pry too closely, lest, it is

said, the Lord break forth (v"is) i^pon them,

Exod. xix. 21, 22, This, then, fixes the mean-

ing of y-iD in the text. It appears as Opavo-L'^

in the Septuagint Version. But by this same

word they render nD2» in v. 30. They seem

therefore to have associated and identified the

breaking out of God's anger with plague or

pestilence.

To stand before does not elsewhere mean

to stand in opposition, which is the meaning

usually and very naturally assumed here ; but

rather to attend in subservience. See the places

cited by Gesenius, viz. Gen. xli, 46 ; Dent, i.
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38 ; 1 Kings i. 28, and x. 8. The idea of

standing in the breach, as of a stormed fortress,

is quite foreign to tlie author's purpose.

V. 27. m^nsn omnTbi n-'isn Dis^-rt b^cnbi.

With which compare Ezek. xx. 23,

—

It will be seen that the verb b^Dn is appropriate

in V. 26 of the text, but inappropriate in v. 27.

In this 27lh verse, therefore, we may feel at

liberty to make the reading conform to Ezek.

XX. 23, by reading v"'^nb, a very suitable word,

instead of the very unsuitable b"^2nb of the text.

I have no doubt that Hitzig is right in re-

garding the repetition of b^'Dnb as an error of

the copyist. It is, however, a very old one,

since it is adopted by the lxx. But the Syriac

read according to our proposed emendation;

using the same word ("nn) here that is used to

represent the v"'2nb of Ezekiel.

v, 28. And they were joined to Baal-Peor.

See note on Ps, 1. 19. Iniiiati sunt, sc. by

prostitution.

id. Theij did eat the sacrifices of corpses.

These words, which have given rise to

many speculations, admit of a very simple ex-
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planatioQ. The m^yo of the compound Baal-

Peor, in the form of -nnD, (the (^eywp of the

LXx.), is identified with 12D, a corpse, for the

sake of the plaj upon the words. As in the first

clause of tlie verse we find n^v^ (which is taken

as i.q. -inn) and in the second clause 2\n^,

—

so in fsaiah xxxvii. 36, we find the two com-

bined,—a'^na D'^nnD. This combination is found

no-where else ; since n^D alone denotes a dead

body.*

* In Arabic two powers of the consonant 37 are distia-

guished :— the one of a softer and more evanescent cha-

racter ; the other harder, and more permanent. The latter

must have been very much alike and akin to 3 (^7). Now
the V of "11273 is marked in Arabic as of this latter powei'.

Independently, to a great extent, of this distinction, the

Lxx.almost always represent the Hebrew 27 by the Greek y.

We may therefore very certainly assume such a close

similarity in sound betvreen -,2)n and -i:;D as to warrant the

play upon the words which I suppose to be here intended :

—remembering that such jeux desprit were often suggest-

ed to the Hebrew mind by even a smaller decree of simi-

larity in the words. For examples,—see "i">2? and ma? in

Ps. Ixix. 31, 32; n''~l3nb iT*")!!.^ in Ps, cix. 13;

and taDaJa and nCtt?^, together with npi:: and 'n'^^T^,

in Isaiah v. 7 ; and inbD'^T inbD«T in Jer. x. 25 ; for

which see note on Ps. Ixxix. 7.
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It is obvious that the play upon the words

was suggested by the fatal consequences of this

following of Baal-Peor. Theij that died (cTixsn)

in the plague . . , in the matter of Peer . . .

were twenty-four thousand. Numb. xxv. 9 and

18. This was sufficient occasion for the asso-

ciation of the name of Pear with death : of i3D

with n'i.

V, 30. Then stood up Phinehas and executed

judgment, bb-:"^"!. This seems on the whole the

most justifiable rendering ; since it suits the

usual meaning of the verb in this Piel form, and

is in accordance with the history. On the other

hand, it is to be considered that all the ancient

versions take the word to denote prayingy inter^

ceding f or propitiating, and that these meanings

do belong to it in one of its forms, viz. the

Hitlqmel. The lxx. give i^ikda-aTo : the Latin

In the case before us, the similarity between n3?Q and

n^S approaches very nearly to identity.

We must make some allowance for i\iQ juveritus mundi

if we think such plays too frivolous for serious writers, and

must remember that serious writers of other nationalities

used to indulge in them. When Cicero, in his essay De

Aviicitia, asks

—

Quis tamesset Jerreus, (juieam vitam ferre

posset ?—this is by no means his worst pun.
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Vulgate placavit : the Syriac "h^i, oravit, and

so also the Targum.

V. 33. Because theij provoked his spirit,

and he spake unadvisedly with his lips^

The obvious meaniug is that they provoked

the spirit of Moses, But it is not quite certain

that we ought not rather to understand the Spirit

of God. The ordinary usage of the Hiphil form

of the verb fcivours this latter supposition.

Moreover, on the occasion referred to, Moses

addresses the people as rebels, c-ix^n, - the Kal

participle of the same verb. Now it seems cer-

tain that they were regarded as rebels against

God, and not as against Moses, From which it
'

might be inferred that God is the object of the

rebellion or provocation mentioned in the text.

This supposition seems, lastly, to be confirmed

by Isaiah Ixiii. 10.

For «:32, to talk rashly, in Kal, see Prov.

xii. 18 j in Pi. Lev. v. 4, where, as here, the

meaning of the verb is more fully indicated by

the added words, rvilh his lips. This remark is

due to Gesenius.
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Psalm CVII.

The subject of this Psalm is Jehovah's pro-

vidential and beneficial control of the affairs of

men :—of men in general ; although the first

illustration is derived, as is natural, from the

history of them whom Jehovah had redeemed.

The redemption is, not that old one from Egypt,

but from subsequent exile. The 2nd, 3rd, 4th,

and in part the 5th, illustrations are concerned

with those adversities that are common to all

men. Yet with regard to these, all men are

exhorted to render their acknowledgments to

Jehovah :—not to any vague notion of deity,

but to the one God of Revelation, who is the only

living and true God,

Tlie detailed subjects of the Psalm are

these :

—

( 1 ) Return from exile, 2-9^

(2) Deliverance from prison, 10-16.

(3) Restoration to health, 17-22.

(4) Preservation from the perils of the sea,

23-32.

(5) Divers illustrations of God's over-

ruling providence, 33-41.
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(6) General conclusion, 42, 43.

V. 3. From the East and Jrom the South

:

from the North and from the West,

The order in which these points are named

is quite Hebraic.

I take nmi^a here to stand for nm^;, the

Arabahy the southern limit of Palestine, a low-

Ijing tract of country extending from the Dead

Sea to the Red Sea. It will not be objected

that this could be only a local designation of the

South ; since the same objection lies against the

recognized designation of the West as The Sea.

The designation of the South seems to have

been more varied than that of the other points of

the compass. See note on Ps. Ixxv. 7.

V. 10. AJfJlotion and iron, bnm ''^v. See

note on Ps. cv. 18.

V. 14. pn^^ nn\mnDiX3. See the same ex-

pression in Ps. ii. 3.

V. 29, cp"" here is equivalent to cb"^ in v.

33, and is used with the same construction. It

is not elsewhere found in this sense. The other

place referred to by Gesenius, viz. Dent, xxviii.

3G, is not parallel. As there used the word
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means to set up, (sc. a king) ; which is its or-

dinary and proper meaning.

V. 38- -lisr, oppression. This meaning

liardlj appears in the Hebrew root, but is found

in the corresponding Syriac 1227, io press

;

whence Nrn!J3;a, a wine^press.

V. 43. Who is wise P . . Then (sc. as

being wise) he will observe these things. See

Hos. xiv. 10. The proper interrogative power

of '^12 in such a sentence (with which compare

Ps. XXV, 12), is not to be overlooked. It is, in

eifect, the protasis, whereof the apodosis appears

in the following verb.

Psalm CVKl.

This is made up of the latter part of Ps.

Ivii. and the latter part of Ps. Ix.
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Psalm CIX.

In the 69th Psalm, I have put the cursings

(vv. 28, 29,) into the mouth of the Psalmist's

adversaries. At first sight it might seem possi-

ble to transfer the odium of the maledictions of

this Psalm in the same manner. Thus the 6th

verse, in which these maledictions commence,

looks very much like tlie expression of the malice

of which the Psalmist complains. But this sup-

position is forbidden by v. 16, and still more

decisively by v. 20.

In the title of the Psalm David is assumed

as its author. This goes for little, but is quite

equivalent to any warrant that has hitherto been

adduced against the assumption.

V. I, O God of my praise (Tehillah) he

not silent. That is,— God, in whom I have

boasted with exulting confidence, let not this

boasting seem in vain, or this confidence mis-

placed. See Prolegomena, § 23.

V. 2. For a wicked mouthy and a deceitful

mouth, have they opened against me : with a false

tongue have they talked ivith me,—\-in "nm.

For the usual rendering, viz. They have spoken

against me, there is no warrant. After verbs of
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striving, contending, fighting, the preposition nw
is indeed used, just as we speak of fighting with

an enemy. But we cannot therefore put the

meaning oi against n^on this preposition even in

connection with tliese verbs :—much less in any

other connection. Moreover, it is in conversa-

tion with a person, that the false friend

spealis deceitfully. Compare the expression

in2?-i n« tt?>« T-im"^ sii:? in Ps. xii. 3, and see my
note there. See also 1 Kings viii. 15.

V. 4. r\^r^n "^asi. LXX. ey&> Se TTpoa-qv^o^rjV*

The LXX. read here, or understood, a finite verb.

And this seems necessary.

The context before and behind requires

that the r^'Dn should denote supplication for

others^ intercession. This meaning must be

maintained. I suppose that the writer's inten-

tion would be conveyed by the reading bbariM,

/ jnaJce intercession, sc, for those who return only

their malediction. The text, as it stands, will

bear this meaning, and no other. But the con-

struction, for this or for any other meaning, is

strange, and full of difficulty. I do not, how-

ever, propose any alteration ; but assume only

that the expression of the text, nb^n "'as, is
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equivalent to bbsn« ">as. Jtjor my part^ make

intercession for them.

V. 13. n^n:;nb mnnw m\ An alliterative

play upon words.

V. 23. Like a shadow when it is lengthened

out. See cii. 12.

V. 24. My flesh faileth of fntnesSy i.e.

lacketh fatness.

V. 31. He standeth at the right hand of

the poor, to save (him) from them that judge his

soul. That is,—God is the poor man's advocate.

Psalm CX.

This Psalm, which was certainly written by

David, is described by him as An oracle of Je-

hovah to his (sc. David's) Lord. Its subject is,

therefore, the future Messiah. No difficulty

whatever arises from the consideration that

David's future Lord was to be his son, quoad

humanitatem ; nor does Christ by any means try

to put this His human sonship into the back-

ground, much less to deny it, when He asks

—

If David call Him Lord, how is He his son P

See the question in its two forms, viz, ttojs vtos

avTov ecrrt in Matt. xxii. 45, and Luke xx. 44
;
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and TToOev vto? avTov ecni, in Mark xii, 37.

The point of it, in each form, is

—

In what sense

do you regard ike Messiah as David's Son P, and

the effect of it is to induce the belief that He had

a higher sonship than this, yet consistent with

this.

As the composition is short, and very im-

portant, I give a translation of it in full
;

pre-

mising that the Psalm is probably incomplete.

Making every allowance for poetical brevity,

and for allusions that have long ago and for ever

lost their meaning, it is difficult to trace any

continuous line of thought. What Ewald says

of V. 4, that it is " manifestly the mere echo of a

more ancient Divine oracle," may perhaps be

asserted of the whole Psalm.

The mention of sacred armies, with a

Priest-King at their head, may induce the belief

that moral conquests are indicated by the some-

what blood-thirsty language of the sixth verse.

The sentiments of the writer must not be reduc-

ed to the level of the language that he is com-

pelled to use.* Thoughts grow and are refined.

* See notes upon Pd. xx. 4, and liv. 9.
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Language is fixed. So true is the old saying,

that " Word is thrall, hut Tliought is free.''

(1) An oracle of Jehovah to my Lord :—Sit Thou

at my right hand, until I make Thy foes Thy footstool.

(2) Jehovah sendeth the stafif of Thy strength out

of Sion : Rule Thou in the midst of Thine enemies.

(3) Thy people are free-will offerings in the day of

Thy might, in sacred attire. Fresh from the womb of

the morning, Thou hast still the dew of Thy youth upon

Thee.

(4) Jehovah bath sworn, and will not repent. Thou

art a priest for ever, after the order of Melchizedek.

(5) The Lord at Thy right hand (O Jehovah)

hath smitten kings in the day of His wrath.

(6) He hath fully executed judgment among the

heathen :—fullness of corpses. He hath smitten him

who is the head over a vast land.

(7) He drinketh of the river in His course : there-

fore doth He lift up His head.

V. 2. Rule Thou (n'i'^) in the midst

(mpn) o/ Thine enemies. One would expect

rather Rule over ^c. But the reference seems

to be primarily to that which is recorded of Solo-

mon (1 Kings V. 4, in the Hebrew : iv, 24, in

E.V.),—that he ruled over (n mi) all the kings

on this side of the riv^er. This was a friendly
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sovereignty ; and in reference to this the ex-

pression of the text is quite appropriate.

V. 3. The two expressions, free-will-offer-'

ings and sacred attire, in this verse, taken in

connection with the mention of a priest-king in

the next, point to a sacred mission. All the ex-

pressions imply consecration^

There is much to be said in favour of the

Septuagint reading of the first word of this

verse, wliich takes n^ as the preposition :

—

rvith

Thee, instead of the noun substantive Thy people.

But no interpretation of the former part of

this verse must be allowed to disturb the obvious

meaning and simple beauty of the latter part :

—

Freshfrom thervomb of the morning. Thou hast

still the clerv of Thy youth upon Thee. Those

who take "^rrnb^ to mean Thy youth, in the sense

of Thy young men, do not consider that the word

never has this meaning ; and forget that the

same association of the words nncJa and rvnb"*

that is iound here, appears, with a slight modi-

fication, as m-inirm mib^n in Eccl. xi, 10,

where undoubtedly both words denote the season

of infancy and youth.
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V. 4, After the order {^rr^ii bv) of Mel-

chizedek. It has been remarked under Pa.

xviii, 48, that the primary meaning of nm is to

ordinate. The rendering of the lxx., Kara ttju

Tct^tv, and that of our English versions, after the

order, is scrupulously correct and adequate.

I suppose the meaning to be not very re-

condite, 1 he Messiah, as David's son, must be

a king. To fulfil all the express promises and

vague expectations concerning Him, He must

be a priest also. Such a one as He in grand

purpose was to bo in the future, had appeared in

small, yet typical, effect in the past : Melchize-

dek, a king and a priest. In such an order,

rather than in the order of the Aaronic priest-

hood, was the Messiah to be placed.

V. 5. The position of the verb in relation

to its object is here so unusual that it is impossi-

ble to avoid the suspicion of some disturbance of

the text. I take it, however, as it stands.

V. 6. It is a well-known peculiarity of

Hebrew poetry, that of two words that usually

stand together in close connection, the one is

sometimes placed alone in a former clause, and
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the other alone in a second clause.* See, e.g^,

cv. 18.

In the text before us, but never elsewhere,

the verb in is followed by 2. This unusual con-

struction warrants the assumption here of the

poetical usage mentioned above. 1 assume,

therefore, that in the words

the word sba in the second clause is to be under-

stood also in connection with 1>^"^ in the former.

That is to say, that in*- stands for X'^ «ba'',

he fully executeth judgment. So in Job xxxvi.

17, nwbD ra?n 1"^ti. And since there is clearly

a play intended upon the words d'^i^ and nri2,

this understanding of sba in the iormer clause

seems necessary to give effect to that play,|

V. 7. This last verse, taken by itself, or in

connection with its immediate context, presents

to my mind no meaning whatever. Assuming

that the Psalm, as we have it, is a collection of

* Very much akin to this usage is that dislocated con-

struction which I have noted under Ps. Ixviii. 24.

t Into this play upon words enters a quotation from

Gen. xlviii. 19,—(See also Rom. xi. 25). C^lisb^ appears

as ni'^IS sb*3 :

—

fulness of the Gentiles becomes fulness of

corpses*
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dislocated fragments, we may well believe that,

if a reconstruction were possible, the meaning

of this verse would immediately appear. As it

is, we must link it on to the other fragments as

best we may ; and, of course, conjecturally.

—

What is the river here spoken of? In Ps.

xxxvi. 9, God is represented as giving His peo-

ple to drink of the river of pleasure ; and this is

mentioned in the next verse as the well-spring

of life. Now since the hero of this Psalm, in v.

3, enters upon His career with the dew of youth

still upon Him, it is conceivable that His con-

tinued strength is here spoken of as derived from

the same well-spring of life.

Psalm CXI.

An acrostic Psalm, probably of late date,

presenting no conspicuous points either of in-

terest or of difficulty. The faithfulness of the

covenant God is its main theme.
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Psalm CXII.

This is closely akia to the preceding Psalm.

Its antithetical relation to its predecessor is ob-

yious. The theme of that is God in covenant

with man : of this, man as in covenant with God

;

the saint of God. The reciprocity of this rela-

tion is closely pressed in the phrase His righte-

ousness endurelh for ever, which is applied to

God in the former Psalm and to God's saint in

the latter. Compare also the use of nsT, as of

God's memorial, in cxi. 4, with the same word

used of the saint's memorial in cxii. 6. Com-

pare also the epithets ^yyn and Dim as applied

to God in cxi. 4,—to the saint in cxii. 4.

V. 4. n-iT. See note on Ps. xcvii. 11.

Psalm CXIII.

For the liturgical use of this and of the

following Psalms, up to Ps, cxix, see Delitzsch.

Ewald supposes this and the next Psalm to be

one composition, divided into two for some

imagined liturgical purpose. But for this he

gives no warrant ; and, on the contrary, the

liturgical break that he supposes, occurs, in the
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actual passover celebrations of the Jews, after

Ps. cxiv., instead of before it.

V. 2. Blessed (l"i2a) he the Name of Je-

hovah <^c.

V. 3. Praised (bbn^) he the Name of

Jehovah ^c»

If the same verb (-jnn or bbi^) had been

used in both verses we might be warranted in

varying the mood, thus :

—

Blessed he the Name
oj Jehovah : The Name of Jehovah is hlessed.

As it is, we find two verbs of distinclly diifferent

meanings, and are therefore under no induce-

ment to create variety by varying the moods.

V. 5, ••n'^nnan. With regard to this

word and the four others that follow in the same

form,—it seems unlikely that they have any-

thing in common with the archaic appearance

of the status constructus in such combinations as

Ahi-melechy or Melchi-zedek. Tliey look more

like an affectation of archaism, such as we are

sadly familiar with in modern English writing.

But there may also have been some euphonic

considerations which we cannot now appreciate.

V. 9. \^'ho maJceth the harren woman to

keep house, and to he a joyful mother of children.
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The allusion here, as throughout the

Psalm, to the song of Hannah, and to the cir-

cumstances of that song, is very clear. But,

apart from any such allusions, the meaning of

the verse is so obvious and so inevitable that it

can be rejected only by those whose morbid

appetite loathes the plain and the straightfor-

ward, and craves intensely the paradoxical.

Ewald's rendering of this place is : Who causes

the unfaithful of the house to rule as rejoicing

mothers of children.

Psalm CXIV.

V. 1. When Israel came out of Egypt : the

house of Jacob from the barbarous people^—

I use the word barbarous in its original

meaning, because it exactly corresponds with

the Hebrew expression. It is only recent times

that have produced the cosmopolitan apprecia-

tion of other languages than our own. Ignorant

and brutal people still are found to laugh at

foreigners talking in their own language. The

Hebrew word "fvb, here used, is equivalent to

:3?b, (see Isaiah xxviii. 11 ; xxxiii. 19), and to
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Y*ib. They all have the meanings (I) of

speaking in a foreign tongue^ and (2) of ridi-

culing^ We may therefore suppose that the

people who spoke an unknown language were

always regarded as ridiculous. This feeling of

contempt, it must be acknowledged, was always

reciprocal.

With the text compare Ps. Ixxxi. 6.

V, 2. Judah became His saint : Israel

His sacred dominion.

It is evident that the dominion (Heb.

mbtt7?2K)) of the latter clause must be supposed

to imply somewhat of the peculiar sacredness

that is expressed in the former. We need not

make any assumption here, since the word btt?a

is elsewhere used distinctively of the rule

wherewith God specially ruled His chosen peo-

ple. See, for example, Isaiah Ixiii. 19,

—

Thou

never barest rule (nbdn) over them (sc. the

heathen) : they were not called by Thy Name,

It is, of course, certain that in one sense God

did and does rule over all nations ; and in this

sense this same verb is used in Ps. ciii. 19,

—

His kingdom ruleth over all. But it is equally

certain, from the passage above cited from
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Isaiah, that there was another and more restrict-

ed sense in which this word was used, viz. of

that direct, or rather directly manifested, rule

which God exercised over Israel. For this

meaning see also Judges viii. 23, and Ps. lix, 14.

For my rendering of wipb in the text, see

note on Ps. Ixxvii. 14.

Psalm CXV.

V. 1. To Thy Name give fflory. That is,

of course. Let glory be given. See note on Ps,

viii. 2.

v. 2. Why do the heathen say, Where now

is their God P

V. 3. Our God is indeed in heaven : He
hath accomplished all that He purposed, sc. upon

earth.

A reason is here given for the cessation of

God's miraculously manifested interest in Israel,

A reply also to the taunt of the infidel, Where

is the God that used to do such wonderful things

for you ? Why does not He go on doing such

things ? The reply is sufficient for Israel and

for us :—Because God has accomplished the

purpose of such miraculous manifestations.
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vv. 4-7. The taunt is then turned back

upon the heathen :—Our God is in heaven ; but

your gods are upon the earth, and are the most

helpless of all earthly things.

The argument is certainly urged more

directly against idolatry than against the worsliip

of unreal gods. But practically the latter

always implies and induces the former. No
surer test of the unreality of an object or of a

mode of worship can be proposed than this, viz.

its tendency to idolatry. The reason is obvious.

Things that are not must be represented by

things that are : idols of silver and gold, &c.

Things that are do not need any such substi-

tutes. The more sensuous the accessories of

worship, the more unreal is either the object of

worship or the worship itself,

V. 7. The words ^^^^ and n'^bin stand

for en*? Dn"* and nnb n'^bai,—unwarrantably,

however, and through the carelessness either of

the author of the Psalm or of a copyist.

vv. 9, 10, 11. Israel, Aaron, and ihey

that fear the Lord', Observe the repeated men-

tion of these three in verses 1 2 and 23 ; and see

note on Ps. xxii. 24.
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V. 16. The heavens at^e Jehovah's heavens,

and the earth He hath given to the sons of men.

There is no such antithesis here as is usual-

ly supposed ; as if heaven was God's place, and

earth man's place. The two clauses are con-

tinuous in meaning, thus :

—

The heavens are

God's heavens, and the earth is God's gijt to

men. Both alike are God's.

V. 1 7. It is not the dead that praise Thee,

V, 18. But it is we who bless the Lord, S(c,

It is not here iatended to assert the inability

of the dead to praise God. The meaning in-

tended seems ratlier that which is expressed by

our Saviour when He says,

—

God is not the

God of the dead, hut oj the living ; for all live

to Him, They who lire the life of faith in Him
can never die ; nor can the function of that life,

which is His praise, ever fail.

We may trace a connection between this

sentiment and tliat of verses 4—-S. There the

unreality of idol worship is the result of the un-

reality of the objects of worship. Here the

worship is real, because the object of worship is

real. He who is the Life itself receives worthy
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worship from the living ; from them who live by

Him, in Him, and for Him,

Psalm CXVI.

T, 1, Fervently did 1 desire that Jehovah

would hear the voice of my supplication.

V. 2. Yea^—He halh inclined His ear to

me, even in the day that 1 called.

This rendering of the words ^^aa?"* "^^ \"Qn«

seems to me the least open to objection of all

possible renderings. The primary meaning of

nn« is certainly that of longing Jor, lusting

after. This is probably true of all verbs of

loving, in all languages. The actual use of this

Terb in this sense is not frequent ; but it is to be

recognized with certainty in Jer. v. 31 ; Amoa
iv. 5 ; and with great probability in some other

places. So far there is no difficulty. With

regard to the construction of this verb with ^d,

—this might be illustrated by the usage of other

verbs. But in the case of verbs of desiring,

there is a special reason that might be urged

against the presumption of this usage. It is

this, viz, that the simple and natural character

of the Hebrew language requires that the object
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of desire should be expressed directly and ac-

tually. The Hebrew desire is, not that God

would do a thing, but God's doing the thing :—
not ut Deus faciat, but Deum facere ; or, even

more directly, factum Dei.

To this objection I allow due weight. It

happens, however, that the language does not

readily bend itself to this direct expression of

desire in all cases ; and, occasionally, wliere the

object of desire is the action of a third person, it

is almost necessary to use ^'d, as in the text.

A sufficient example of the two usages occurs in

Ps. xxvii. 4, 5, 6,

—

One thing have I desired of

the Lord: it do I seek

;

—that I may dwell

(\nntz?) in the house of the Lord, ^c

that He rvill hide me ("^ddsij^ "^3) S^c that

He will exalt me {'^z^zinry^) .... And now

(i.e. in compliance with the request) is my head

exalted, 8^c. Occasionally, also, we find the

construction with ''^ where the accusative with

the infinitive might be expected. Thus in Isaiah

i, II, 12,—where the last two words of v. 11

are to be transferred to v. 12,—we find

iwnn ''a "TiiJDn sb,— / have not desired that ye

should come.
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I suppose the •• of "^bip to be the not uncom-

mon paragogic appendage of the construct form.

Upon Terse 2, it is to be noted that ^3 lias

here the same force as in Ps. Ixxxv. 9, The
two passages may here be compared :—

let me listen— What is it that God is

saying P Yes, indeedj He speaks peace to His

people^

1 longed for God to listen to the voice of

my supplication :— Yes^ indeed^ He hath inclin-

ed His ear, (Sfc.

With regard to the expression N'^ps ''la'^m,—

•

some part of tlie difficulty attending the usual

interpretation is acknowledged by the interpre-

ters themselves. A considerable part they have

overlooked, viz. that the verb wnp denotes a

calling for help;—not, as they assume, an

utterance of praise or thanksgiving. Equally

have they overlooked the obvious clue to the

meaning of these words, viz. the phrase so fre-

quently occurring, N"ipw cvn,— in the day that

J call. See Ps. xx, 10; Ivi. 10; cii. 3; and

cxxxviii. 3.

The Syriac translator seems to have found,

or recognised, in his reading, this common
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phrase, «-ipw D"T^n. Adopting this meaning, I

by no means propose to prune the word ""D^ni

so as to reduce it to the normal DV2. The

initial i is represented in the rendering given

above. The final "^ is probably of the same cha-

racter as the final •» of >bip in the preceding

verse. For although in the phrase sips Dvn

the construction is not grammatically that of the

status constructus, yet logically and actually the

words stand in this relation to one another.

This, however, T do not contend for. My maii^

object is to show that the words of the text,

sips "'D'^m, are either a purposed modification,

or an accidental corruption, of the expression

snps DV-, which is precisely that which the

context requires, and which is often found else-

where in similar context.

V. 6, Tiibi. See notes on Ps. xxx, 2.

vv. 10, 11. li is because I have believed

that I speak (sc. of God's being gracious and

just, as above). / myself was sore troubled.

I myself said in my distrusty The whole humanity

is a Jailure.

No attempt to interpret these two verses

will be successful without a recognition of the
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antithesis, which is obvious enough, between

the expression of confidence in v. 10, and the

expression oi diffidence in v. 11. The former

expression is

The latter is

The word tan, in all its forms, invariably de-

notes diffidence. It is placed as the opposite of

nt^n in Job xl. 23. It is here placed as the

opposite of nns.

What is intended by this antithesis ? Is

it the contrast between God's faithfulness and

man's unfaithfulness ? I thiuk not. It is

rather a subjective antithesis : a contrast between

the Psalmist's trust in God's providence at one

lime and his distrust at another time. I there-

fore take the words which express the distrust,

viz. nT3 m«n bs, to mean,—not All men are

liarsy but The whole human race is vanity.

The meaning of the whole passage maj be

thus put :

—

It is ihroucjh trust in God that I thus

speak (as above, viz. oj God being gracious and

righteouSy and of His preserving the souls of the
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simple). It was not always so. Once, in dis-

trust, 1 thought that God did not care for man,

and that the whole humanity was a failure,

Tlie antitliesis may be expressed by Solo-

mon's saying, All is vanity, as contrasted with

St, Paul's, Not in vain in the Lord,

For the meaning which I have here assign-

ed to nT2, see Isaiah Iviii. 11, A spring oj

water, whose waters fail not,— ints"^ «b. See

also Job xli. 9 ; and compare the use of mnD.

The construction of (a) nmw ^3 \nD^sn

is remarkable. We may compare (b) Ps. cxviii.

10, and (c) cxxviii. 2. In all these places the

>D seems misplaced. We expect

(a) Because 1 have believed, I speak,

(6) For in the name of the Lord I will de-

stroy them,

(c) For thou shall eat the labour of thy

hands.

But in all these places the position of "^3 is

determined by the intention of emphasizing the

preceding words : thus

—

(a) It is because I have believed that I

thus speak.
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(b) It is in the name of the Lord that I
shall destroy them^

(c) It is the labour 0/ thine own hands that

thou shalt eat*

V, 12. The "»mbitt:n of this verse answers

to the ba:i of v. 7. This is one reason, amongst

others, why the Psalm should not be cut in two

at V. 10, where the lxx. have divided it.

V, 13. The cup of salvation must mean the

drink offering of thankfulness for saving mercies.

V. 15. l^recious in JehovaVs estimation is

death to His beloved.

We have here two propositions in the form

of one :—a construction upon which I have re-

* This Hebrew usage is an occasion of some difficulty

in the Greek text of Luke vii. 47, which is thus literally

translated in E.V. Her sins whicli are many are forgiven,

for she loved much ; hut to whom little is forgiven, the same

loveth little. The inconsistency between the two clauses

of this verse is obvious. In the former, forgiveness is the

reward of love : in the latter, love is the return for for-

giveness. The difficulty is completely removed by a

recognition of the Hebraism, according to which the proper

rendering will be, // is because her many sins are forgiven

that she loveth much ; hut to whom little is forgiven the

same loveth little.
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marked under Ps. xiii. 2. The first is that in

God's estimation the death of His beloved is do

light matter, but a precious thing. This senti-

ment is identical with that of Ps. Ixxii. 14 ; and

is expressed in the same words. The other is,

that to God's beloved death is a prize. This

sentiment is identical with that of Ps. Ixiii. 4,

viz. that God's love is better than life :—the Zo?;e,

iDn, of this place answering to the beloved,

TDn, of the text. To the same effect is St.

Paul's saying, For me to live is Christ and to die

is gain (Philipp. i, 21).

It is not only for the sake of illustration

that I cite here these words of St. Paul. It is

because they suggest to me the only satisfactory

answer to the question,—Why this abrupt men-

tion in this Psalm of the death of God's beloved ?

The one purpose of the Psalm seems to be

thanksgiving for deliverance from death : the

one subject for thanksgiving seems to be that

the Psalmist could still walk before God in the

land of the liviug. Then why this mention of

death ?

The answer seems to be that the Psalmist,

consideiing perhaps that to be delivered from
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one form of death is ouly to be handed over to

another form, realizes the truth that God's love

to us is not quelled by that which seems to quell

our love and our hope and ourselves too : that

His love to our souls survives the death of our

bodies : that it is only by death that our spirits

can be brought into closest communion with ihe

Father of our spirits. All these considerations

the Psalmist expresses parenthetically and anti-

thelically.

St. Paul's saying,

—

To me to live is Christ,

and to die is gain—suggests this explanation of

these words of the Psalm, and was perhaps sug-

gested by them. The Apostle, recognizing the

blessedness of the life which we now live by faith

in the Son of God, anticipates the fuller blessed-

ness of that state to which the death of the body

shall introduce us, and wherein Christ who is

our life shall appear.

V. 16. The n3S with which this verse

begins is a sort of pathetic address which we can

hardly reproduce otherivise than by a verb of

beseeching.

(^Remember) Lord, how that I am Thy

servant

:

—1 am Thy servant, the son of Thine
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handmaid : Thou hast broken my bonds asunder.

From these words we may assume that the

status of the writer was the same as that of the

writer of Ps. Ixxxvi. 16.

Psalm CXVII.

As the former Psalm, and some others, so

also this seems to be the composition of one who

from among the heathen Jiad been privileged to

call himself by the name of Israel's Gojl. This

seems a necessary inference from the ')Th'S of

V, 2, It is not easy to see why any Israelite

should expect the heathen to praise God for His

loving-kindness to Israel. It is because that

loving-kindness has been extended even to us

heathen, that they are exhorted to this acknow-

ledgment. The writer therefore classes himself

with the heathen.

The expression in v. 2, non I3"'b2? nn:,

occurs also in Ps. ciii. 11. It is an intensified

form of the expression b'S ion nbv, as this is

used in 1 Sam. xx. 8. That which God does in

an ordinary way is here represented with the

addition of the idea of power. For an example
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of this usage, wliicli may be described as the

extinction of the original verb by its adverb, see

note on Ps. Ixviii. 32.

Psalm CXVKI.

It is generally admitted that this Psalm

was intended to be used in the celebration of

the Feast of Booths : - perhaps on some special

occasion of such celebrattion

,

In my notes I shall indicate some tokens of

this intention that have usually escaped notice.

For the main points to be kept in view in the

observation of such tokens, I refer the reader to

notes on Ps. Ixxxi.

V. 5, "With this verse compare Ps. xviii.

20. It seems certain that the allusion in both

places is to the deliverance from Egypt. The

antithesis of n^^tt to nmD is often elsewhere

marked.

v. 10. It is in the name of the Lord that I

destroy them^ So in the next two verses. For

the construction see note on Ps. cxvi. 10.

V. 12. They surrounded me as bees {sur-

round the waa;).

The word wax (kyjplov) is supplied by the
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Lxx. It is possible that their reading contained

the word nsn, and that this word has fallen out

in consequence of its resemblance to the follow-

ing word iD^i.

id. They are extinct as a fire of thorns,

A fire of thorns is extinct when it is burnt out.

This seems to have been the idea of the lxX.

who give i^€Kav0r](raPy and are followed by the

Latin Vulgate with exarserunl.

V. 14, My Strength and my Song. See

note on Ps. lix. 18.

V. 15. The voice of joyous shouting (n2-i)

and of salvation, is in the tents (^bn^) oj the

righteous.

Of these two Hebrew words, the former is

almost appropriated to the joy of the Feast of

Booths. See at the end of note on Ps. Ixxxi. 4,

(it. p. 102). With regard to the latter, I have

elsewhere observed that the dwelling in tents

(cbns) was not the occasion of the festival,

but the dwelling in Succoth, and the events con-

nected with that dtvelling, I do not therefore

attach any special significance to the word

D^bnN here. It may be intended to denote

poetically habitations in general. On the other
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hand, it is possible, and perhaps probable, that

this mention of tents is intended to denote the

commemorative custom of dwelling in booths,

V. 19. The gates oj righteousness are what

we should call means of grace : religious obser-

vances ordained of God. Compare the expres-

sion Sacrifices of righteousness ; for which see

Proleg. § 22.

V. 20. This is the gate that Jehovah has

appointed. This Feast of Booths is such a

medium of grace as is spoken of in the preced-

ing verse. For this meaning of mn'^b see note

on Ps. Ixxxix. 19.

V. 22. The stone which the builders rejected,

Israel is the rejected stone. By the build-

ers we may certainly suppose the Egyptians to

be denoted. We know enough of them and of

their works to warrant this designation. The

Hebrews knew more, and experienced more, in

their toil amongst the bricks and mortar. No
designation of the Egyptians seems more appro-

priate in the mouth of the Hebrews than this :

—

The Builders,

V. 24, This is the day that Jehovah hath

made.
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In connection with v. 27, I suppose that

the day here spoken of is created by the light

there spoken of : the miraculous hght from the

pillar of cloud and of fire. This seems to me a

probable explanation, since the commemoration

of that sheltering, guiding, canopy was the occa-

sion of the Feast of Booths, and that the Psalm

seems certainly intended for the celebration of

that 1^'east. Tf, however, tliis interpretation of

the text should seem far-fetched, we may adopt

the alternative rendering, This (sc. this Feast-

Day) is the day that Jehovah has appointed.

We will rejoice and be glad in it.

The last words go to confirm the supposi-

tion that the Psalm was intended to be used at

the Feast of Booths, since joy and gladness

were associated with this Feast more than with

any other.

V. 27. God is Jehovah, and hath given us

light ; in allusion, probably, to the light by night

that proceeded from the cloud, or canopy.

Deck the victim with boughs, right up to the

horns of the altar.

The word in, which I here render by

victim, properly denotes a festival, and the
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Feast of Booths almost exclusively. See note

on Ps, xlii. 5. Here, however, it seems neces-

sary to understand it to mean the sacrificial

victim of tliat festival. And so it seems to be

used in Isaiah xxix. 1. For the rest, (viz. for

the rendering here given of i-os and c*rai7), I

quote from Dean Perowne, to avail myself of his

concise statement, as follows :

—

Luther has "Deck the feast with garlands (or

boughs)," following the lxx. avarnaaaQe iopTi)v kv toIq

irvKatpvcyiv. Symm. has avydtjaare kv Travrjyvpei Trvcacr/xara
;

and Jerome Freqiientate solemnitatem in J'rondosis,—all

renderings which imply a belief that the Psalm was

intended for the Feast of Tabernacles. As regards this

rendering, the word translated in the text cords may mean

thick loughs, TrvKa.<rfj.aTa (See Ezek. six. 11 ; xxxi. 3, 4).

But the verb Hnd cannot mean deck or wreathe.

To the last sentence I must object that in

Hebrew, as well as in other languages, verbs of

binding have often a primary idea of twisting,

intertwining^ wreathing ; and that nothing more

than this is intended by the word deck. To
bind garlands is a good old English use ; and

the similar use of Lat. vincire is equally familiar.

The rendering of iv by the words right up

to (the horns of the altar) is literal, and obviates
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the objection that the horns of the altar were

certainly too sacred to be used as mere tying-

posts. The idea seems to be that right up to

tlie place where the victim was to be sacrificed it

was to be led with such wreathing of foliage as

was appropriate to the occasion. In the pre-

scribed directions concerning such sacrifice we

find nothing to warrant this. But it is impossi-

ble to avoid the consideration that our blessed

Saviour, on His way to the place of His Sacri-

fice, was met with the Hosannas of this Psalm:

was greeted with the words Blessed he He that

comelh in the Name of the Lord, from this

Psalm ; and had His way strewed with branches

of trees quite in correspondence Tvith the repre-

sentation of this 27th verse of the Psalm. Whe-

ther we believe that the Psalm did in this par-

ticular prophetically correspond with the event
;

or whether, with the easy and flippant method of

unbelief, we conclude that the event was made

to correspond with the Psalm ;—in either case,

the correspondence is obvious ; and thus the

authority of the Gospel histories is given to the

interpretation of the text which I have adopted.
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Psalm CXIX.

This long composition is an elaborately

varied description of God's Word in relation to

God's servant. Tlie expression Word of God
must, however, be taken in its widest meaning,

as including every kind of communication, or of

influence, as from God to man, ol wliich the

Hebrew mind had any cognizance. The

changes are rung upon the following words : viz.

rrr\T\ — r:\^-^ — n'^-rpD — xi'^x^n — m!ia —
Q>t::cu7a — -im — n-i:2W — cdit— nn-i«—
msbca. It is only iu v. 90 and v. 122 that we

fail to find an expression denoting God's Word

or God's Way.

V. 9. How shall a young man so purify

his way as to keep (laajb) it according to Thy

Word P

No answer is given, since the Psalmist

suggests here to aSwarop tov voixov.

To render the Hebrew by taking heed, is

quite unwarrantable, so far as I am able to

judge.

V. 10. If not with a life of perfect purity,

yet 7vilh all my heart have I sought Thee. The

spirit was willing, though the flesh was weak.
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V. 17. The verb b>:2 is used here in refer-

ence to deliverance from death (nTis) just as it

is in Ps. cxvi. 7, 8. So also in Ps. xiii. (v. 6, in

connection with v. 4).

V. 20. The verb d"i2 is found only here

(Kal) and in Lam. iii. 16 (Hiph). From its

use in the latter place it would seem to be akin

and equivalent to d~i^ (whence non^?, ground

ccrny i»e. meal). Accordingly this verse is

usually rendered, My soul is broken for the long-

ing that it hath, S^c. But this is very unsatis-

factory. Both the LXX. and tlie Syr. take the

verb here as expressing desire, and it is remark-

able that the same word is used in the Targum

for the n:t» of Prov. v. 19, 20,—a word for

which our English Version gives being ravished,

sc. with love.

From these considerations it seems not un-

warrantable to give some such meaning of the

text as this :

—

Mg soul is ravished with the love that I
bear to Thg judgments at all times.

V. 21. Thou hast rebuked the presumptuous

sinners : Cursed are they that do err Jrom Thy

commandments.
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V. 24. Princes also did speak insidiously

against me. For this meaning of -im in con-

junction with ntt7% see note on Ps. 1. 20. To
this meaning the Niphal form of the verb is ap-

propriate :

—

ihey talked together,

V. 29. >32n "imin. The construction as-

sumed by the LXX. (rw voiioi crov iXerjaov jxe)

seems to be the right one. The meaning is. Be

favourahle to me in, or hg means of, or accord-

ing to, Thy law, which is in keeping with the

rest of the Psalm.

V. 30. Thy judgments have T considered,

—Ti'^ia?, " as in Isaiah xxxviii. 13." Ewald,

V. 42. nm. The promise of God, which

the Psalmist here opposes to the reproach of his

enemies, is the word in which, according to this

verse, he trusts : in which, according to v. 49,

God had caused him to hope. In verse 43, he

prays that God will not take this word, this

promise, this argument against his enemies, out

of his mouth*

V. 69. The proud have patched up (ibsD)

a lie against me. The verb occurs only here, in

Job xiii. 4, and Job xiv. 17,
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V. 70, nbriD trsts, LXX. irvpcxiO-q oj<s ydXa.

The verb occurs, in Hebrew, only here.

The heart is frequently said to flow, sc.

with emotions of fear or of tenderness. A hard

heart, or, as it is here expressed, a coagulated

or curdled heart, is one that is devoid of sensi-

bility.

V. 91. They continue this day according to

Thy commandments. The preposition b is used

sometimes " as applied to a rule or standard,

according to." Gesenius, sub v. Ewald thinks

that the word nb^bm has fallen out of the text,

and supplies it after cvn, so that he is enabled

to give Morning and night wait on Thy judg-

ments. Since the text as it stands gives a

meaning that is not only sufficient but very

beautiful, we can hardly find here an occasion

for such a hardy conjecture, or a ** dignus tin-

dice nodus." Not to mention that the render-

ing thus arrived at conveys no meaning that I

can fathom.

V. 96. / have seen an end of all that is

(^apparently) complete ; hut Thy commandment

is extended exceedingly ; sc. beyond that worldly

perfection. See note on xc. 10.
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V. 113. 1 hate ihem'thai-halt-helween-trvo'

opinions. I render the Terse thus, in conformity

with 1 Kings xviii, 21, because the word d'^dvd

occurs only in these two places. Here it denotes

those who are divided, i.e. undecided, in thought.

There, with a different punctuation, it denotes

the divided thoughts themselves. Much the

same idea is conveyed by the Greek fj^epiyivav,

as the verb is used in Matt, vi., frequently. It

is there first used in immediate connection with

the saying

—

Ye cannot serve God and Mammon.

Therefore /X17 jxepifjivaTe &c. We may hence

gather that this Greek verb was intended to

denote a dividing of one's heart and mind :

—

one part being given to God, and the rest de-

voted to worldly cares. God, who claims all our

love, and bids us cast all our care too upon Him,

hates such a divided heart ; and the Psalmist in

this verse expresses the same hatred. See note

on ci. 3.

V. 118. Thou hast despised all who do err

from Thy statutes.

The verb nbn, or wbo, is in Syriac con-

stantly used to denote despising and rejecting.

In Psalm v. 7, it stands for the Hebrew avn.
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The Hebrew verb itself occurs in the same sense

in Lam. i. 15. In two other places, viz. Job

xxviii. 16, and Lam. iv. 2, it seems to be equiva-

lent to bbo, to make level, whence the meaning

of equalizing values may perhaps be derived.

To meet the difficulty that arises from the fact

of the same word being used to denote (1) re-

jeciing as worlliless, and (2) selling a value upon

a thing, the proximate method of explanation is

this, viz. to assume originally different meanings

to one and the same root,—i.e. to assume inde-

pendent roots under one form. This, in any

case, seems unsatisfactory, and I have always

tried to discover the general meaning that under-

lies the divergent denotations of the one expres-

sion. In this case, I think it not unlikely that,

from the habit of depreciating that which one

wishes to buy,* the word for depreciating may
come to be used for estimating or valuing. That

is to say, that the verb nbo, or sbo, primarily

meaning vilipendere, comes to mean, more

generally, pendere.

* It is naught, It is Jiauglit, saith'jhe buyer'; hut when

he is gone his way, then he boasteth (sc. of his purchase).

Prov. XX. 14.
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V. 119. Thou hast removed (nntrn) all

the ungodly of the earth as dross.

For this meaning of the verb the places

cited by Gesenius give sufBcient warrant.

Otherwise the reading of the lxx. ('»rQt»n)

would seem very plausible. The lxx. moreover

applied the term n'^Tr) to men, departing from
and rebelling against God, according to the

common usage of the verb aio, in Kal and

Niphal. See Ps. xxxv. 4 ; xl. 15; xliv.

19: liii. 4: and Ixxx. 19. Their renderins:

IS, TTapa^aivovTa<i ikoyicrdiJLrjv 7rdpTa<; rovs

d/xapTft)Xov? T% y>79,—a sentiment with which

we may compare 1 John iii. 4,—Tra? 6 Trotwz/

TTjv oLfiapTLav Kal TTjv dvoixiav TTotet,

Although I by no means propose the sub-

stitution of the Greek reading for that of the

present Hebrew text, it is to be objected against

the latter that God has not get done what He is

here said to have done. The separation of iiie

dross from the pure metal : of the chaff from the

wheat,—is an operation that is everywhere

spoken of as reserved for the great day of

judgment.

A slighter modification of the Hebrew text.
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Tiz. the reading of n^wn for nntzJn, V70uld give

a meaning both suitable in itself and very con-

sistent witli that of the preceding verse, thus :

—

V. 118. Thou hast lightly esteemed all who

do err, i^c.

V. 119, Thou hast counted as dross all the

ungodly, S^c,

Ewald adopts the reading of the lxx. in

this 119th verse, and gives Profligates are,

thought 7, all dross,

V. 120. My flesh shudders at the terror of

Thee. The verb -itsD is applicable properly to

the hair of the flesh. It denotes the standing

on end, or bristling up, of such hair. From the

notion of^the bristling up of prickly points comes

the word that denotes a nail, laoa, and Chald.

"laD, Pa. to fasten with nails. Hence the lxx.

give KaQiqkoicrov Ik rov (jio/Bov crov ret? crapKas

fjiov. So also the Latin Vulgate, Conflge timore

tuo carnes meas. Symmachus gives rightly

op9o7pixel.

V. 128. Therefore by all Thy precepts (or

according to all Thy precepts : Lxx. irpos TTdcra<s

Ttts €VTo\d<s crov) I correct everything : every

false way do I hate.
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The English Version is,

—

Therefore 1

esteem all Thy precepts concerning everything to

he right

;

—and this is followed by most modern

commentators. Yet the Pi. of -itij^ never has

this meaning; but, together with the Hiphil

form, always denotes a malcing straight^ sc. of a

way or path. It would therefore seem certain

that tlie path (mw), of the second clause of

this verse, is to be understood as the object of

the verb, "mtt^*', of the first clause.

The only textual change thus required is

the reading -f^-nps ; and the necessity for this

has been admitted very generally.

In accordance with what I have said above

respecting the power of the Pi. verb -itt?% my
literal rendering, / correct everything, must be

taken to mean / correct every crooked way of

mine. The natural bent of a man's way is

crooked. It is corrected, straightened, accord-

ing to the standard of God's commandments.

V. 131, 1 opened my mouth and panted^

because I longed for Thy commandments.

V. 132. As Thou usest to do (iodidds) to

them that love Thy Name See note on Ps.

xlviii. 12.
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V. 136. i"i?3ip «b bv. See note on Ps. Ivi. S.

V. 137. Righteous art Thou, Lord, and

upright in Thy judgments (wbicli) Thou hast

commanded^ I take into this verse n'^iis from

the next.

V. 138. Thy testimonies are righteous, and

faithful to the uttermost. The difficulty that

attends the construction of this verse, as it stands

in the received text, is entirely removed by the

slight alteration which I here propose. I am
the more induced to connect the n''i!j of v, 138

with the -ft^iSttJa of v. 137, from a considera-

tion of the expression rr^i^j risu?::^ of Ps. vii. 7.

See also Deut. vi. 1, and 20 ; vii. 11 ; viii. 11.

With regard to v. 138, as I now leave it,

the construction is homogeneous throughout.

"Whereas, as the text stands, pi!S must be taken

in stat, constr. with the following word ; whilst

its correspondent, n3ij;s, in the parallel clause,

stands in no connecting construction whatever.

Moreover the division that I here propose

will make the former clause of this 138th verse

precisely identical with the former clause of v.

144.
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V. 140. Thine oracle is thoroughly proved,

or attested, and Thy servant loveth it.

For this meaning of nsins, see notes on

Ps. xvii. 3, 4, where I have observed that p^-is,

often found in connection witli verbs that denote

trying and testing, does itself denote the result

of such trying and testing, viz., actual purga-

tion.

Under Ps. cv. 19, I have also noted a re-

markable connection between this verb and the

word n"i!DN, for which I have in both places

given oracle.

V. 144. Thy testimonies are righteous for

ever, ^c. The same words, in the same con-

struction, as in V, 138.
*"

V. 147. / rose early in the twilight ^c.

The construction, with n, does not, perhaps,

admit of the same interpretation of Dip here as

in the next verse, where the meaning seems to

be. Mine eyes prevent the night-watches ;—i.e.

Mine eyes awake before the due time of watch-

ing.

V. 149. "'2'»n ^^tDCC/DD, Quicken me as Thou

art wont. This, which is the rendering of the
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Prayer-Book Version, is preferable to that of

the Autliorized Version,

—

Quicken me according

to Thy judgmenL Of the latter I will not say

that it is sheer nonsense, but that it conveys no

meaning to my mind. For the meaning here

assigned to iiiQtzJa, see note on Ps. xlviii. 12.

V, 150. There seems here an intentional

antithesis of ir-p to pn~i.

V. 152. / have long had knowledge from

Thy testimonies, for Thou hast founded them of

old.

The second clause accounts for the Dip of

the first. If the testimonies had not been found-

ed of old, the Psalmist could not have acquired

knowledge from them of old. It is not, of

course, meant that his experience was commen-

surate with the age of the testimonies. It is

rather as if he should say

—

This knowledge of

mine is no new thing, nor is it derived from re-

cent sources, I acquired it long agofrom those

testimonies that God long ago established.

For the use of the preposition p in this

sense, compare Ps. xciv. 12, lannbn -jminD,

Thou teachest him out of Thy law. For i?"!""

used absolutely, of being wise, or acquiring
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wisdom, the reader will easily recall other exam-

ples.

V. 1 60. nfi« Tim c?n"). The sum of Thy

Woi'd is faithfulness. Comp. Prov. i. 7,

—

The fear of the Lord is the summing up of

knowledge.

V. 161. Princes have persecuted me without

a cause ; hut it was oj Thy words (not of theirs)

that my heart was afraid.

The three Hebrew children before Nebu-

chadnezzar, and Peter and John before the chief

priest and his council, afford illustrations.

V. 165. Great is the peace oJ them that

love Thy laiv, and to whom it is no stumbling-'

block.

St. Peter (Ep. 1, ii. 8), seems thus to

understand these words. He considers the case

of some to whom even the Word of God is a

stone of stumbling and a rock of offence*
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Psalm CXX.

This Psalm, and the fourteen that follow,

have a peculiar title, viz. mbr^sn n^tr, or

mbrtib. The most probable explanation of

this title seems to be that which refers this series

of Psalms to the occasions of going up to the

Temple at the great festivals. It is, however,

certain that they were not composed for such

occasions;—excepting, perhaps, the 122nd.

Ihis is sufficiently proved by a glance at their

subjects, which are these :

—

120. Deliverance from personal enemies.

121. Trust in God's providential care.

122. Going up to Jerusalem restored.

123. Trust in God in time of persecution.

124. The same.

125. General trust in God.

126. Congratulation upon deliverance.

12T. Recognition of God in domestic affairs.

128. The same.

129. Confidence in God with defiance of the enemy.

130. Supplication under a sense of sin.

131. Childlike submission to God's will.

132. The considerations that led to the building of

a Temple to Jehovah.
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183. God's choice of Zion.

134. A short anthem apparently for the use of the

night watchers in the Temple.

It will hardly be pretended that these

Psalms, as a collection, were composed for any-

one special occasion. They may have been col-

lected, partly for their brevity, for the use of the

pilgrim trains ; but that their collection, for any

purpose, was made almost at random, seems

beyond doubt.

cxx. 3. What can be added to thee, or

what can surpass thee, thou false tongue P

V. 4. Can the sharpened arrows of the

warrior, or the missile brands P

For ?iD% in the sense of surpassing, see

1 Kings X. 7, and 2 Chron. ix. 6.

The comparison of the slanderous tongue

with an envenomed arrow is common enough.

For its being likened to a burning arrow see

James iii. 6,

The mnij, of v. 4, denotes a warrior skilled

especially in the use of the bow, as I have ob-

served upon Ps, Iii. 3. See also cxx. 4. The

last words of this verse I have translated so as

to give the true meaning ; to which it matters
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nothing whether ta'^xim means jumper or genista.

The word probably denotes something that was

supposed to retain incandescence, or heat, in an

extraordinary degree. Such incandescent mis-

siles were showered upon the enemy as arrows.

See Ps. xi. 6. In Ps. cxl. where the slander-

ous tongue is deprecated, burning coals are

spoken of, as here, as showered upon the head

of the enemy, and as being a due and fit return

of calumny.

V. 5. Meshech and Kedar are usually un-

derstood as typical of the cruel people amongst

whom the Psalmist found himself:—Not that he

actually dwelt with Meshech and Kedar. The

LXX. render these words r) TrapoiKia fxov

ifjLaKpwOr) ; taking -[tra to denote extension of

time. Conversely, as Delitzsch observes, in

Isaiah Ixvi. 19, they take the word "^^ma, of

the expression nwp "'^i^a, as the name of the

people Meshech, whom they call MoaoX'
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Psalm CXXL.

If any of this series of Psalms were com-

posed specially for the occasion of going up to

Jerusalem, this and the next may perhaps claim

the distinction. This, because of the expression

in the first verse, / lift up mine eyes to the hills

^

(SfC, the rest of the Psalm being in this respect

colourless.

V. 6. The lux maligna of the moon has

been suspected, and expressed, very generally.

Psalm CXXII.

V. 1. / rejoiced with them that said

(nnnsn) to me. Let us go, ^c. If we would

render *' I rejoiced when they said,'' Sec, we

must read cnasn.

V. 2. iD'^bm vn mini?,—A construction

indicative of the late origin of the Psalm.

V, 3. Jerusalem ! rebuilt as a city that

was utterly ruined,—literally, as a city to whom

was utter ruin (nmn instead of mnn)

.

For n*'!? in connection with nmrr, see

Lev, xxvi. 31, 33; Jer. xxvii. 17, xliv. 2,6

(specially of Jerusalem) ; and Ezek, xxxv. 4.
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For the expression nmn n23, to build up

ruinSj see Isaiah Iviii. 12 ; Ixi. 4; Ezek. xxxvi.

10, 33. Mai. i. 4.

For inn*', or 111% in the sense of alto-

gether, completely, utterly, see Jobxxxiv. 15;

xl, 13 ; Ps. xiv. 3 ; xix. 9 -, xxxv. 26 ; xxxvii.

38 ; xl. 14 ; liii. 3 ; Isii. 9; Ixxiv, 6, 8 3 cxli.

10
'f
Isaiah xlii. 14 ; xlv. 16 ; Jer. v. 5.

The reading and the interpretation here

proposed, being thus warranted, might claim

consideration even if brought into competition

with a reading that would yield a meaning of

some sort. In competition with a reading from

which no allowable meaning has yet been de-

rived, it may claim preference. The usual ren-

dering,

—

a city that is united in itself,—or,

compact within itself, cannot be got out of the

words as they stand. The verb nan denotes

always the bringing together of two or more

things, an idea quite foreign to that of essential

unity. Moreover, the construction is full of

difficulty.

But even if these objections be overlooked,

—"What is the import of the usual interpreta-

tion ? That Jerusalem was a compact city. Is
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this a circumstance to be expressed in sucli an

ejaculation of love and wonder ? It is not even

a peculiarity of Jerusalem. Most ancient cities

must have been so compact. No straggling

suburbs could exist in the old days of continual

warfare, A city was usually a walled town, or

at least a knot of dwellings and fortifications

drawn together as straitly as was compatible

with life and locomotion. To say, then, that

Jerusalem was so built was to say nothing worth

saying.

Delitzsch, who takes rr^ian, in the first

clause, to mean rebuilty admits that there is

nothing correspondent to this in the second

clause. But this admitted requirement is satis-

fied by my proposed reading.

V. 4. rciiv is here used in the same sense

as pn and x^i^w'a in Ps, Ixxxi. 5.
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Psalm CXXIII.

V. 3. Be gracious to us, Jehovah, Be

gracious to us ; for we are filled full with con-

tempt.

V. 4. let our desire be filled fidl (i.e.

satisfied) with the same scorn to the wealthy,

with the same contempt to the proud.

For this rendering I adopt a reading which

differs almost imperceptibly from that of the re-

ceived text, viz. in V. 4, — — — — —

The division of the first two words of this verse

I assimilate to the division of the same two

words in the preceding verse. The only textual

alteration is the substitution of b for n as the pre-

fix of D''32Str7. This alteration is sanctioned by the

Lxx., and is demanded by the most stringent of

all the rules of Hebrew grammar, viz. that a

word in the construct state cannot have the defi-

nite article. Now we must retain tlie definite

article of 22?b in conformity with that of ti2.

Therefore the prefix of the following word can-

not be n, I suppose it to be b,—D'^23SiZ7b, in

conformity with the "'ivsnb at the end of the

verse. This was the reading of the lxx., who
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give TO oVttSo? Totg evdiqvovcn koX rj i^ovBevcocns

rots vnep-qcfxivoLS*

Let it be considered, further, that the word

e?D3 is very commonly used in the sense of

desire, and that it is invariably used in this sense

when it appears in connection with the verb

37:att?. The expression ^il's: ni?rj» can have

no other meaning than that my desire is gratis

jied. In the case before us, therefore, we are

driven to the absurd rendering, Our desire of

scorn and contempt is fully yratlfied. The ab-

surdity is obviated by the slight change here

proposed.

I have rendered the words ^X'bn and Tinn,

the same scorn .... the satne contempt. So

also DeUtzsch, who well observes that the article

of these words is "retrospectively demonstra-

tive." This is sufficiently emphasized by the

LXX,

In favour of a rendering which seems to me
not merely preferable but inevitable, I will add

only that in a Psalm of wliich the penultimate

verse is an acknowledgment of insult received,

we may be well pleased to find that the last

verse conveys not a mere repetititin of that
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humiliating acknowledgment, but a spirited

purpose of retaliation.

With regard to the awkward word a''3V«2,

I have only to say that the small difficulty it

presents is not removed by the division of the

word suggested by the Keri. Its meaning is

plain enough, and is adequately repvoduced by

the Lxx.

Psalm CXXIV.

In view of some more recent deliverance,

this Psalm borrows its images from the over-

throw of the Egyptians, and the deliverance of

Israel, at the Red Sea. I have observed, upon

Ps. Ixxvi., that " the resources of Hebrew poetry

seem to have been so far exhausted by the

triumphal songs of that great occasion, that the

language appropriate to that occasion is con-

stantly re-echoed whenever in after times a

similar strain of triumph is required." To the

same effect Dean Perowne says here, "We
know how constantly both Prophets and Psalm-

ists are in the habit of comparing the return

from Babylon to the deliverance from Egypt."

The return from Babylon is usually con-
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jectured to be the subject of this Psalm; but the

language would serve as well for any other

such occasion.

V. 5. n'^^'nn is to be compared, in point of

structure, with q>3VS2 in the 4th verse of the

preceding Psalm.

Psalm CXXV.

V, 3. "Not for a continuance shall the

sceptre of heathen tyranny rest upon the holy

land. God will not suffer that ; so that the

righteous may not at length, through the power

which pressure and use exercise over men, also

participate in the prevailing ungodly doings."

Delitzsch.

Psalm CXXVI.

V. 1. When Jehovah turned the captivity

of Zion, we were like them that are recovered

Jrom sickness (n'^Jabn::),

This is the rendering of the Chaldee. The

same Hebrew word is used to express Heze-

kiah's restoration from sickness in Isaiah xxxviii.

16. The Lxx. there give TTapaKKr^9d<;. Here
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they give irapaKeKk'qixivoiy from which it appears

that here also they understood the same restora-

tion. In Syriac the word denotes, in Aph. to

restore to healthy in Ethpe. to he so restored^

The usual modern rendering, we were like

them that dream, implies a figure far-fetched,

and much less natural and less appropriate than

that which I have here adopted. Jerome, how-

ever, gives quasi somnianles ; and it is to be ad-

mitted that in Hebrew this is by far the most

usual meaning of the word.

The figure of sick men restored to health is

parallel with that of dry land refreshed with

water, in v, 4.

In the poetry of all languages the joy of

restoration to health is described as exquisite.

Who has not had some taste of it ?

V. 4. Turn our captivity^ Jehovah, as

streams in a dry land^

This is the primary meaning* of the root

:3a3 in Hebrew, and tlie usual meaning in

Syriac. The primary meaning is surely intend-

ed in Judges i. 15.

V. 6. ^ntn "ftt?D may be translated the sow-
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' ing of seedy that is, so much as may be required

for one sowing. See the same expression in

Amos ix. 13. How the verb which denotes

drawing became applied to this special meaning,

it may be impossible to discover.

Psalm CXXVII.

V. 2. In vain do ye rise up early, and take

rest late, and eat the bread of anxious toil

:

—
Surely He giveih sleep to His beloved P

The preceding verse tells how vain are

human precautions, without God. This verso

tells how vain, without God, are human toils and

cares ; and, moreover, how unnecessary. Surely

God's beloved ones may find some interval of

cessation from care and turmoil ; some rest in

Him ! Casting all your care upon Him, for

He careth for you,—this seems to convey the

meaning of these two verses.

The remainder of the Psalm seems specially

intended to obviate anxious care with regard to

children.

V. 3. Behold children are a possession

granted by Jehovah : the fruit of the womh is

His gift.
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7^^^^ nbn':^ says Gesenius, " is— (a) the

especial possession of Jehovah, i.e. [srael, for

whom Jehovah cared and watclied, as being

His own,

—

(b) a possession granted by Je-

hovah." For the latter meaning he cites only

this place.

V. 4. As arrows in the hand of the rvarrior

("TOi) so are the children ofyoung persons.

For mna in this connection see note on

cxx. 3.

The expression D'^Tirsn "^Dn is equivalent to

D'^ais rT'irw"), for which see Ps. Ixxviii. 51.

V. 6. The usual translation of this verse is

admissible :

—

They shall not be ashamed when

they speak (i.e. plead their cause) with the

enemies in the gale. But there is much to be

said in favour of that which Gesenius proposed,

viz. Blessed is the man that hath his quiver

full of them (sc. the arrows mentioned in the

preceding? verse). They shall not be discomjitedy

but shall destroy their enemies in the gate.

It is certain that at least in one place (2

Chron. xxii, 10,) the verb nm has this mean-

ing. It was so understood by the Lxx., who

give (XTrwXecre ; and, in the corresponding pas-
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sage in 2 Kings xi. 1, the expression is varied

hy the use of the verb mw. It is equally cer-

tain that we must assume such a meaning of

the verb in order to account ior the noun-sub-

stantive nm, destruction, specially by pestilence.

Now since, as I have observed in my note on

Ps. Ixxvi. 4, it is usual to liken an attack of

pestilence to a discharge of arrows, we may
herein detect a reason for this uncommon use of

the verb nm in this place, viz. in its association

with arrows.

It will be admitted that the similitude loses

its point, according to the usual translation.

To say that a man's sons are like arrows : to go

on further to say that a man is blessed who has

his quiver full of such arrows ; and then to re-

present these arrows as speaking for their father

against his enemies,— seems somewliat absurd.

On the other hand, to liken them to arrows, and

to represent their father as using them as arrows,

viz. by destroying the enemies,—this is to em-

ploy a well-sustained metaphor with a consistent

meaning.

If it be thought that the preceding verb,

itiJn", is more in keeping with the idea of plead-
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ing one's cause than with that of destroying

enemies ; let it be remembered that this verb is

Tery often used to denote discomfiture before

one's enemies. I suppose the meaning here to be

that the sons will not be so discom6ted before

their enemies, but will rather destroy them.

Psalm CXXVIII.

V. 2. basn •'^ i^dd 2?'^:5"', For it is the la-

bour oj thine own hands that thou shalt eat.

For the construction see note on Ps, cxvi. 10.

V, 3. Thy wifey as a fruitful viney in the

inner chambers of thy housCy S^c,

Since, in Psalm xlviii. 3, 1 have rendered

jisis "^nyi"^ the inner recesses oJ the Sanc-

tuary, I can have no hesitation in putting the

same meaning upon the word "•nsi"' in the text.

So also Ewald and others. See the same ex-

pression in Amos vi. 10. The English Version,

by the sides of thy house, is plausible, because

we look for a vine on the outer walls, not in the

inner chambers. It should be considered that

the locality mentioned is not that of the vine but

that of the wife
;
just as in the next clause the

localitv is not that of the olive branches but that
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of the children. As we find the children (who

are like olive branches) round about the table,

so we find the wife (who is like a fruitful vine)

inside the house;—which is comme il faiit,

V. 4. The position of •'^ in this verse is to

be explained by the supposition of a considerable

pause after "nyn,—a pause which seems almost

requisite under the circumstances, and which

certainly serves to display the beautiful picture

of the Psalm, before the lesson of the picture is

taught. Behold '

—

Look upon this picture !—
For thus shall the man be blessed reho feareth the

Lord !

The transition from the optative to the im-

perative is very natural. God is the subject of

the former : 1 hoii art the subject of the latter :

—

May God bless thee .... Do thou enjoy the

blessing.
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Psalm CXXIX.

V. 6. Lei them be as grass on the roofs,

which withers before it is grorvn up.

The use of p]bw in the sense here required

is unexampled. On the other hand, P]bn is pre-

cisely the word that the occasion requires. One

feels strongly tempted to substitute this latter

word :—a change that obviously suggested itself

to my own mind before I was aware that it had

been proposed by others. That this was the

reading of Aquila seems certain, since he gives

avedakevj for the precise correspondence of which

with =]bn see my notes on Ps. xc. 5 and 6.*

He took the verb in its primary meaning
;

but this is unnecessary here ; for although it

properly denotes substitution, sc. of new for old,

that is, renovation, and therefore is very appro-

priate to designate the revival of withered plants,

it is also quite aj)propriately used to denote those

successive changes of a plant which we call

growth. And this must be the meaning of the

word here, if it be admitted in the place of t^w.

* In Ps. XC.5, 6, we find connected mention of T»!Jn>

?|bn, and ti?n"', just as we should find them in the text

according to the proposed emendation.
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Those wbo are contented with the p\bw of

the text are yet constrained to translate it as if

it were F)bn. They fancy some resemblance

between the drawing of a sword from its sheath,

or of a foot from a shoe, which is the proper

meaning of r]bWj and the development of buds

or blossoms. Accordingly, in some copies of

the Septuagint Version, i^avOrjcrai takes the

place of iKairaadrjvaL.

V. 7. Wherewith the reaper filleth not his

handy nor he that pilelh up (the sheaves) his

bosom, or lap.

The meaning of the verb ni2'3 requires to be

carefully distinguished. It does not, in Plebrew

or in any of the cognate languages, mean to

bind, as has been usually assumed. The as-

sumption was probably made in order to account

for the nouns substantive n^tzv and 1x25^. It was

supposed that these words denoted bundles from

the idea of binding. But in truth they denote,

heaps from the idea of accumulating. This

might have been surmised from the fact that

the word Omer is used as a measure of capacity,

of things that could not be bound or bundled up.

From the idea of heaping up comes that of
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the Hithpael, viz. to heap up oneself^ to exalt

oneself, to he boastful, to lord oneself,—concern-

ing wliich see my note on Ps. xciv. 4.

Closely cognate with '^jya is -i!S2, which has

the two apparently opposite meanings of (1) to

complete, to finish, and (2) to leave off, to fail.

I quote here the meanings given by Gesenius.

The paradox is explained by the consideration

that men desist from that which is finished :

—

that the leaving off or ceasing, which this verb

denotes, is consequent upon completion* :—that

at least this is the proper meaning of the word,

the primary idea of which is probably the same

as that of -ia27, viz. to pile up, heap up. We
find the same transition from heaping up to com-

pleting in the same uses of the Latin culmen,

and of its derivatives cumulus, cumulo.

* Under Ps. xlix, 9, I have remarked that cessation

upon, completion is the proper idea of bin ^^^'^'
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Psalm CXXX.
V. 4. N-nn ]VK)b nn-'bon ^i2V •'3.

For with Thee is forgiveness, to the intent

that Thou mayest he feared, viz. by the heathen.

The LXX. render the last two words of the

Hebrew, eveKev tov ovo/Aaro? crov. Since in

Isaiah xUi. 4, they give ovo/xa for ^'^\^n, and in

Jer. xxiii. 27, vo/jto? for d it;,—concerning which

see note on Ps. lix. 12,—it is quite possible

that they here took smn as meant for T^^-)^n,

that they represented this reading by the proper

word vofjios, and that the ovofxa is only a cor-

ruption of their Greek text. This seems the

more probable since Symmachus gives eVe/cev

TOV voiiov.

There is another explanation which, though

not so ready to hand, is yet, I think, preferable.

It is possible that the lxx., with the same read-

ing and pointing as in the received text, para-

phrased the last two words, so as to give the

same meaning in the more familiar expression

"-[nw p^ab. Under Ps. xxv. 11, I have pointed

out what seems a conventional association of

this expression with tlie verb nbo. We con-

sider, further, that by the Name of Jehovah is
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intended very frequently. His fame or reputa-

tion amongst the heathen ; that this fame is

often mentioned as bringing with it fear ; and

that this fear was dependent upon, and com-

mensurate with, the continuance of God's favour

to His people by the continual forgiveness of

their sins. The reader will easily call to mind

passages in confirmation of these statements. I

quote the first that occurs to my own mind, from

Ps. cii. 16, &c.

—

The heathen shall fear the

Name o/Jehovahy and all the kings of the earth

Thy glory. When Jehovah shall build up Zion

When He turnelh to the prayer of the

destitute, S^c.

If then the Septuagint rendering is not an

intentional paraphrase, it is due to a most extra-

ordinary accident that it represents perfectly,

and in the most appropriate terms, the meaning

of the Hebrew as we find it.

I must add that we are by no means bound

to follow the editors in their separation of the

words eveKev tov 6v6iJLaT6<; crov from this 4th

verse and joining them to the next. This is

clearly a mistake.

It is usually supposed that these words.
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There is forgiveness with Thee that Thou

mayest he feared, mean that God pardons men
in order that they (the pardoned ones) may fear

Him the more. This may be a true statement

;

but I do not think it is the statement here in-

tended.

Psalm CXXXI.

y. 1. Lordy my heart is not haughty, nor

are mine eyes lifted up ; and I do not exercise

myself with things that are too great and too hard

for me.

V, 2. But 1 have brought my soul into the

likeness and similitude of a zveaned child, the

suckling of its mother. Like a weaned suckling

is my soul.

V, 3. Wait, Israel, for the Lord, hence-

forth and for ever.

Upon V. 2, it is to be observed that the

verb '^mnM is taken as equivalent to \i>'a'i,

(Piel). Since nm certainly has sometimes the

same meaning as cm, it is no great matter to

assume that the latter has sometimes the same

meaning as the former. This assumption is not

gratuitous. The two verbs, nitt' and nm, both
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meaning to be like, are so often found together

that we are almost compelled to recognize the

same two verbs, in the same conjunction, in the

text. For examples of this conjunction see

Isaiah xl. 25 ; xlvi. 5; and Lam. ii. 13.

In the same verse, '^bv in both clauses is

the noun substantive bll?, a sucking child. In

the former clause it has the appended "^ as the

poetic form of the construct state. In the

second clause, the same "^ is appended without

anj such reason, as it is often elsewhere found.

See note on cxiii. 5.

Against the usual interpretations, as for

example that of Ewald,—/ have soothed and

quieted my soulj like a child weaned Jrom his

mother^—or that of Dean Perotvne,—/ have

stilled and hushed my soul, as a child that is

weaned of his mother,— it may be observed that

the preposition bv cannot mean of or from.

Moreover, that it is contrary to ordinary expe-

rience to represent a newly-weaned child as

hushing its soul.

The Psalmist likens himself, and Israel in

general, to a child weaned from its mother's

breast, solely in respect of that craving that each
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feels. In the precediDg Psalm those who wait

with longing impatience for the redemption of

Israel are likened to those who watch for the

morning. Wait, Israel, for Jehovah, is the ex-

hortation that immediately follows this compari-

son. In this Psalm the same waiting and want-

ing ones are likened to a newly-weaned child

;

and here again the comparison is followed by the

same note of encom*agement :

—

Wait, Israel,

for Jehovah.

Taking the Psalm as a whole, it expresses

the merging ol all ambition and of all aspiration

in the waiting and longing for God.

Psalm CXXXII.

It is generally admitted that this Psalm was

composed by some one of David's descendants.

In my opinion we are almost compelled to assign

it to Solomon. Not to insist unduly upon the

fact that verses 8, 9, JO, are Solomon's own

words, used appropriately by him upon the occa-

sion of the dedication of the temple, and appro-

priate to no other occasion,—I consider that no

subsequent prince of David's house, nor even^

Solomon himself on any subsequent occasion.
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could have dwelt so exclusively upon the pleas-

ing aspect of Israel's relations towards God,

Here we find a pleading of God's promise that

if David's children should keep His covenant,

&c. they should sit upon David's throne.

There is no mention of any other conduct result-

ing in God's displeasure : no deprecation of that

displeasure : no mingled tones of trust in God

and distrust of themselves, such as we find in

all the later Psalms that have an historical

basis.* To the truth of this remark, v. 10 sup-

plies no exception. Turn not away the face of

Thine anointed, is not directly a deprecation of

God's anger. It is a citation and pleading of

His express promise.

A peculiarity of this Psalm that requires to

be observed, in order to the development of its

meaning, is the strongly marked expression of

reciprocity between the house of David and God,

If David proposes one thing, God proposes an-

For a contrast, see Ps. Ixxxix. " It ia hai'dly pro-

bable," says Dr. Perowne, against the supposition of a later

dale for this Psalm, " that there should be no lamentation

over the fallen fortunes of David's house, as in Pe.

Ixxxix."
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other in the same words. If God's action in

respect of David is expressed by a certain word,

that word is used to express David's action in

respect of God. The same expressions are used

to denote the action of both parties. The funda-

mental occasion of this peculiarity is to be found

in the history, as it is given in 2 Sam. vii., or

1 Chron. xvii, Tliere we find David, on the

one hand, purposing to build a house for God :

God, on the other hand, purposing to build a

house for David. Now although it is evident

that these two purposes are different in kind,

—

that is, totally different,—they are expressed in

the same words. By almost a play upon the

words, God's purpose is represented as reciprocal

to David's purpose. In the Psalm the expres-

sions are somewhat forced, in order to keep up

this exaggerated and fanciful idea of reciprocity.

Not to mention that David's oath to God, in v. 2,

finds its counterpart in God's oath to David, in

V. 1 1,—it is particularly to be observed that

David's purpose, in v. 1, is reciprocated by God's

purpose in V. 6 ; but that this is so expressed as

to obscure the distinction of the parties engaged.

It is not easy to see, at first sight, whether it

was the purpose of God towards David, or that
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of David towards God, that was heard at Ephra-

tah, in the plains of Jaar. Again, the expres-

sion niDSiJD of V. 6, would seem strange,

did we not see that it is suggested on David's

part as the reciprocal of God's saying as record-

ed in Ps. Ixxxix. 21,—/ have found (\ns2a)

David my servant : with my holy oil have I

anointed him :—the two sayings,—the one on

David's part, and the other on God's part,

—

having a distinctly expressed reference to some

transaction at Bethlehem. Since, according to

the one saying, this transaction was the anoint-

ing of David by Samuel, we can hardly doubt

that the reference of the other saying is to the

same event.

V. 1. Rememberf O Lord, for David's

sake, all his solemn purpose (im22? b^),

V, 2. Ho7v he sware, ^c.

For the construction of the first verse, com-

pare the prayer of Nehemiah (v. 19),

For the meaning which I have given to

ir.i3^, it is necessary to observe a power of

the verb n327, and of its derivatives, which lias

not been duly recognized. The verb, which
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denotes in general to pronounce, declare^ has the

special meaning of declaring a purpose in Gen.

xli. 16, and Deut. xx. 11.

Of the derivatives, the same word as in the

text occurs in Ps, xviii. 36,

—

Thy purpose hath

made me great. The usual interpretation of this

verse puts a meaning upon the word which it

never elsewhere bears, and which is glaringly

inconsistent with tl^e context. The submissive

meekness of man towards God is intelligible.

The assertion of such submissive meekness of

God towards man savours of profanity.*

The same word, with probably the same

meaning, is found in Ps. xxii. 25. He hath not

despised the purpose of the poor man.

Akin and equivalent is the word n257a, as

it occurs in Prov. xvi. 1 and 4. In the latter

verse tliere can be no doubt as to its meaning,

viz.— I'he Lord hath made all thingsfor His own

purpose (in22?ttb).

Add to this, that the meaning of purpose,

* On the other hand, the assertion that David's

greatness was the result of God's express purpose with

regard to him, is one that is consistent with the context

and worthy of iho occasion.
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intentj is assigned by Gesenius to the noun sub-

stantive pa which supplies the very common

expression pxsb, to the intent, in order that.

It is to be observed, further, that the mai^

of the text is equivalent to the '^317 of 1 Chron.

xxii. 14, which appears thus in the English

Version :— Behold in my trouble (•^''32?n; lxx.

Kara tyjv TTTcoxeiav (xov) I have prepared for the

house of the Lord. I feel warranted in assum-

ing that these two words are equivalent, as well

as akin, sinoe in both places they denote some

state or condition on David's part immediately

antecedent to his preparations for the building

of tlie Temple. If, then, the word means trou-

ble, or poverty, in the one place, it must have

the same meaning in the other place Now it

is certain that David was neither in trouble nor

in poverty when he made such preparation. He

had attained the very summit of wealth and

prosperity. We must therefore exclude the

meaning of trouble from both places. And then

the Psalm indicates a meaning which we can

hardly avoid. It does not mention any difficulty

which David had iu his preparation, but dis-

tinctly and luUy calls to God's remembrance the
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oath that he sware and the vow that he made.

It is therefore in the highest degree probable, if

not certain, that the words in both places denote

purpose or intent. The renderiug of 1 Chron.

xxii. 14, will thus be. Behold in my purpose I

have preparedy -Vc*

v» 6. Beholdy we heard it Tsc. God's pur-

pose towards David) at Ephratah (Bethlehem)

we discerned it in the fields of Jaar (Bethle-

hem).

The obTious reference of Ephratali is to

Bethlehem ; and this is very generally admitted

upon grounds quite independent of those which

I have occupied in my preliminary observations.

As a result of those observations it would appear

that Bethlehem is precisely the place of which

we should expect mention to be made in a Psalm

which describes the communication of God's

purposes to David; since it was at Bethlehem

* The Lxx. indirfictly sanction this rendering. For

they certainly read "<"'32?D instead of i"»3r^. But this

reading makes nonsense if we take "»32? to mean trouble.

David could not make preparation according to, or in

respect of, his trouble* But that he should make prepara-

tion according to his purpose is precisely that which the

occasion requires, and which, as I think, the words mean.
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that God called liiin from tendiog sheep and

anointed him to he king over Israel.

If this he established, it follows with almost

equal certainty that Bethlehem is also intended

hj the expression ni?"^ Mb :—that this latter

expression is a poetical varying of the denota-

tion. Examples without number might be

adduced of this usage, viz. the denoting of one

and the same object by one expression in the

former clause, and by a varied expression in the

latter clause, of the same sentence. To go no

farther than this Psalm :—we find, in vv, 2 and

5, Jehovah in the former clause, and the Mighty

One of Jacob in the latter. These are identical.

la V. 4, we find sleep to one's eyes in the former

:

slumber to one's eyelids in the latter. These

are identical. In v. 5, we find a place for God

in the former : habiialions for God in the latter.

These too are identical. The Hebrew scholar

does not need to be told that these are only ex-

amples of a widely prevalent rule of Hebrew

poetry ; and he will not think that it is upon the

warrant of these only that I assert the identity

of -12?'' nb with nrn2« in this 6th verse.*

* It may perhaps be impossible to account for this
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Of the somewhat unexpected use of the

verb si*::3 I have given an account in my pre-

liminary observations. Tliis use, however, is

not so strange as it may appear at first sight.

The verb, in its ordinary use, denotes Jindingy

not only as the result of active search, but as a

passive experience.

The meaning of this 6th verse seems to be

that the house of David,—not David personally

and individually ; for the verbs are both plural,

—

heard and discovered God's purposes for the

first time at Bethlehem. This we know to be

historically true.

The fern, suffix of both verbs is in agree-

ment with the fem. noun m32? purpose^ in v. 1,

V. 8. In this and the following verses we

designation of Bethlehem as "127'' "^IW. Amongst some

other conjectures, it may be observed that the word ir^

denotes hoiiey. Perhaps the neighbourhood may have

been remarkable for its honey. Modern travellers state

that almost every house in Bethlehem is provided with an

apiary on the roof. In a land that is described as flowing

with milk and honey, it should not surprise us to find some

place that derives its name from the latter product. Any

such conjecture, however, I refrain from putting in the

text, lest it should tend only to weaken uny argument.
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seem to have Solomon's own words, as they are

recorded in 2 Chron. vi. 41, 42. It is not neces-

sary to suppose that the writer of the history

copied the words of this Psalm. The Psalm

does not seem intended for public use,—though

it may have been so used. If Solomon com-

posed the Psalm at the same time that he utter-

ed the dedication prayer, nothing is more likely

than that he would use the same expressions in

both.

One thing seems to me certain, that there

was no occasion subsequent to the dedication of

the Temple upon which these words could be

appropriately used,—no occasion to which they

would apply with any meaning whatever. They

are not words that could be used—as many

other popular expressions - at random, and upon

almost any occasion. Their meaning is ex-

hausted by the one special occasion to which

they refer, and cannot be utilized for any more

general purpose.
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Psalm CXXXIIT.

1. Behold what a good and pleasant thing it

is for brethren to dwell all-together ;— (so. not

actually upon Zion, but with Zion as their

common rallying-point : their centre of national

life, as it is expressed at the end of the Psalm).

2. ^5 the good oil upon the head^ descend-

ing to the heard,—[ mean Aaron^s heard,—
which descended even to the collar of his robes,

3. So is the dew of Hermon, that descendeth

upon the hills oj Zion,

For there (sc. in Zion) Jehovah ordained

the blessing : life for evermore.

The subject of this Psahn is not the blessed-

ness of unity. It is rather God's clioice of Zion.

Does it seem strange that this comparatively

low hill should be chosen ? Let it be consider-

ed that with God there is no respect of high and

low. The lower things are, equally with the

higher, partakers of the gifts of God's grace.

The consecrating oil affected not Aaron's head

alone, but it descended to his beard
; yea, even

lower down, to his garments. So the same dew

tliat falls upon the sublime peaks of Hermon
falls equally upon the lowly hill of Zion.
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This aspect of the Psalm,—a very obvious

one,—relieves us of many difficulties, I never

could understand in what respect the oil upon

Aaron's head, descending to his beard, &c , or

the dew of Hermon descending upon Zion,

could be emblematic of unity. Neither could I,

or any-one else, understand how the dew of

Hermon could descend upon Zion.

V. 1. The nn'^ here is equivalent to -rnw,

and the expression in"^ 22 corresponds to n'-air m,

for which see Gen. xxvii. 45; Prov, xvii. 15;

XX. 10, 12; and 1 Sam. iv. 17. This latter

expression denotes a unified two,— tons deuXy as

the French say. The C2 of the text serves to

intensify the unity which is already denoted by

Tn>, so thai the expression means all-one^ or

all-together,

Delitzsch and Perowne take C3 here to

mean also,—i.e. as superinducing unity upon

the natural ties of kindred. The former says :

—" Good and delightful it is when brethren,

united by blood and heart, also (corresponding

to this their brotherly nature) dwell together."

But it is most certain that the Hebrew will not

bear this meaning; and since the usage of the
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text is so perfectly explained by the usage of

the places cited above, it is unnecessary to seek

for a more recondite meaning than that which is

usually given, and which I have adopted.

V. 2. It would serve the purpose of the

illustration somewhat better if we were to take

the expression vrmr^ '•q to denote the lower,

rather than the upper, parts of the vestments.

Otherwise, the mouth of a garment surely means

the upper rather than the lower opening.

V. 3. The D of this verse, corresponding to

the 3 of V. 2, stands for p, as in Ps, cxxvii. 4.

Psalm CXXXIV.

1. Behold, bless ye Jehovah, all ye servants

of Jehovah : ye that stand in the house of Je-

hovah by night,

2. Lift ye your hands in holiness, and bless

Jehovah,.

3. May Jehovah bless thee out oj Zion,

even He that made heaven and earth.

The opinion that we have here a greeting

of the priest-hood by the laity, and a responsive

blessing by the priest-hood, seems to require no
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demoustration. Ewald, however, puts the whole

Psalm ill the mouth of a layman.

V. 2. I take wip as used adverbially :

—

in holiness^ Comp. St. Paul's words in 1 Tim.

ii. 8,

—

inaCpovTa^ 6(tlov<s x^V^^-?* The priests

cannot be exhorted to lift up their hands towards

the sanctuary, according to the meaning of these

words in Ps. xxviii. 2, where the expression is

used bj one outside, and perhaps far awaj from,

the sanctuary. Here the priests are within the

sacred walls.

Psalm CXXXV.

This is a medley. It is not easy to discover

in it either homogeneous structure or continuous

thought.

V, 2. Ye that stand in the house ofJehovah^

(Sfc. Comp. Ps. cxxii. 2. To stand in the

Lord's house, or within its gates, is an expres-

sion of covenant status. Correspondingly, the

Hallelujah of this Psalm is a covenant privilege.

See Prolegona. § 23. This verse, then, is not

necessarily addressed to the priests alone

;

although it seems framed upon the first verse of
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the preceding Psalm, which is so exclusively

addressed.

V. 5. For I know. This looks like an

expression of personal experience, branching off

from the general experience of Israel mentioned

in the preceding verse. But the thought is pur-

sued no further. The writer reverts immediately

to the more general theme.

vv. 6, 7. These verses are taken from Jer.

x, 11, 12, 13, vs^here thej certainly represent

certain stages of the Creation of the World.

We can therefore hardly avoid taking the ex-

pression of the text, v"i«n ri'^p'Q C'^sii^a nbra, as

equivalent to y-n^n p nbv^ iwt in Gen. ii. 6 :

—both referring to the mists that served instead

of rain, before that God had caused it to rain

upon the earth.* But the Psalmist goes on to

mention the gift of actual rain ; and he connects

this new phenomenon with lightning. ISee

* If it be objected that S'^ii?^ denotes a cloud rather

than a mist, and that it cannot, therefore, be identified

with the IS of Gen, ii. 6; let it be considered that there

is no sharp distinction between the two things ; and that,

for the words, this very word "tm re-appears a9ND337 in ihe

Targum of Onkelos.
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1 Sam. xii. 17, and Zech. x. i.* In both these

places raiu at liarvest-time is spoken of,— that is,

extraordiuaiy or unexpected rain :—in both

* Zech. X. i. Ask ye oj the Lord rain in the time of

harvest (tt^lpb^s), a^id the Lord will make lightnings,

and give them showers of rain,'

This is mentioned as an illustration, or test, of God's

power and good-will. I render tPipbD by harvest, be-

cause this is undoubtedlj its proper meaning, although bjr

custom it came to denote the rain that usually fell just

before harvest-time. But it is certain that the rain here

spoken of was not the usual rain. A test put to God

always takes the form of a request for something strange,

unexpected, irapaholov . To say that if His people ask for

rain He will send it to them in the time of rain, is suffi-

ciently absurd. On the other hand, nothing was regarded

aa more strange than rain at harvest-time. In Prov.

xxvi. 1, it is said to be as extraordinary as snow in summer.

Accordingly Samuel puts this as a test whereby his in-

tegrity should be divinely and supernaturally vindicated:

—this calling for rain at the time of wheat- harvest. The

extraordinary request was granted, but by means of thun-

der and lightning. It is very likely that Zechariah had

this history in view when he proposed the same test to the

1 sraelites of his day :—Ask ye anything whatsoever of the

Lord, as a test of His superiority to vain idols. Ask snow

in summer. Ask rain at harvest time. For the rain He

will make lightnings. Nothing is too hard for the Lord.
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places it is brought about by lightning. And I

suppose that it is because the first rain that God
caused to fall on the earth was regarded as ex-

traordinary, that it is attributed by the Psalmist

to the immediate agency of lightning. Accord-

ingly I render

V. 7. Causing mists to arise from the sur-

Jace of the earth : making lightnings for the

rain : bringing forth wind Jrom His stores.

It is not unlikely that some reference to this

notion is to be found in Ps. civ. 4,

—

He maketh

the ivinds His messengers, and the Jlaming Jire

His ministers :—that is to say, in both this

Psalm and that, lightning and wind are mention-

ed as the agents of God's extraordinary mani-

festations of His power and purpose.

The thought is continued from the history

of the Creation to the history of the deliverance

from Egypt (v. 9) ; He sent signs and tokens

into the midst of thee, O Egypt,

V. 11. pn'^Db &c. The construction of

this verse is very remarkable. The verse itself

is taken from verses 19 and 20 of the next

Psalm. There, by a strange oversight, the b

with which many other verses begin, and which
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IS dependent upon the verb "nin at the begin-

ning of the Psalm, is prefixed to clauses which

have no such dependence. The compiler of this

Psalm transferred the blunder to his own com-

pilation, and this without any excuse whatever.

The "mn, which accounts for the inadvertent

prefixing of b to verses 19 and 20 of the follow-

ing Psalm, is here altogether wanting,

V. 13. See Ex. iii. 15,

T. 14. See Deut. xxxii, 36.

V. 15-20, SeePs. cxv. 4-11,

V. 21. The Lord, who dwellelh at Jerusa-

lerrtj be blessed out oj Zion. The construction is

the same as that of the last verse of the preced-

ins: Psalm. The difi"erence between the two is

that, in the one God gives, in the other God

receives, blessing out of Zion.
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Psalm CXXXVI.

As usual in a retrospection of God's deal-

ings with His people, this Psalm goes back to

the Creation of the World. It commences with

expressions which are intended to exhaust all

possibiUties of power and authority in order to

confer them upon Jehovah.

In the refrain, iiDn nbi37b ^^d, the peculiar

meaning of ion must be borne in mind. Pro-

perly denoting covenant goodness, '*it is so

intimately connected with covenant faithfulness

(n!:s) that it partakes somewhat of the mean-

ing of the latter." Proleg. § 20.

V. 7. Dmw luceSy for m-isx3 lumina, is,

says Delitzsch, without precedent. Many such

nice distinctions become obliterated in the cor-

ruption of all languages.

V. 15. nr3. The same word that is used

in the original account, Exod, xiv. 27.

vv. 19, 20. See note on V. 11 of the pre-

ceding Psalm.
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Psalm CXXXVII.

This beautiful composition presents very

few points of difficulty. It was probably written

after the return from Babylon, This is indicated

not only by the past tenses, but in a more de-

monstrative manner by the nw of verses 1 and 3.

V. 2. n'ni?, a willow. The root is proba-

bly akin to nn«, to interleave, and the tree so

called from the uses to which it is applied, \iz.

the making of baskets, booths, &c. It is men-

tioned as one of the trees to be used for the con-

struction of the booths at the Feast of Booths

;

Lev. xxiii. 40.

V. 3. The "^a introduces the reason why

they hung up their harps. It was because their

heathen masters asked them to sing and play

upon their harps when they were in no mood for

such merriment.

For there they that had led us away into

captivity asked us to sing our own songs (Heb.

our particular songs, i.e. the songs of Zion) ;

and they that had made us howl asked for merri-

ment.

For this meaning of n^XD ^nm see note on

Ps. cv. 27.
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For the meaning I have assigned to la^bbin,

—standing as it does in connection with T'B?,—-

compare Amos viii. 3, bD"'n n^^n>w ib'^b'^m,

—

** and they shall howl the songs of the temple,^'*

i.e. the songs shall be turned into howling.

The antitheses here intended appear witli more

distinctness subsequently. Why should the

songs of Zion be sung in the land of the alien,

in the land of our captivity ? Why should we

aflford merriment to those who have made us

howl with sorrow and indignation ?

It does not devolve upon me, in conse-

quence of my interpretation, to account for the

causative power of the form iD'^bbin, since this

power has been assumed for the form (by Gese-

nius and others) with a view to a diflferent inter-

pretation.* Tt ought, however, to be observed

that a verbal substantive in such a form denotes

the abstract rather than the concrete :—the cause

of wailing rather than the causer.

It has been thought that the Lxx. regarded

the initial n of this word as the Aramaic equiva-

*Delitzsch, inclining to the opinion that the word is

causative of bb'', adduces 2li5"in and T>Dbn as examples.

But neither of these words has causative power.
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lent of 1:7; and that their rendering, arrayayovres,

shows that they took the word as if it were

'»3'*bbi27. And this, according to poetical

custom, would be a very suitable synonym to

correspond with the preceding 'i2*'m2^. There

is, however, no known Aramaic bbn answering

to the Hebrew bbtz? ; and this Hebrew word is

no-where else represented by this Greek word.

V. 5. If I forget thee^ Jerusaletriy let

my right hand forget (sc, its musical skill).

This seems the most appropriate way of

filling up the poetical ellipsis.

V. 7. The ill-will of Edom, manifested in

the day of Israel's distress, is mentioned in

Obadiah, 10-14.

id. "nr appears as ibi in the Syriac ; so

that this place is identified with Micah i. 6.

id. nn "riD"^n 127 . It is certain that the

meaning is, unto the foundation ; but the con-

struction has not yet been satisfactorily explained.

The Lxx. probably had a difi'erent reading. In

view of the difficulty of the construction, I am

inclined to think that tlie last word nn has been

carelessly inserted by a copyist who had the next
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word ra in his eye, and was perhaps even fur-

ther confused by the following bnn.

V. 8. daughter of Babylon, thou wasted

one. The word mild may be so regarded as

prophetical. Yet it is allowable, also, to render

it Thou that art to be wasted. See remarks on

the passive participle in Prolegomena, § 20.

(Vol. I. p. 66).

The daughter of Babylon denotes only the

Babylonians. This usage is very common.

Psalm CXXXVIII.

For a conjecture as to the author, see note

on V. 7.

V. 1. 7 will praise Thee with all my heart,

before the mighty will I play upon the harp to

Thee.

In view of v. 4, there seems little room to

doubt that this is the meaning intended. Here

the Psalmist praises God in the presence of the

mighty. There the mighty themselves (the

kings of the earth) praise God.

V, 2. 1 will worship towards Thy holy

temple.
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This attitude of worship is assumed witLt

the view of directing the mighty towards the

object of worship.

id. For Thou hast magnified Thy Word

above all Thy reputation.

See note upon Ps. xlviii. 11,

V, 3. When I called^ then Thou ansrveredst

me ; and at my desire Thou didst mightily en-

courage me^

The expression •'^^SDn in the second

clause corresponds to Tiwnp avn in the former.

In this second clause I take the verb as it stands

in the received text ; although many considera-

tions would lead us to prefer nn"i to nnn.

Taking the word as it stands, and with the

meaning usually assigned to it, I regard tv as

used adverbially.

V. 4. Here again I refer the reader to my
note on Ps. xlviii. 11.

V. 5. Yea, ihey shall sing in the ways of

Jehovah that great is the glory oj Jehovah.

It is now customary to give,

—

They shall

sing of the ways of Jehovah, 'J'here is, however,

no warrant whatever for this construction of -)"«d
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Vfiih n. Whereas, on the other hand, ^^-nn

invariably means, in the way. What, then, is

the meaning of this assertion, or prophecy, that

the kings of the earth shall sing in the ways of

Jehovah that great is the glory of Jehovah ?

The answer may perhaps he found in the con-

sideration that none can in any degree recognize

or acknowledge the glory of God, until in some

degree, they have been induced to walk in His

ways.

V. 6. This verse confirms the view that I

have taken of the preceding verse. God's

praise is worthily uttered from the mouth of

babes and sucklings. How can the kings of the

earth worthily utter His praise ? Only in His

ways : in child-like modesty and humility :

—

For though Jehovah be high, yet it is the lowly

thai He regards : the lofty he knows from afar,

V. 7. Am T worthy to sing His praise ?

If a qualification is lowliness, then I may plead

lowliness. Though I walk in the midst of trou'

hieJ Thou keenest me alive.

It might almost be conjectured that the

Psalmist was one who could rank with the kings

of the earth : as one, moreover, who had learned
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the lesson of humility from misfortune. He
would hardly have turned the thought from the

kings of the earth, who can find God's way only

from adversity, to himself as pleading adversity,

if he had not been a co-ordinate in royalty as

well as in adversity.

V. 8. Jehovah perfecteth for me, Jeho-

vahy Thy goodness is for ever : The work of

Thy hands, leat:e it not unfinished.

The antithesis between njs:, to complete,

and nsn to leave off, desist from, a work, ought

to be observed, and in a translation well marked.

For the iormer, see notes on Ps. xlix. 9, and

cxxix. 7. For the latter, see Nehem. vi. 3;

Prov. iv. 13
J
andPs. xlvi. 11. The Psalmist's

meaning seems to be that God, who had begun

a good work in him, or by him, was expected to

perfect and accomplish the same.
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Psalm CXXXIX.

Here the leading and pervading thought is,

that God, who knows our bodily frame, (Comp.

ciii. 14), knows also the thoughts and intents of

the hearts. As in v. 1, He is said to search and

know the former, so, in v. 23, He is requested to

search and know the latter.

There is also what may be called a tentative

thought, to this effect, viz, that God who knew

all about us before our active and independent

and conscious life began, will still know us when

all this seems to be past.

v. 2. 371 denotes not thought in general

;

but, subjectively, desire, as in this verse ; and,

oh]ectiye\j, favourable regard, as in V, 17, It

is thus equivalent, in both senses, to ]i!J-i, to

which it is also akin :

—

tt31 being the Aramaic

form of nm.

V. 3. Thou art familiar with my path and

my couch, and Thou art acquainted with all my
ways.

The verb nnt, of the former clause, is to

be explained by regarding it as parallel to the

verb, nn23Dn, of the latter. As this latter

denotes acquaintance derived from living toge-
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ther,—pD being equivalent and akin to ptr

—

so I suppose niT to be equivalent and akin to

n-rT and mij with the meanings of (1) to turn

aside to lodge, (2) thus to be a stranger, (3)

then to be a guest. As a guest, living in the

same bouse, and having a common livelihood,

with bis host, is thus familiar ; so is God repre-

sented as intimately acquainted with a man's

habit of life. The Greek ^eVo? and ^ei^ow cor-

respond with the Hebrew throughout all this

usage.

V. 5. Thou hasi shut me in behind and

before, and hast laid Thy hand upon me,

Man is surrounded by God in space ; and

this space is here described in detail, as of three

dimensions : behind, before, above.

But for >3m!J the lxx. read ^2miJ>.

V. 6. This knowledge is too wonderful Jor
me.

For this meaning we must read n'^iry,

which expression Gesenius says is used ko.t

l^oyj\v of the hnorvledge of God, Compare

D'^nbs n^T in Hos. iv. 1 ; vi. 6, with n'S^n in

Hos. iv. 6. I incline to the supposition that

this is the right reading of tlie text :—the initial
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n being confounded with the final rr of the pre-

ceding word, and then omitted, de more^ The

LXX. read ^n^Ji,—
17

yfalerts aov.

V. 8. pD«. It has been disputed whether

to assume pD3 or pbo as the root of this word.

Since neither of these appears in existing He-

brew, we are restricted to Aramaic usage,—(the

Arabic being here unrepresented). In this

usage we find some forms of practically one and

the same verb belonging to the former, and some

to the latter, root. Castell assumes one root

only, viz. pbo ; and supposes the b to fall out

in some inflections; just as, in verbs with an

initial 3, this consonant falls away in obedience

to certain euphonic laws. But it ought to be

considered that to this case such laws ofeuphony

are not applicable. Nothing is gained, in this

respect, by the omission or absorption of the b

of pbo. Or, even if there had been any such

gain, it would have been available as well for

the one as for the other class of Aramaic forms.

Moreover, the proposed omission of b from pbo

is unexampled. Delitzsch can hardly be in

earnest when he adduces, as an example, the

abbreviation of 22D'' to 3D\
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By the modern school-boy, who sees that

the first Latin Terb he has to learn,

—

esse, sum,

Jui,—is formed from two or three distinct roots,

the solution of the difficulty is found in the

assumption of two distinct roots in this case. So

J. D. Michaelis, criticizing Castell, says

—

Quod de Lamed excidente habet noster, plane contra

llnguarum Orientalium morem est Duo potius sunt ascen-

dendi verba, pbo et pDD- Ex his pbo Syris, Chaldaeis, Sa-

maritanis usitatum, ignotum Hebrseis Arabibusque, in solo

praeterito ac participio Peal, ac conjugatione Ethpaal,

ponitur ; at in futuro, iraperat, et infin. Kal, totaque

conjugatione Apbel, pD^ usitatum, quod et Hebraice

legis Ps. cxxxix. 8.

V. 11. 1/ I should sm/, Surely darlcness

will stamp me out ; tlien is night light about me.

For '»3Diti''' it has heen proposed to read '»3212?'«

See Job xi. 17. n^nn ipnD n^vn,—darkness

shall be as the morning ; or, as Renan gives it,

Les tenebres du ])resetit deviendront un matin.

But, although this conjecture is ingenious and

plausible, it is counterbalanced by the authority

of the Lxx., who render the Hebrew word here

by the same word (KaraTrarecu) wherewith they

reproduce the p^Wtt? of Ps. Ivi. 2 and 3, and Ps,

Ivii, 4. Since then the existing text contains a
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difficult reading, which was also the reading of

the Lxx., it is the safest plan to accept it, and

make the hest we can of it.

I accept not only the reading but also the

rendering of the lxx. //' / say. Surely dark'

ness shall tread me down^ 6fc. For I consider

that the word darkness is often elsewhere used to

denote death, the grave, the under-world. To

such a meaning the idea of treading-down is

appropriate. See the connection of W3T with

n^'SttJna in Ps. cxliii. 3.

For this meaning of the verb ^^Wy which

with the lxx. I identify with the r\\xD of the text,

see my note on Ps. Ivi. 2.

The suggestion of this 11th verse is, that

perhaps darkness—the darkness of tlie grave

—

may hide the human soul from its divine origin.

It must be carefully observed that the following

verses, up to v. 17, are occupied with a reduclio

ad absurdum of this suggestion. As in Ps,

xciv. 9, the question is asked,

—

He that formed

the eye, shall He not see ? Sfc, so here it is con-

sidered sufficient to assume that the darkness

that follows death can no more hide us than the

darkness that preceded birth ;

—

ivhen we were
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formed secretly, andJashioned in the lower parts

of the earth (v. 15) ; that is, in obscurity and

mystery, God saw us, knew us, then. He
will see us, and know us, in the darkness and

mystery of death.

To this consideration verses 13-16 are sub-

ordinate.

V. 13, For it is Thou who hast begotten

my soul :
—

So I translate \m"^bD ; since it is acknow-

ledsred that this word denotes the seat of the

affections ^c^

Thou who hast overshadowed me in my

mother's womb.

So I translate "^iSDn ; since this word is in

other places represented by iTnaKid^o) in the

Septuagint Version ; though not here. The

peculiar meaning of this Greek word will appear

from Luke i. 35,—Swa/xt? vxjjlcttov eTTidKidcrei

(TOL. The meaning in both places is that pro-

creation is God's creation. In the Psalm this is

only the expression of the general truth, Tov yap

Koi yevos icrjxev ;—but in the Gospel the inten-

tion of something extraordinary is unmistake-

able.
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V. 14, 1 praise Thee for that 1 was wonder-

fully separated (or consecrated)—sc. from my
mother's womb. See Ps. xxii. 10, and Ixxi. 6,

—Marvellous are Thy worTcSy and especially this

soul of mine that knoweth (them).

The construction does not allow the usual

rendering of \-i'^bs3 ms~n3, viz. / am fear-

fully and wonderfidly made. The former word

is used adverbially (as in Ps. xlv. 5, and Ixv.

0); and, with regard to the latter, we must

consider that nbs, or sbD, denotes first separa-

tion, then separation for a purpose,— that is,

consecration. To the Greek of St. Paul (Gal.

i. 15), 6 6eo<; 6 a(f)opLcra<s /xe eK KotXta? fjLijTpo^

ILOV, the same equivocal meanings, mechanical

and moral, are rightly attributed. The word

denotes both the natural separation from the

mother, and the moral cotisecration, setting

apart, to God. Since the word may denote

either of these, it seems to have been chosen,

certainly by St. Paul, and perhaps by the

Psalmist, to denote both.

The fact of the two words, Ti'^boi and

D"^«b333, being thus brought into juxtaposi-

tion, is sufficient to suggest that they are used in
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two different senses. This was the conceit, or

humour, of the age,—to put in juxtaposition

similar forms with diverse meanings. It is what

we call punning. See note, and foot-note, upon

Ps. cvi. 28. Now since n'^sbss, in connection

with -|"'b2?», must mean distinguished,m. the sense

of being extraordinary, we must take the pre-

vious word Ti'^bDS in the otlier sense, viz. of

being separated.

For my rendering of the latter part of this

verse, I suppose the Psalmist's meaning to be

that the separation from the mother, which is

individualization, is the introduction to conscious

life, to the knowledge of God and of His works.

And that this surely signalizes man as the most

wonderful of God's works, viz. this faculty or

potentiality of knowing all His other works.

v. 15. Not hidden from Thee was my own

self (•»Ki237) which was made in a hidden

place, and was fashioned in the lower parts of

the earth,

I adopt this meaning of d55^ because it en-

ables me to link on this verse more easily and

consistently to the preceding verse. It denotes

just that to which the preceding verse has in-
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troduced us, the conscious^ rejitclive, self. At

the same time, the usual concrete meaning of the

word {my hone) may be accepted as sufficient

for the occasion.

V. 16. Thine eyes did see my compacted

folds (''abi) ; and in Thy book were recorded

all the days wherein they were formed^ when as

yet there was none oj themy (sc. of those days).

The meaning is that God knows, from the

first, the development, and the days wherein

that development should take place, even from

the first day, i.e. the day of conception, unto the

day of birth. I can find no other meaning than

this j but I admit that the thought is a common*

place one, and is expressed in too ample ver-

biage.

The word obn denotes that which is com-

pactly involved, as a cloak folded up, or as the

parts of anything as yet undeveloped : a leaf or

flower in the bud : a fcetus in the womb.* The

* The aptness of this expression will be recognized

by the most casual observer. The condition of unde-

veloped organisms is that of being wrapped or folded

together. The words development and evolution denote

tke unfolding, or unrolling, of that which before has beeu

folded or rolled up.
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verb is found only in 2 Kings ii. 8, where it de-

notes the folding of a cloak. The noun substan-

tive Dib3, a cloak, occurs in Ezek. xxvii. 24

;

and obi, af<EtuSy only here. The root is pro-

bably akin to bba.

In my translation ofthe words nnn ^^N wb")

I have been guided by Ps. xc. lOj—nnn in

both places having the same meaning : -—As for

the days of our years, there are seventy years of

them ; compared with the text, When there was

none of them.

V, 17. And to me, how precious were

Thy favourable regards,—i,e. as soon as I be-

came conscious of them

—

God ;
—How great

the sum o f them !

V. 18. Should I reckon them, they are

more numerous than the sand. I awoke, and I

was still with Thee.

The thought is here continued in the

straight line. As God knew my processes of

development before my birth, so, at my birth.

He manifested His good purposes towards me :

purposes which thenceforward became reciprocal.

The emphatic '^b^, with which the 17th verse

begins, marks the response of the soul that
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awakens lo independent life, and to the con-

sciousness of God's love. The more definite

expression of this thought is reserved to the

close of V. 18,—/ awoke (from the unconscious-

ness and darkness of the womb) and I was still

with Thee. The loving care that tended those

days of unconscious existence was manifested to

my consciousness when I awoke to life»*

V. 19. At this point it is customary to find

a paradox. How strange to descend from such

sublime thoughts, of humanity affiliated to

Deity,—of God's eternal love being as it were

complemented by man's love to God,—to blood-

thirsty expressions, such as are supposed to be

found in this and the following verses. I can-

not see the paradox, Man awakes to the con-

sciousness of two things, viz. of good and of evil

:

* Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting :

The soul that rises with us, our life's star.

Hath had elsewhere its setting,

And Cometh from afar.

Not in entire forgetfulness,

And not in utter nakedness,

But trailing clouds of glory do we come

From God who is our home.

Heaven lies about us in our infancy.

Wordsworth : Intimations of Immortality.
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—of God and of that which is opposed to God.

In proportion to the sincerity of his love to God

appears the sincerity and the intensity ot his

hatred of all that is opposed to God. Most

assuredly, our love towards God is to be mea-

sured by the intensity of our hatred of God's

enemies. Ye that love the Lordy See that ye

hate the thing that is evil.

The expressions of blood-thirst are not to

be taken literally. On the other hand, they

are not to be smoothly obliterated. Is there not

still a conflict between God and that which is

not of God ? If there is,—Are we to falter

between the two ? Will not the soul that

awakens to the love of God awaken simulta-

neously to hatred and active opposition of all

that is not of God ? Will not God's enemies

become our own, personal, irreconcileable,

enemies ? To these questions there can be but

one answer ; and this answer is given here and

in the sequel.

rti?-^ mb« hx^ipn cn. This word d«

sometimes introduces the protasis of an impreca-

tion, whereof the apodosis is omitted. Such a

usage is commonly assumed here ; but, I think.
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without warrant. There is nothing to be sup-

posed or imagined that would supply the ellipsis.

The same objection lies against the more

common meaning of the word : If Thou slayest

the wicked,—What then ?

I propose a slight change in the division of

the words, thus :

—

vwn mbM biDp n^s.

It is in faithfulness that God destroys the

wicked. Compare liv. 7. Destroy Thou them

in Thy faithfulness. To exterminate wicked-

ness is a duty towards God that man has under-

taken. It is a reciprocal obligation; and there-

fore the Psalmist hastens to give the assurance

of his part :

—

It is in faithfulness towards me that God
destroys the wicked. So now, on my part, in

faithfulness towards my God, 1 charge you

blood-thirsty men that ye departJrom me.

V. 21. See above under V. 19.

V. 23, See above, introductory note.
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Psalm CXL.

A comparison of this Psalm with the sixty-

fourth shows a correspondence that can hardly

be accidental. The slanderous tongue is the

subject of both.

V. 8. O Jehovah, my Lord, Thou strength

ofmy salvation, in the day of arming Thou hast

provided a covering for my head.

Perhaps St. Paul had this in mind when,

describing the Christian armour, he spoke of the

hope of salvation as a helmet. Compare also

Isaiah lix. 17.

V. 9. Grant not, Jehovah, the desires of

the wicked man : further not his plot for his

exaltation.

The last word of this verse I take to be

lai^b, instead of the i>:)'n'' of the text. The

Lxx. seem to have read, or conjectured, in'n'' bn.

If this was a conjecture it would be suggested

rather by the reading that I propose than by

that which we find.

V. 1 0. The construction of this verse will

appear strange, unless we connect it with v. 8,

—a connection that seems plainly to be intend-
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ed. As tbere the Psalmist says

—

Thou hast

'provided a covering for my head, (^c, so here he

continues,

—

As for the head of them that compass me

about (sc. with lying words, as in cix, 3,) let the

mischief of their own lips cover them.

In exact composition we should expect

" it " (sc. the head) instead of " them,'' But

this is precisely the inexactitude that is to be

looked for in a Hebrew composition.

V. 11. Let it (sc. b'lv) bring even upon

themselves (cn'^bs'i ta^n"^) coals oj fire : let it

cast them into pits so that they rise no more.

The division of the words Dn'^bri ra'^a"'

which I propose brings a tvro-fold advantage.

It enables us to regard b'av as the continuous

subject of the verbs, and it gives just that em-

phasis to nn^bv which the occasion requires.

For the meaning of ts"'!^'^ see Ps. Iv. 4. It

seems a strange use of the verb ; but we need

not defend it Iiere. The two examples are suffi-

cient to establish it as a recognized expression

to denote the bringing of evil upon any-one.

It surely does not admit of any doubt that
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the words ii7«n n^bn: are to be taken together.

See note on cxx. 4.

Psalm CXLT.

This seems to be the evening prayer of one

who exercised judicial functions : who sought to

administerjudgmentin justice; but who had to

compete with, and to defend himself against,

others who procured to themselves advantage

and applause by perverting judgment. He
prays that no such temptation may prevail over

him (v. 3, 4,). In v, 5, he defends his own im-

partial conduct on the grounds, not of justice

only, but of kindness ; and he tests the principle

of his conduct by applying it to himself. If, says

he, a righteous man should smite me, it were a

kindness. If he should convict me (n^"*, a

judicial term) it would be an anointing of my
head, that 1 hope my head would not refuse or

resent, &c. The sixth and seventh verses are

occupied with imprecations of God's wrath upon

the unrighteous judges; and the Psalm ends

with a prayer for guidance under circumstances

of special perplexity, and for deliverance from

circumstances of special danger,
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The following translation will perhaps en-

able the reader to follow the main thought

throughout.

1. Jehovah, I have called upon Thee : haste Thee to

me : hear my voice when I cry unto Thee.

2. Let my prayer ascend as incenstj before Thee, let

the lifting up of my hands be an evening offering.

3. Set a watch, O Jehovah, upon my mouth : guard

Thou the door of my lips.

4. Let not my heart incline to any evil thing, to

invent pretexts wickedly v/ith men who are workers of

iniquity; and let me not taste of their dainties.

5. Should a righteous man smite me, it were a kind-

ness. Should he convict me, it would be an anointing of

my head that I hope my head would not refuse. Nay, but

my intercession should still be (made for them) in their

misfortunes.

6. Smashed by the rock be their judges, so that they

(sc. the people) may hear my words that they are

acceptable,

7. As when one plougheth and splitteth up the earth,

so let their bones be scattered at the mouth of the grave.

8. But to Thee, O Jehovah my Lord, are mine eyes

directed ; in Thee have I trusted, bare not Thou my soul,

9. Preserve rae from the power of the snare that they

have laid for me, and from the traps of them that work

iniquity.
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10. Let them fall into their own nets; let me oxAy

pass quite over them.

V. 2. Let my prayer ascend, ^lan. It is,

literally, Let mj prayer be erected. The pheno-

menon of a perpendicularly ascending cloud of

smoke is here indicated. See note on Ps. xx. 4.

id. Let the lifting up (nsba) ofmy hands

he an evening offering (pn::in).

In view of the common expression,

D"'T* Nb3, it would be unwarrantable to say that

nsbD here denotes an offering. On the other

hand, it is not unlikely that the word may have

been chosen here as a double entendre, to in-

clude the idea of such an offering as should be

complementary to the incense of the preceding

clause.

With regard to the Minchah, as here men-

tioned,—In the service of the tabernacle (Numb,

xxviii. 3, &c.), the whole burnt -offering of both

morning and evening was to be followed by a

Minchah. One feature of this offering, viz. the

incense, is here associated with the morning

;

whilst the Minchah itself is mentioned in con-

nection with the evening. It is an example of

hendiadys, which, in other words, is a poetical
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distinction without any real difference. It is

probable that the Minchah is thus mentioned in

connection with the evening service because it

was the closing ceremony of the day ; although

it was equally the closing ceremony of the morn-

ing service. And the reason why the evening

service is here specially mentioned is that the

prayer of the Psalm is an evening prayer. This

is sufficiently indicated by the figurative lan-

guage of the next verse.

v. 3, As watches and guards were set at

the close of the day, the language of the text,

although used figuratively, characterizes the

Psalm as an evening prayer. The figurative

use is to the effect that it is more important to

guard the door of one's lips, than the door of

one's house; just as, more actively, it is said in

Prov. xvi. 32, He that nileth his spirit is better

than he that taketh a city.

V. 4. mbb^y bbi27nnb. I take this expres-

sion to mean to make pretences or to Jeign occa-

sions, as an unjust judge may do. So the Lxx.,

Tov TTpo(j>a(Tit,€.(jdai Trpo^daeLs, and Latin Vul-

gate,

—

Ad excusandas excusationes. But the

Syriac gives the more usual, and the more
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empty, meaning of doing deeds ;—and this not-

withstanding that the Syriac wb^?, ^nbbi;, de-

notes an occasion, and specially a Jeigned occa-

sion. So also the Chaldee, as in Dan. vi, 4, 5.

Both our English Versions adopt what I call the

empty meaning. So also Ewald and others.

'' To commit deeds,'' says Ewald. Yet such a

simple idea would hardly be expressed so

clumsily, and with such exuberance of empti-

ness. Surely something more than this must

be intended.

id. Let me not taste of their dainties,

I understand this of such popular favour as

an unjust judge seeks and gains. To this I

have been led by a comparison of Prov, xxiv.

23, 24, 25,-—

It is not good to have respect of persons in judgment.

He that saith unto the wicked. Thou art righteous, him

shall the people curse, nations shall ahhor him. But to

them that rebuke shall be favour,—cy^"^ C'^rT'^IXib.

The favour (d2?:) of the last verse is that

which a worthy judge may claim of the worthy.

It is so claimed by the worthy judge in v, 6, of

this Psalm, where we find the same word CV2.
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That which an unjust judge obtains by iniquity

the Psalmist abhors : Let me not taste of it.

But the same thing obtained by equity is accept-

able, and desirable.

V. 5. I have above described n^"' (Hiph.)

as a judicial term. It is used as synonymous

with '^^XD in Isaiah ii. 4 ; xi. 3 and 4, See also

Gen. xxxi. 37 ; Job ix. 33 ; and the above-

quoted Prov. xxiv. 25,

V. 6. i?bD ''i^s iraaipa, Smashed hy the rocl\

I take the word n^'n merely as a preposition, as

in V. 9,

id. That they (the people who had had

experience of unjust judges) may hear my
words, Jor they are acceptable, irj^i. See the

latter part of note on v. 4.

V. 7. This verse describes, by a compari-

son, the scattering of the bones of the unright-

eous judges, who are supposed to be hurled from

the top of a rock. This is likened to the scatter-

ing of clods of earth by the plough. As here

the earth is cleft (^pn) and dislocated, so in 2

Chron. xxv. 12, where we read of a number of

Edomites being hurled from the top of a rock

(^Vd), it is added. And all of them were
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hroJcen in pieces, is^pss nbDi. Taking this

place into consideration we can hardly avoid re-

ferring the expression c*'a!Jr - - - rpn to the

breaking of the bones of the wicked judges who

in the preceding verse are precipitated down

the rock. But to obtain this meaning we ought

to read utt^'D'^'s instead of the i3"^?3!227 of the

text. And this, according to the Codex Alex-

andr., was the reading of the LXX.; as it was

also that of the Syriac translator. The exigency

of the case would suggest and enforce this read-

ing, even without such warrant.

vv. 8, 9. With the sentiment of these two

verses, compare that of Ps. xxv. 1 5,

—

Mine eyes

are ei'er looking unto Jehovah, for it is He that

pluckeih my Jeet out of the net.
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Psalm CXLII.

Taking this Psalm bj itself I feel disposed

to give credit to its title, which attributes it to

David. But Ewald and others, with some show

of probability, take this in connection with the

two which immediately precede ; assigning them

to one and the same author. Now the small

considerations which might be adduced against

the Davidic authorship of this Psalm are in-

creased at least three-fold in our estimate of the

triplet.

Ewald says that the language of these

three Psalms is devoid of any trace of an imita-

tion of older songs. Yet this Psalm contains a

very close imitation of an acknowledged compo-

sition by David. Compare the following con-

secutive expressions here, viz.

—

V. 7/h3^a r2a« ''2 •'ib'^i^n

V. 8. ns^iJin

id. "»b^ b!32n

with the consecutive expressions of Ps. xviii.,

viz.

—

V, 18. >2x:a "llI^S ^3 ^3b>!J"»

V. 20, "'3N''!JVT

V. 21. ^-jbDJ^
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These points of resemblance indicate either

an intentional copying of another's work, or a

reiteration of sentiment in the same language bj

one and the same writer ; just as we find St.

Paul repeating the same sentiments in the same

expressions in different epistles. This latter

supposition would confirm the representation of

the title of this Psalm. If it was really com-

posed by David in the cave, it is easy to under-

stand how the same turns of thought, expressed

in the same words, would be found here and in

Ps. xviii.

V. 5. The imperatives in the verse are

plainly rhetorical. They import no difficulty

into the construction,

id. There is none that looheth after my
souly sc, for good. The verb here used is tr-iT.

When the expression occurs. To seek after one's

soul for evil, the verb is usually Pi. of irpn.

V. 7. 1^'or TiibT see note on xxx. 2.

V. 8. Brinj forth my soul out of prison to

praise Thy Name, The righteous are waiting

on my account, fill Thou shall revive me,

1 have followed iho Lxx. in my rendering
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of the words •^nna^' "^in, e/xe viroiievova-i. They

give the same rendering of the same verb in

Job xxxvi. 2. The word has this meaning more

commonly in the Aramaic dialects. The Syriac

translator, for example, uses it to represent the

iav fieivrjTe of St. John's Gospel, viii. 31.

The peculiar usage of bJ2:j which I have

pointed out in my note on Ps. cxix. 1 7, is to be

observed here ; since the Psalmist writes under

apprehension of death. The word is used

specially of deliverance from death. In addition

to the places referred to under Ps. cxix. 17,

1

cite here the use of biX22 in Ps. ciii. 2, in con-

nection with the deliverance of life from the

grave in v. 4 ; and of bi^D^n in Ps. cxvi. 12, in

connection with verses 7 and 8 of the same

Psalm.
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Psalm CXLIII.

Regarding this Psalm as a late composi-

tion, and as consisting to a great extent of

reminiscences of earlier Psalms, I take from

Ewald the following indications of these earlier

sources.

With V. I comp. Ixv. 6 ; cxviii. 5. Ver. 2

from Job xiv. 3, 4, &c. Ver, 3 from Ixxxviii.

6, or rather immediately from Lam. iii. 6. Ver.

4 from cxlii. 4 ; Ixi. 3 ; Ixxvii. 4. Ver. 6 from

Ixxvii. 6, Ver. 6 from Ixiii. 2, Ver. 7 from

xxviii. 1. Verses 8, 10, 11, from li. 10-13;

V. 9; XXV, 1.

V. 1. -jnpisn ^3337 -fnstiNn. In Thyfaith-

fulness hear me : in Thy righteousness.

This somewhat peculiar construction com-

pels our observance of the distinction (thus

evidently intended) between these two words.

There are abundant grounds, as I have else-

where shown, for the supposition that the former

o( these terms denotes God's faithfulness, gener-

ally, to all His creatures ; and the latter His

specially covenanted favour to His chosen

people. The former, indeed, may be regarded

as covenanted faithfulness, in consideration of
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tlie terms of tlie covenant made with Noah
;

but the latter has reference exclusively to the

Abrahamic covenant. The Psalmist pleads both

in one breath. See note on Ixxiv. 20.

V. 9. -n^D3 i^b«. (Fleeing) unto Thee

I hide myself. For this pregnant construc-

tion see note on Ps. lix. 10. The lxx. have

allowed the idea oifleeing^ which is necessarily

understood, to supplant that of covering, or

hiding, which is expressed. They give, 77/505

o-e Karefjivyov. The words are wanting in the

Syriac,

Psalm CXLIV.

Like some other of the later Psalms, and

more conspicuously than any other, this consists

of extracts from earlier compositions. Unlike

some others,—as, for example, Ps. cxxxv.,—this

compilation presents an appearance of homo-

geneous structure, as far as verse 12. At this

point we find not only an abrupt change of

matter and of style, but also the introduction of

a passage which is found no-where else, and

which is plainly of a much earlier date than the

compilation itself. This passage, moreover, is
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followed up by a verse in the later style. We
cannot, therefore, assume that the compiler,

having built up the former part of the Psalm

with borrowed materials, here introduces some-

thing of his own. Like the curiously interpo-

lated bit of antiquity found in Numb. xxi. 14,

15,—concerning which see my note on Ps.

Ixviii. 19,—it is as conspicuously incongruous

as a Roman tile in a mediaeval building. Ewald

places it among the songs of David's time ; but,

considering that the conditions of happy con-

tentment which it describes must have been the

result of a long and honourable peace, and that

these conditions can hardly be found before the

reign of Solomon, he says there is no reason for

doubting that it is really of Solomon's time.

His more specific assignment of the date to the

first half of Solomon's reign is founded upon an

erroneous interpretation (as I think) of v. 12:

and is very fanciful, even on the assumption that

his interpretation is correct.

I subjoin a translation of this interesting

fragment.

v. 12. fWe) whose sons are as plants repro^

duclive in tJu4r yoiilh: whose daughters are asjar-
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nersfashioned in the likeness ofa treasure-house :

V, 13, Our garners full, supplying (pro-

vision) oj every kind : our sheep bringing forth

thousands and ten thousands in our fields :

V. 14.. Our chiefs exalted:—no invasion:

—no going forth (sc. into captivity) :

—

no rvail-

ing in our streets.

As a mere setting, so to speak, of this older

portion, Ewald would reject the initial "iffi's of v.

12, as well as the whole of v. 15. The rejec-

tion of the former seems unnecessary.

Upon V. 12, it is to be observed that I take

Dublin as the Piel participle. No-where else

is the verb fouud in Pual. In Piel it means to

rear, to bring up, as plants, or as children. For

the latter see 2 Kings x. 6 ; Isaiah i. 2 ; xxiii.

4; xlix. 21 ; li. 18 j Hos. ix. 12. The word

27123 denotes a young plant, from which growth

and increase may be expected. In Job xiv. 9,

it is used specially in reference to its capability

of growth and reproduclion, in contrast with an

old and dried up tree. The usual interpretation

of the text, according to which the sons are

likened to plants reared in their youth is some-

what inane.
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As in Ps. cxxvii. 4, a blessing is associated

with the children that are brought forth in

youth,—c^m^ysn "^nn,—so here they are counted

happy who rear children while they themselves

are yet young,—nnnii73n.

The daughters are likened to excavated

store-houses. There can, surely, be no diffi-

culty in understanding the nviT of this verse as

identical in meaning, as in substance, with the

D'^iTXi of the next verse. And the word mni:n!2,

which I have rendered Jashionecly properly

means henm out, or hollowed out, excavated.

The root is closely akin to n!jn, which has

much the same meaning. The comparison,

which may appear gross to us, was obvious and

natural to those who (with the same idea) used

the word nnp3 to denote a woman, or a female

in general. Following the suggestion of this

word, it is worth while to observe the connection

of n!in, to hew out, with nnpa, an excavated

stone pit, in Isaiah li. 1 ; and to bear in mind

that both these words are figuratively used to

express the origin of the Israelitish nation from

Abraham and Sarah, who are mentioned in the

next verse.

I suppose b^M here to mean a treasure-
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Louse, as in Ps. xlv. 9, for the reasons there

given.

With regard to the words n^bnon i3''Qibw,

which I render Our chiefs are exalted, against

the usual opinion according to which v\^b^ is

identified with f^bw, an ox^—I observe that this

word always elsewhere has the meaning which I

have assigned to it. Further,—that if these

words had been intended to denote pregnant and

gravid cattle, as is usually supposed, they would

hardly appear, as they do, in the masculine gen-

der. Lastly,—that if the verb bno meant sim-

ply and solely to bear, or carry, sc. a burden,

then its passive must mean to be borne or car-

ried,—a meaning which is not suitable to any

interpretation of the passage. But if, as there

is reason to suppose, this verb has a primary

meaning of lifting up, from which there is an

easy transition to that of bearing, or carrying,

then its passive meaning is that of being lifted

up, or exalted, which is tliat whicli I have

adopted.*

* The close and almost inevitable connection between

the idea of lifting up and that of carrying is exemplified

by the Latin fero, to hear, which borrows some of its

most important forms from tollo, to lift ui).
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This last consideration has the more weight

because the Pual form of this verb is found no-

where else, so that there is the more temptation

to assign tc it an arbitrary meaning, as Gesenius

does. Putting aside the Chaldee Poal of Ezra

Ti. 3, the only other fomi of the verb that has a

passive meaning is the Hithpa. of Eccl. xii. 5,

The grass-hopper becomes a burden, bnno"' ;

—that is, even such a light thing as a grass-

hopper is carried with difficulty. There is thus

absolutely no warrant whatever for putting the

sense of being burdened upon the passive form

of a verb whose active form denotes bearing.

That this verb bno is used in the sense of

lifting up in Isaiah liii. 11, appears from the

rendering of the LXX., ra? d/aaprtas avT(ou

avTos avoLcrei, And St. Peter, referring to this

place, is careful to use the same word ;—the

more so, as he interprets the passage to denote

Christ's lifting up of our sins upon the cross.

His words are, (Ep. 1, ii. 24),— 6s rets djaaprtas

Tjixoiv avTos dvTJveyKeu iu t(o cratixaTL avTov eVc

TO ^vXov.

Upon the whole passage Kimchi remarks

that it expresses a fulfilment of the three-fold
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promise given in Deut. xxviii. 4, viz. of a bless-

ing upon " the fruit of thy body, and the fruit

of thy yroundy and the fruit of thy calthy I

suppose tliis to be true; but its truth depends

entirely upon the interpretation which I have

given to verse 12.

In the Preface to this work I have remark-

ed, in reference to the received versions of the

Psalter, that " reverence, love, and familiarity,

accumulating through many ages, have com"

bined to hide their blemishes, or to transform

them into beauties." Surely no more striking

illustration of this truth can be adduced than

that whicii is furnished by the current interpre-

tations of this twelfth verse. When the sons

and daughters of a nation are the subject of a

poetical description, we must look for a recipro-

cal relationship between the figures employed

corresponding to that which exists in nature.

But,—not to mention that it would seem more

suitable to liken the young men, rather than the

maidens, to the corner-stones of temples or

palaces,— What reciprocity, what relationship,

what correspondence, is there between young

plants and corner-stones ?—whether these corner
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stones be inside or outside, whether they be

sculptured into human forms or not.

Psalm CXLV.

When the youthful geologist, Hugh Miller,

found fossil fishes embedded in flag-stones, he

was not allowed to jump to the conclusion that

these fishes had ever lived. There was an

orthodox alternative, viz. that God had made

them of stone originally, and had put them in

the flag-stones to try our faith. With much

the same sort of orthodox indignation are we

forbidden to suppose that this alphabetical Psalm,

which lacks the Nun verse, ever had a Nun
verse. The Psalmist purposely omitted it.

Yet the difficulty which we find in trying

to ascertain this purpose :—in trying to discover

why a man who set himself to write an alpha-

betical Psalm should omit an important conso-

nant,—is greater than the difficulty which at-

tends the supposition that a verse has been

accidentally dropped. The Lxx. and the Syiiac

translators supply the want. Did they find a

gap, and fill it up as best they could ? I think

not. The lxx., as a rule, followed their text in
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a most servile manner. It is doubtful whether

they would even perceive an alphabetical ar-

rangement in the Hebrew. But to my mind it

is certain that they would not trouble themselves

to supply any deficiency of their text in accord-

ance with such an arrangement. I conclude,

therefore, that they found no such deficiency.

The verse, in much the same form in which

the Lxx. &c. found it, is found also in one MS.
of Kennicott, thus :

—

vb^D b32 i^om V3-n ban mn*^ psa-

For VD-n the lxx. read vim ; and this

is preferable. Their rendering of the whole

verse is,—Trtcrros /cvptos iv rots \6yoL<; avTov,

Kai ocTios eV Tracn rots epyoL's avTov.

To discredit this supplement it is thought

sufficient to say that it is mainly a repetition of

v. 17. But it seems unlikely that those who

wished to invent a supplement could not have

invented a sentiment de novo^ One may reason-

ably suppose that they would not profess to fill

up a gap by merely copjing a verse that follows

almost immediately. Is it likely that those who

have to restore a series a, 6, c, d, e, ^;c.y if thej

find the term h wanting, will fill its place by a
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repetition of the term d? T think not. The

fact that the verse which is supplied in the

Greek text is found, with some variations, a

little further on in the Hebrew, is, I think, a

strong warrant of its being genuine. And then,

as if to clench the matter, we may assume that

this repetition is the very cause of the omission.

"What more likely occasion of omitting a verse,

than the fact that the same verse is repeated

almost immediately, and almost ipsissimis ver-

bis P

But the variation that is found in the repe-

tition is not without significance. In v. 10, we

find a distinction that is observed throughout the

Psalm :

—

All Thy works acknowledge Thee,

Jehovah; and Thy saints bless Thee, In ac-

cordance with this distinction we find in verses

14, 15, 16, mention of God's goodness to all

living creatures. This is guaranteed to them

by His general faithfulness (n3i!2s). In

verses 18, 19, 20, we find mention of His

specially covenanted goodness to His saints :

—

to them that call upon Him : to them that fear

Him : to them that love Him. This is guaran-

teed to them by His specially covenanted riyht-
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eousness (npi'2). For, as I have observed in

my Prolegomena, § 22, " The word p^!^ denotes

a constant characteristic and manifestation of a

state of covenant relationship." And again

(upon the use of these two words in Ps. Ixxxv.

12), that they denote respectively God's faith-

fulness in nature and in grace. See also note

upon Ps. cxliii. 1.

It is, then, quite in accordance with this

distinction that we find verses 14, 15, 16, head-

ed with the general sentiment The Lord is

Jaithjul !^c, (]^S2) ; and verses 18, 19, 20,

introduced with the more special assertion The

Lord is righteous 8fc, (P"^i!J),

V. 5. nn^b« -j^nsbsa '•la-r. The particular

details of Thy wonders let me speak.

The Psalmist begins to tell of these in v.

14. At this verse Delitzsch says,—" The poet

now celebrates in detail the deeds of the gracious

King." For this use of "^nm see notes on ct.

27, and cxxxvii. 3.

V, 14. t)pT to lift tip. This word, which

in Hebrew occurs onlj here aud in the next

Psalm (v. 8), has in the Aramaic dialects the

more specific meaning of /i/lfi«^ vp upon a pole.
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crucifying, sea criminal. See Ezra vi. 11, for

the Chaldee usage ; and, for the Syriac, Matt,

xxviii. 5 J
Mark xv. 27, 32 ; and John xix. 20,

32» If we suppose, what is by no means impro-

bable, that this is the word which our Lord used

in giving His disciples an intimation of the

manner of His death (John iii. 14 ; xii. 32,

33), then that intimation would be more plainly

significant than it appears in the Greek.

V. 16. Opening Thy hand, and satisfying

the desire oj every living thing.

Psalm CXLVI.

V. 5. Blessed is he who regards the God of

Jacob as his help (thtS's) : whose hope is in

Jehovah his (sc. Jacob's) God.

I have elsewhere remarked upon this use of

::, that it much resembles the use of the French

en,

V. 6. Who made the heavens and the earth,

the sea, and all that is in them : who observeth

faithjulness (nns) for ever.

In the eighth verse God's goodness towards

His people is mentioned. They are there
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spoken of as d"*)"?"*!!? ; and as regards them God's

npi)^ is pledged by implication. For we may

certainly regard the D'^p'^i^s nn« of v. 8, as

equivalent to the expression npT^ nn« of

Ps. xxxiii. 5. We therefore find here the ob-

servance of the same distinction as in cxliii. 1,

and in the Nun and Tsadde verses of cxlv.

Psalm CXLVII.

In this Psalm, as in the later Psalms

generally, we find the unqualified expression of

a truth which only by degrees dawned upon the

mind of the Hebrews, viz. that Jehovah, the

God of their gracious dispensation, was the one

God ol nature. See notes upon Ps. xciii. 4, 5.

God's Word is here represented (viz. in verses

15, 18, 19,) as the onej^a^ of all that is done in

nature and in grace.* Comp, Ps. xxxiii. 4

and 6.

* I take this opportunity of observing that, although

these later P8alin3 raok below those of earlier date in

respect of iiaturalbeauty,yet in other respects they are most

valuable. They mark the development of religious

thought, and the progress of religious kuowledge Not

thftt this development and pro gress are to be regarded as
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The connection between these two Psalms

(the 147th and the 33rd) is obvious. Ewald

puts them close together. But the 147th is so

distinctly framed upon the pattern of the 33rd

that we are induced to put a considerable inter-

val between them. Men do not usually imitate

that which is of their own age.

In T. 1 of this Psalm we find an incomplete

imitation of the first verse of the 33rd. In the

same verse we meet with the improper con-

struction i2^nb« "nat corresponding with the

•lb "intiT of the 38rd.

In V, 2 there is a beautiful adaptation to

existing circumstances of xxxiii. 7. In the

earlier Psalm it is said. He gathereth together

(d3d) the waters of the sea. In the later Psalm

we find He gathereth together (d33>) the dis"

persed of Israel, We are reminded of Isaiah xl.

11, 12 ; where He who feeds His flock like a

shepherd, gathers the lambs with His arm, and

carries them in His bosom, is He who measures

the waters ot the sea in the hollow of His hand.

pure gain. In the earlier age the realm of religion is the

scope of communal life. Later on it dwindles to the

scope of the individual mind,
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Verses 10 and 11 of this Psalm are also to

be compared with xxxiii. 17, 1 8 j and, as I have

said above, verses 15, 18, and 19, with xxxiii. 4

and 6.

V. 1. Praise the Lord\jor it isgood: harp

(unto) our God, for it is pleasant : the Tehillak

is befitting (sc. to His saints).

In view of the use of ^"i::) and d>273 in Ps.

cxxxiii. 1, it would be unwarrantable to refer

these adjectives to God. Delitzsch well ob-

serves that " Ps, xcii. 2, shows that mtD "^3 can

refer to God ; but 3"^!72 said of God is contrary

to the custom and spirit of the Old Testament j

whereas these two words are in cxxxiii. 1, neu-

ter predicates of a subject that is set forth in the

infinitive form.'*

It is certainly necessary to supply, at least

in thought, the class of persons to whom the

Tehillah is befitting, just as it is supplied in Ps.

xxxiii. 1,—nbnn niS3 nntt'^b. This is re-

quired in accordance with the usual construc-

tion ; for which see Pro v. xvii. 7 ; xix. 10 ; and

xxvi. 1 . For the sentiment, I refer the reader to

note on Ps. xxxiii. 1.
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V. 2. Jehovah buildeth Jerusalem ; that is,

of course, buildeth up its ruins. See note on

Ps. cxxii. 3.

V. 10. Not in the strength oj the horse does

He delight, nor yet the legs of the man does He
favour.

The use of the definite article so emphati-

cally,

—

the horse and the man,—is sufficient to

show that the man is mentioned in connection

with the horse, viz. as its rider. The mention

of the man's legs, in this connection, is natural

enough. Gesenius supposed that cavalry and

infantry were intended.

V, 12. It can create no surprise to find

that the lxx. make this verse the beginning of a

new Psalm. Already the Psalmist has looked

up from nature to nature's God, and with that

God has identified Jehovah. We hardly expect

a repetition of this process in the same Psalm.

However this may be, it seems to me very

probable that these latter verses were suggested

by some unusually severe wintry season. Other-

wise, the Psalmist would hardly have restricted

his view of nature to these phenomena of snow.
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of frost, and of thaw. It is from these pheno-

mena exclusively that the lesson is taught. He
who covers the earth with snow and binds it up

with frost, and then sends His Word to melt

them, (v. 18), sends the same Word to Israel.

Psalm CXLVIII.

The two main divisions of this Psalm are

conspicuously marked. In the one, all things

in heaven,—in the other, all things in and under

the earth,—are called to praise Jehovah. The

latter is again split up into two subdivisions

:

— the subject of the former being man : of the

latter all other earthly agents, animate and in-

animate.

A difficulty that has been only partially

recognized arises from this calling upon univer-

sal nature to join with man in ibis work of prais-

ing God. " How," asks Delitzsch, '* is this to

be explained? .... Does the invitation, in

the exuberance of feeling, without any clearness

of conception, here overstep the boundary of

that which is possible ?" He adds that " the

call to praise proceeds ratlier from the wish that

all creatures, by becoming after their own man-
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ner an echo and reflection of the divine glory,

may participate in the joy at the glory which

God has bestowed upon His people after their

deep humiliation."

But the real point of the difficulty appears

only upon the consideration that the Tehillah,

to the participation in which universal nature is

here invited, is everywhere else represented as

the peculiar privilege of those who had been ad-

mitted into covenant relationship with God.

One would suppose, therefore, that not only

physical phenomena, and all living organisms

below man, would be excluded from this privi-

lege, but also a very large proportion of the

human race itself. And indeed this supposition

accords with the truth of the matter. The truth

of the matter, bared of the excrescences of a

fervid imagination, is regained by the Psalmist,

and strictly expressed, in the last verse. Let

all the rest go for what it is worth, as a flight of

fancy,—and undoubtedly its worth is very great,

—

yet, after all, the bare truth is that the Tehillah

is the exclusive privilege of His saints, of the

children of Israel, of the people thai had been

brought nigh unto Him.
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Regarding thus the main part of this

Psalm as a flight of the imagination, I must

point out that verses 6 and 6 seem intended as a

sort of fulcrum for this flight. Whereas the

Tehillah is really a privilege of those who are

brought into covenant relationship with God,

the Psalmist here adduces that sort of covenant

which God is often assumed to have made with

universal nature, as a warrant for this stretch of

his imagination. He gives this expressly as the

grounds upon which other creatures than man

can be at least poetically called to join in the

Tehillah : —Let them praise (ibbn"^) the Name

of Jehovah ; for He commanded and they were

created : He established them for ever and ever :

He gave them an ordinance, and will not traits-

gress it.

For this interpretation of the 5th and 6th

verses, see notes below. For the peculiar signi-

ficance of the Tehillah I refer to my Prolego-

mena § 23 ; and for the covenant relationship

between God and nature which is assumed, and

sometimes expressed, in these later Psalms, see

note below on v. 6, and compare Ps. cxlvi. 6.

V. 6. 1132?^ sbi ]n3 ^n. He hath given
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an ordinance, and will not transgress it. The

word pn here seems to denote a promise^ or

covenant, that God has made with nature, rather

than a larv imposed. Upon Ps. cv. 10, I have

observed that the word is there used as if equiva-

lent to nnn, a covenant. And it is certain that

elsewhere the uniformity and continuance of

nature are mentioned as the fulfilment of some

sort of undertaking or engagement on God's

part. I need refer only to Ps. cxlvi. 6, where

God is spoken of as having made the heaven

and the earth, and all that is therein, and as

observing faithfulness (sc. towards them) for

ever.

"12^ is used in connection with x>^ in Jer.

V. 22 ; although Ewald says this can have no

application to the usage of the text.

v, 9. Fruit trees and all cedars (o'^nw).

V. 10. ^ild beasts (n^nn) and all domeS'

tie cattle (ntJi^).

The distinction I have observed in the 10th

verse is usually recognized. See Gesenius.

The same distinction is not so obvious in the 9th

verse ; though it is equally intended. Upon the
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mention of the cedars which God has planted^ in

Ps. civ. 16, I have remarked that "these trees

seem to be mentioned as of God's planting in

distinction from trees, shrubs, crops, &c. of or-

dinary agriculture."

Psalm CXLIX.

Free from all such imaginary and poetical

extensions of Israel's prerogative as characterize

the preceding Psalm, this is a perfect and dis-

tinct example of the Tehillah. It is an expres-

sion of trustful confidence in God, and of boast-

ful defiance of all that is not of God. But it is

Israel, and Israel only, that with quiet dignity

rests in the one, and proudly fulminates the

other.

7. 1. The New Song is identified with the

Tehillah here, in Psalm xl. 4, and Isaiah xlii.

10. For the peculiar meaning of this expres-

sion see notes on Ps. xxxiii. 1, and xcvi. 1,

Here, as everywhere else, the Tehillah is

the privilege of the saints of God, c^TDn.

See Prolegomena § 20.

V. 3. Let them praise His Name with a
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pipe (bintt). See note on verse 4, of the next

Psalm,

id. The verb i-ust*^ here is appropriate

to the -)13D which is mentioned in connection

with it, as a stringed instrument ; but not to i^n,

which was an instrument of percussion,

vv. 7, 8, 9. It is written^ that they shall

execute vengeance on the heathen^ and punish-

ments on the nations : that they shall bind their

kings in chains, and their nobles in fetters of

iron : that they shall execute judgment on them

:

—this proud privilege belongs to all His saints.

I make all three infiaitives dependent upon

mriD. See Ps. xl. 9, where, as here, this par-

ticiple means It is written^ and has the infinitive

niicvb dependent upon it.

For bnn ^bnD, in v. 8, see note on cv. 18.
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Psalm CL.

V. 1, Praise God in His sanctuary : praise

Him in the firmament of His power.

" On earth, as in heaven," says Ewald,

The same distinction appears, I think, in

the next Terse.

V. 2. God's mighty acts are wrought on

earth : His excellent greatness is ia heaven.

V. 4. Praise Him with thetabret and pipe

(binja). This word is usually taken to mean

dancing. I suppose it to be only another form

of b-'bn, a pipe or fiute ; for these reasons :

—

fa) The word occurs here amongst the

names of a great number of musical instruments.

There is, therefore, a presumption that it does

itself denote a musical instrument.

(b) It is associated with Fin here, and in

the third verse of the preceding Psalm ; also, in

a fem. form, in Exod. xv. 20, and Judges xi.

34. But the word b'^bn, which is acknow-

ledged to mean a pipe, is similarly associated

with p\n in 1 Sam. x, 6, and Isaiah v. 12.
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(c) As here we find

so in 1 Sam. x. v, we find

-11331 b^bni 7\n^ bna-

(d) The Syriac translator identified the

bints of the text with the Vbn of 1 Sara. x. 5,

and Isaiah t- 12- Moreover, he gives the same

translation of nbnai osn in Exod. xv. 20,

and in Judges xi. 34. In 2 Sam. vi. 5, we find

the same musical instruments mentioned as in

the text, excepting that, in the place of bina,

the word "'373272X2 occurs. But this is rendered,

in both the Syriac and the Chaldee, by the same

word (T»27"*mj that is used by the Syriac to

represent the bina of the text, the nbna of the

places cited above, and the b'lbn of 1 Sam. x, 6,

and Isaiah v. 12.*

* The Aramaic S27"^3-l, according to the etymology,

would denote some square instrument j and probably a

drum or talret. I have not, in the text, adduced the

authority of the Syriac version to prove directly that

bin^ means a pipe, or fife ; but to show its identity with

b^'bn. The translator seems to have taken it to denote

a square variety of the t|n, which was probably circular.

It is remarkable that Egyptian sculptures and paintings

show both these forms ofdrum, or tabret, or tambourine.
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I conclude that the combination of v\n and

biniD, here and elsewhere, is precisely that with

which we ourselves are familiar, viz. that of drum

andjife,

V. 6. Let everything that hath breath praise

Jehovah. It is not necessary to regard this as

an extension to all living creatures of Israel's

peculiar privilege of the Tehillah, such as we

have observed in Ps. cxlviii. Since the Psalmist

has pressed into the service of Israel, for this

great work of praise, every instrument of music

that he can think of, we must suppose that he at

last regards everything that hath breath as in-

strumental in the same service.

To the praise-full soul of man all nature is

attuned ; and the grand organ awaits only the

human touch, to proclaim that

"EARTH WITH HER THOUSAND VOICES

PRAISES GOD,"
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